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PREFACE
OUR EARNEST WISHES!!!

 It gives us great pride and pleasure in bringing to 
you Sura’s English Guide for 11th Standard. It is prepared 
to facilitate your understanding and learning processes.  
The aim of this guide is to assist the students to develop 
mastery of the English Language Skills exclusively focussing 
on vocabulary, grammar, reading and comprehension skills, 
literature, intensive reading of short stories, study skills, 
writing skills, strategic competencies and occupational 
competencies.
 This guide is prepared based on the updated Textbook. 
It comprises of all required exercises to face the First Year of 
the Higher Secondary Public Examinations in the ensuing 
year without any hindrance. We would like the student to 
keep his/her best foot forward by utilizing this guide and 
proceed towards success at ease.
 Apart from the textual questions, exhaustive additional 
questions and answers for short answer type and paragraph 
questions have been given to help students practice and 
learn effectively all the sections of the textbook.
 Key points and Summary for all the units of Prose, 
Poem and Supplementary sections is given in simple 
English. All the lines of the Poems are explained clearly.  
This feature, we hope, will enable the students to 
understand and learn the Units very easily. For Synonyms 
and Antonyms, example sentences are given using the 
words.
 Though these salient features are available in this guide, 
we sincerely appreciate the important and indispensable 
role of the teachers in assisting the students to understand 
English.
 We immensely believe this guide satisfies the needs 
of the students and bolsters the teaching methodologies of 
the teachers.
 We wish you all a great success.

Subash Raj, B.E., M.S.

- Publisher

Sura Publications

All the Best21
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-2
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iv

11TH STD. - PUBLIC EXAMINATION ASSESSMENT MARKS
(with ref. to GO No. 13 dt. 20.02.2018)

Total Marks : 100

Written Exam
90 Marks

Internal Assessment
10 Marks

Attendance
Maximum 2 Marks

Above 80% = 2 Marks
75% to 80% = 1 Mark

Internal Tests
Maximum 4 Marks

Average of any 3 best 
tests.
(To be calculated for  
4 Marks)

Assignment /  
Project / Field Trip
Maximum 2 Marks

Any one from the 
above 3 categories.
(Proper records to be 
maintained)

Co-curricular 
Activities

Maximum 2 Marks
(Any 3 of the activities* 
given below)

* Co-Curricular Activities
1. Tree Plantation 12. Scout Movement 23. Antiquities Security Forum
2. Literary Forum 13. National Welfare Project 24. Information Technology Forum
3. Mathematical Forum 14. National Cadet Corps 25. Library Forum
4. Physics Forum 15. Youth Red Cross Society 26. Journalism Forum
5. Chemistry Forum 16. Ecological Forum 27. Music Forum
6. Biology Forum 17. Decorative Arts Forum 28. Fine Arts Forum
7. Commerce Forum 18. First Aid Forum 29. Red Spinners Angling Society
8. Economic Forum 19. Health and Hygiene Forum 30. Quiz Forum
9. Historic Forum 20. Consumer Forum 31. Road Safety Corps
10. Science Forum 21. Cultural Forum 32. Sports Activities
 (Science Exhibition, Seminar, etc.,)
11. National Green Corps 22. Theatre Forum 33. Vocational Education Forum

INTERNAL ASSESSMENT MARKS

Attendance

Internal Tests Assignment / 
Project / 

Field Trip 
(Any 1)

Co-curricular 
Activities
(Any 3)

TotalTest-1 Test-2 Test-3 Test-4

...................
Average of any 3 best tests 
Calculated for 4 ........... ..................................... ......................... ................
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CONTENTS

Page Months
PROSE

1. The Portrait of a Lady  - Khushwant Singh 1 - 16 June

2. The Queen of Boxing - M.C. Mary Kom 17 - 30 July

3. Forgetting - Robert Lynd 31 - 48 August

4. Tight Corners - Edward Verrall Lucas 49 - 68 October

5. The Convocation Address - Dr. Arignar Annadurai 69 - 86 November

6. The Accidental Tourist - Bill Bryson 87 - 102 December

POETRY
Important Poetic Devices 103 - 104

1. Once Upon a Time - Gabriel Okara 105 - 115 June

2. Confessions of a Born Spectator - Ogden Nash 116 - 127 July

3. Lines Written in the Early Spring - William Wordsworth 128 - 139 August

4. Macavity - The Mystery Cat - T.S. Eliot 140 - 152 October

5. Everest is not the Only Peak - Kulothungan 153 - 160 November

6. The Hollow Crown - William Shakespeare 161 - 172 December

SUPPLEMENTARY READER
1. After Twenty Years - O. Henry 173 - 178 June

2. A Shot in the Dark - Saki 179 - 184 July

3. The First Patient (Play) - C.V. Burgess 185 - 190 August

4. With the Photographer - Stephen Leacock 191 - 195 October

5. The Singing Lesson - Katherine Mansfield 196 - 200 November

6. The Never - Never Nest (Play) - Cedric Mount 201 - 204 December
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Question Paper Contents as per Govt. Model Paper 

Q. NO. PAGE

Part  - I : 1     Mark Questions                                   20 Marks
1-3 Synonyms 235 - 238

4-6 Antonyms 238 - 241

7 Clipped Words 241 - 243

8 Unclipped Words 243

9 Right Definition of a term 244 - 248

10 Idioms 248 - 253

11 Foreign Words 253 - 256

12 Compound Words 256 - 262

13 Prefix 262 - 264

14 Suffix 264 - 266

15 Expanded form of Abbreviation and Acronym 266 - 270

16 Syllabification 271 - 274

17 Phrasal Verbs 275 - 280

18 Appropriate Phrases 280 - 281

19 Question Tags 281 - 283

20 Modal / Semi-Modal Verbs 284 - 287

Additional 
Topics

i. Blended Words 288

ii. American English - British English Word 289 - 290

iii. Prepositions 290 - 293

iv Link Words / Conjunctions 293 - 295

v. Relative Pronouns 296

vi. Substitute Words / Phrases with Polite Alternatives 297 - 298

vii. Singular and Plural Form 298 - 302

viii. Sentence Pattern 303 - 307

ix. Homophones / Confusables 307 - 309

x. Tenses 309 - 310

xi. Determiners 310 - 312
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Part  - II :   2    Marks Questions                             14 Marks
Section - I

21 - 26 Poetry Appreciation / Figure of Speech (Answer any 4 out of 6 Questions) Refer Poetry Section 
Unit 1 to 6

Section - II : (3 out of 4)
27 Direct / Indirect Speech 313 - 320

28 Active Voice / Passive Voice 320 - 327

29 Conditional Clauses 327 - 331

30 Transformation of a sentence (Simple, Compound, Complex) 331 - 338
Additional 

Topic i. Inversion of Conditional Clauses 338 - 339

Part  - III :   3    Marks Questions                             21 Marks
Section - I (2 out of 3)

31 - 33 Poem : Explanation with Reference to the Context Refer Poetry Section 
Unit 1 to 6

Section - II (2 out of 3)

34 - 36 Prose - Short Answer questions Refer Prose Section 
Unit 1 to 6

Section - III (3 out of 4)

37 Rearranging the Words in a Sentence 340 - 341

38 Extending Conversation / Dialogue with 3 exchanges 341 - 342

39 Expansion of News Headlines 343 - 345

40 Describing a Process 345 - 347

Additional 
Topics

i. Completion of the dialogue 348

ii. Correct and Edit a Passage 348 - 349

iii. Notice Writing 349 - 352

iv. E-mail Writing 352 - 354

v. Report Writing 355 - 356

vi. Framing Questions 356 - 357

vii. Completion of Proverbs 358 - 359

viii. Non-Verbal Comprehension 359 - 362

ix. Semantic Fields 362 - 364
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viii

Part  - IV :   5    Marks Questions                              35 Marks

41 Prose - Paragraph Questions (1 out of 2) Refer Prose Section 
Unit 1 to 6

42 Poem - Paragraph Questions (1 out of 2) Refer Poetry Section 
Unit 1 to 6

43
Supplementary - Developing the Hints into a Paragraph 
(1 out of 2)

Refer Supplementary 
Section Unit 1 to 6

44 Note-Making (OR) Summarizing 365 - 376

45 (i)

45 (ii)

General Comprehension 376 - 381

General Poem Comprehension 381 - 384

46 (i)

46 (ii)

Letter Writing (Responding to an Advertisement, Personal & Official) 384 - 397

Paragraph Writing on a General Topic 398 - 402

47 (i)

47 (ii)

Construction of dialogues for the given situation 402 - 404

Developing Hints into a Story 405

Additional 
Topics

i. Spot the Errors & Correct 406 - 412

ii. Article Writing 413 - 414

iii. Explanation of Proverb 414 - 415

iv. Biographical Sketch 416

■ Govt. Supplementary Exam. September 2021 Question Paper with Answers 417 - 424

5
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SURA PUBLICATIONS
Chennai

COMPUTER SCIENCE
HIGHER SECONDARY FIRST YEAR

 Salient Features
  Answers for all Textual Questions.

  Exhaustive Additional MCQs, VSA, SA & LA questions with answers are given 
in each chapter.

  Govt. Model Question Paper-2018 (Govt. MQP-2018), First Mid-Term Test  
(FMT - 2018), Quarterly Exam  (QY-2018 & 19), Half Exam (HF -2018  
& 19), June Exam (June 2019), March Public Exam (Mar.2019 & 2020) and  
Govt. Supplementary Exam September 2020 & 2021  (Sep. 2020 & Sep. 2021)
Questions are incorporated in the appropriate sections.

  Govt. Supplementary Exam September 2021 Question Paper is given with 
answers.

Based on the Updated New Textbook  Free

Practice Workbook

Lab Manualwith
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Note froM PubliSher
 It gives me great pride and pleasure in bringing to you 
Sura’s Computer science Guide for +1 Standard.  A deep 
understanding of the text and exercises is rudimentary to have an 
insight into Computer Science. The students and teachers have to 
carefully understand the topics and exercises. 

 Sura’s Computer Science +1 Standard Guide encompasses 
all the requirements of the students to comprehend the text and 
the evaluation of the textbook. 

	It will be a teaching companion to teachers and a learning 
companion to students. 

 Exhaustive Additional MCQs, VSA, SA, LA questions with 
answers are given in each chapter.

 These features will help students practice and learn 
effectively all the sections of the textbook.

 Though these salient features are available in our Sura’s 
Computer Science Guide 11th Standard, I cannot negate the 
indispensable role of the teachers in assisting the student to 
understand the Computer Science.
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success in their examinations. 

 Mr. Subash Raj, B.E., M.S.
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[1]

CHAPTER SNAPSHOT

Chapter IntroductIon to computers1
UNIT- I

FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTER AND WORKING WITH A TYPICAL 
OPERATING SYSTEMS (WINDOWS & LINUX)

	  1.1. Introduction to Computers
	  1.2. Generations of Computers
	  1.3. Sixth Generation Computing 
	  1.4. Data and Information
	  1.5. Components of a Computer
	   1.5.1. Input Unit

   1.5.2. Central Processing Unit
	   1.5.3. Output Unit
	   1.5.4. Memory Unit
	   1.5.5. Input and  Output devices
	  1.6. Booting of Computer

Evaluation
SEction - a

chooSE thE corrEct anSwEr 
1. First generation computers used  [HY. 2019]

(a) Vacuum tubes  (b) Transistors
(c)  Integrated circuits (d) Microprocessors 

 [Ans. (a) Vacuum tubes]

2. Name the volatile memory 
(a) ROM   (b) PROM 
(c) RAM   (d) EPROM 

 [Ans. (c) RAM]

3. Identify the output device  [Mar. 2020]
(a)  Keyboard  (b) Memory
(c)  Monitor   (d)  Mouse  

 [Ans. (c) Monitor]

4. Identify the input device   [FMT 2018]
(a) Printer   (b) Mouse
(c)  Plotter      (d)  Projector 
 [Ans. (b) Mouse]

5. …………… Output device is used for printing 
building plan.
(a) Thermal printer (b) Plotter
(c) Dot matrix  (d) inkjet printer 

 [Ans. (b) Plotter]

6. Which one of the following is used to in ATM 
machines   
(a) Touch Screen (b) Speaker
(c) Monitor   (d) Printer 
 [Ans. (a) Touch Screen]

7. When a system restarts  which type of booting is 
used.
(a) Warm booting (b) Cold booting
(c) Touch boot  (d) Real boot. 
 [Ans. (a) Warm booting]

8. Expand POST  [FMT 2018; Sep. 2020]
(a) Post on self Test
(b) Power on Software Test
(c) Power on Self Test
(d) Power on Self Text 
 [Ans. (c) Power on Self Test]

9. Which one of the following is the main memory?
(a) ROM   (b) RAM
(c) Flash drive  (d) Hard disk 
 [Ans. (b) RAM]

10. Which generation of computer used IC’s?
(a) First (b) Second (c)  Third (d) Fourth 

 [Ans. (c) Third]
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2 Sura’s  XI Std - Computer Science ➠ Unit I ➠ Chapter 1  

7. Differentiate Input and Output unit.
Ans. Input Unit Output Unit

Input unit is used 
to feed any form of 
data  to the computer, 
which can be stored in 
the memory unit for 
further processing. 

An output unit is any 
hardware component 
that conveys 
information to users in 
an understandable form.

Example : 
Keyboard, mouse etc.

Example : 
Monitor, Printer etc.

8. Distinguish Primary and Secondary memory.
Ans. Primary Memory Secondary Memory

It is used to 
temporarily store the 
programs and data 
when the instructions 
are ready to execute.

It is  used to store the 
data permanently.

It is volatile, the 
content is lost when 
the power supply is 
switched off. 
Eg. RAM.

It is non-volatile, the 
content is available even 
after the power supply is 
switched off. Eg. ROM, 
CD-ROM, DVD ROM.

SEction - c
Short anSwErS

1. What are the characteristics of a computer?
Ans. (i) Computer is the powerful machine.

(ii) It can perform large number of tasks.
(iii)  The main capacities of computer are work 

length, speed accuracy, diligence, versatility 
memory and automation and lots of more tasks.

2. Write the applications of computer.
Ans. The various applications of computers are,

(i) Business  (ii)   Education
(iii) Marketing  (iv)  Banking
(v) Insurance  (vi)  Communication
(vii) Health care
(viii) Engineering - Robotics, Nano technology, Bio 

Engineering
3. What is an input device? Give two examples.
Ans. Input device is used to feed any form of data to the 

computer, which can be stored in the memory unit 
for further processing. 

  Example: Keyboard, Mouse, Scanner, Fingerprint 
scanner, Track Ball, Retinal Scanner, Light pen etc.

SEction - B
vEry Short anSwErS   

1. What is a computer? [Sep. 2021]

Ans. (i) A computer is an electronic device that 
manipulates information, or data. It has the 
ability to store, retrieve, and process data.

(ii)  Computer works faster than human being and 
given the values more accuracy and reliable

2. Distinguish between data and information.
 [FMT 2018]

Ans. Data Information
Data is defined as an 
unprocessed collection 
of raw facts, suitable 
for communication, 
interpretation or 
processing.

Information is a 
collection of facts from 
which conclusions may 
be drawn.

(Eg)  
134, 16, 'Kavitha', 'C'

(Eg)  
Kavitha is 16 years old.

3. What are the components of a CPU? [Sep. 2020]
Ans. The CPU has three components which are Control 

unit, Arithmetic and Logic unit (ALU) and Memory 
unit.

4. What is the function of an ALU? [Mar. 2020]

Ans. (i)  The ALU performs arithmetic operations. 
(ii)  The result of an operation is stored in internal 

memory of CPU.
(iii)  The logical operations of ALU promote the 

decision making ability of a computer.

5. Write the functions of control unit.
Ans. The control unit controls the flow of data between the 

CPU, memory and I/O devices. It also controls the 
entire operation of a computer.

6. What is the function of memory?
Ans. The primary memory is used to temporarily store the 

programs and data when the instructions are ready to 
execute. The secondary memory is used to store the 
data permanently.
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4 Sura’s  XI Std - Computer Science ➠ Unit I ➠ Chapter 1  

(iii)  Arithmetic and Logic Unit : The ALU is a part of the CPU where various computing functions are performed 
on data. The ALU performs arithmetic operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and 
logical operations.

(iv)  Control Unit : The control unit controls the flow of 
data between the CPU, memory and I/o devices. It 
also controls the entire operation of a computer.

(v)  Output Unit : An output unit is any hardware 
component that conveys information to users in an 
understandable form. Example : Monitor, Printer 
etc.

(vi) Memory Unit : The Memory Unit is of two types 
which are primary memory and secondary memory. 
The primary memory is used to temporarily store 
the programs and data when the instructions are 
ready to execute. The secondary memory is used to 
store the data permanently. The Primary Memory is volatile, that is, the content is lost when the power supply 
is switched off. The Random Access Memory (RAM) is an example of a main memory.  The Secondary 
memory is non volatile, that is, the content is available even after the power supply is switched off. Hard disk, 
CD-ROM and DVD ROM are examples of secondary memory.

2. Discuss the various generations of computers.  [QY. 2018; June 2019; Mar. 2020; Sep. 2021]

Ans. S.No Generation Period Main Component 
used Merits/ Demerits

1 First Generation 1940-1956 Vaccum tubes �� Big in size
�� Consumed more power
�� Malfunction due to overheat
�� Machine Language was used

First Generation Computer - ENIAC, EDVAC, UNIVAC 1
ENIAC weighed about 27 tons, size 8 feet × 100 feet × 3 feet and consumed around 150 watts of power

2. Second Generation 1956-1964 Transistors �� Smaller compared to First Generation
�� Generated Less Heat
�� Consumed less power compared to first 
generation
�� Punched cards were used
�� First operating system was developed - 
Batch Processing and Multiprogramming 
Operating System
�� Machine language as well as Assembly 
language was used.

Second Generation Computers  - IBM 1401, IBM 1620, UNIVAC 1108

3. Third
Generation

1964-1971 Integrated Circuits 
(IC)

�� Computers were smaller, faster and more 
reliable
�� Consumed less power.
�� High Level Languages were used

Third Generation Computers - IBM 360 series, Honeywell 6000 series

 

Control Unit

Output UnitInput Unit

Internal 
Memory

Main Memory

Secondary Storage

ALU

Data Path
Control Path

Components of a Computer
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6 Sura’s  XI Std - Computer Science ➠ Unit I ➠ Chapter 1  

10. Expand ULSI. [Sep. 2021]
(a) Ultra Large Scale Information
(b) Ultra Low Scale Integration
(c) Ultra Low Software Integration
(d) Ultra Large Scale Integration
 [Ans. (d) Ultra Large Scale Integration]

2 MarkS

1. Expand (i)BIOS (ii)ENIAC (iii)RAM (iv)ALU
 [Govt.MQP-2018]

Ans. (i)     BIOS     - Basic Input  Output System.  
(ii) ENIAC  -  Electronic Numerical Integrator 

And Calculator.
(iii)  RAM  - Random Access Memory
(iv)  ALU   - Arithmetic and Logic unit

2. Give examples for Impact and Non impact 
printers. [FMT 2018]

Ans. Impact : Dot Matrix printer and line dot matrix printer.
Non - Imapct : Laser printer and Inkjet printer.

3. Write short note on registers.  [FMT 2018]
Ans. Registers are the high-speed temporary storage 

locations in the CPU. Hence, their contents can be 
handled much faster than the contents of memory.

4. Write Demerits of Artificial Intelligence.  [QY. 2018]
Ans. (i) Machines need repairing and maintenance 

which need plenty of cost.
(ii)  The increasing number of machines leading to 

unemployment and job security issues.
5. Write notes on fifith generation computers.
Ans. (i) Parallel Processing [QY. 2019]

(ii) Super conductors
(iii) Computers size was drastically reduced.
(iv) Can recognise Images and Graphics
(v)  Introduction of Artificial Intelligence and 

Expert Systems
(vi)  Able to solve high complex problems including 

decision making and logical reasoning

3 MarkS

1. Write the mechanism of laser mouse.  [FMT 2018]
Ans. (i)  Measures the motion and acceleration of pointer.

(ii)   Laser mouse uses laser light.
(iii)   Laser mouse is highly sensitive and able to 

work on any hard surface.

GovErnMEnt ExaM quEStionS anD anSwErS

1 Mark

1. How many types of Booting process in system ? 
(a) 3   (b)  2  [QY. 2018]
(c)  5   (d)  4  [Ans. (b) 2]

2. Which of the following is a Third generation 
computers?  [Govt.MQP-2018]
(a) Vacuum tubes (b) Transistor
(c) Integrated Circuits (d) Microprocessor 
 [Ans. (b) Transistor]

3. Which one of the following is Biometric Device? 
 [QY. 2018]
(a) Scanner   (b) Fingerprint Scanner 
(c)  Light Pen  (d)  Mouse
  [Ans. (b) Fingerprint Scanner]

4. Identify the Input device .................. .  [FMT 2018]
(a) Printer   (b) Mouse 
(c)  Plotter   (d)  Projector 
 [Ans. (b) Mouse]

5. Expansion of GUI is .............. .  [QY. 2018]
(a) Graphics User Interface
(b) Graphical User Information
(c) Geographical User Information
(d) Graphical User Interface 
 [Ans. (d) Graphical User Interface]

6. Which generation of computer used Transistors? 
(a) First   (b)  Second [June 2019]

(c)  Third   (d)  Fourth 
 [Ans. (b) Second]

7. Plotter is a _______ device. [QY. 2019]
(a) storage   (b) input
(c) output   (d) memory 

 [Ans. (c) output]

8. Line printers are capable of printing much more 
than _______ lines per minute. [QY. 2019]
(a) 1000 (b) 1200 (c) 1500 (d) 1300 

 [Ans. (a) 1000]

9. Which Generations of computer used ULSI?
(a) Third   (b) Fourth   [HY. 2018]

(c) Fifth   (d) Sixth 
 [Ans. (c) Fifth]
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Sura’s  XI Std - Computer Science ➠ Introduction to Computers 7

2. Write the sequence of steps in boot process? (or) Explain the types of booting in computer.
 [Govt.MQP, FMT-2018]

Ans. Booting process is of two types.
(i)  Cold Booting     (ii) Warm Booting [HY. 2019]

(i)  Cold Booting: When the system starts from initial state i.e. it is switched on, we call it cold booting or Hard 
Booting. When the user presses the Power button, the instructions are read from the ROM to initiate the 
booting process.

(ii)  Warm Booting: When the system restarts or when Reset button is pressed, we call it Warm Booting or Soft 
Booting. The system does not start from initial state and so all diagnostic tests need not be carried out in this 
case. There are chances of data loss and system damage as the data might not have been stored properly. 
Differentiate optical mouse and laser mouse.

3. Write notes on multimedia projector. [QY. 2019]
Ans. (i)  Multimedia projectors are used to produce computer output on a big screen. 

(ii)  These are used to display presentations in meeting halls or in classrooms.

4. How Finger Print Scanner Working?  [QY. 2018]
Ans. Finger print Scanner: Fingerprint Scanners is a fingerprint recognition device used for computer security, equipped 

with the fingerprint recognition feature that uses biometric technology. Fingerprint Reader / Scanner is very safe 
and convenient device for security instead of password, that is vulnerable to fraud and is hard to remember.

5 MarkS

1. Short answer on the following:  [QY. 2018]

          a) Data   b) Hardware  c)  Natural Language Processing 
d)  Types of Memory      e)  Bit

Ans. (a)  Data : The term data comes from the word datum, which means a raw fact. The data is a fact about people, 
places or some objects.

(b)  Hardware : Hardware is the physical component of a computer like motherboard, memory devices, monitor, 
keyboard etc., 

(c)  Natural Language Processing :  Natural Language Processing is a method used in artificial intelligence to 
process and derive meaning from the human language.

(d)  Types of Memory  : The memory unit is of two types - Primary memory, Secondary memory.

(e)  Bit : Machine language is a collection of binary digits or bits that the computer reads and interprets.

2. Differentiate Impact Printers and Non-Impact Printers. [QY. 2019]

Ans. S.No Impact Printers Non-Impact Printers
1. It uses ribbons / carbon papers to leave the 

impressions on the paper.
It use ink cartridges and the impressions appear on 
the paper with the flow of ink.

2. The quality of printing is a draft quality. The quality of printing is a high quality.
3. Striking Mechanism used to produce output. No striking mechanism used to produce output.
4. Faster speeds around 250 words per second, Slower speeds around 1 page per seconds.
5. Example : Dot Matrix printers and line 

matrix printers
Example : Laser printers and Inkjet printers.
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8 Sura’s  XI Std - Computer Science ➠ Unit I ➠ Chapter 1  

aDDitional quEStionS anD anSwErS
chooSE thE corrEct anSwErS 1 MARK 

I.      CHOOSE THE CORRECT OPTIONS FOR THE 
bELOW QUESTIONS.

1. Which of the following led us today to extremely 
high speed calculating device?
(a) Laptop   (b) Tabulating Machine
(c) Abacus   (d) ENIAC 
 [Ans. (c) Abacus]

2. In which year the concept of the analytical engine 
was invented?
(a) 1837 (b) 1910 (c) 1991 (d) 1836 

 [Ans. (a) 1837]
3. Which of the following period the first generation 

computers belongs?
(a) 1956-1963  (b) 1940-1956
(c) 1964-1971  (d) 1980-1990
 [Ans. (b) 1940-1956]

4. Which of the following is not a first generation 
computers?
(a) ENIAC   (b) EDVAC
(c) UNIVAC 1  (d) IBM1401 
 [Ans. (d) IBM1401]

5. Which component used in third generation 
computers?
(a) Vacuum Tubes (b) Transistors
(c) IC   (d) Microprocessor 

 [Ans. (c) IC]

6. In which generation, the Voice Recognition 
software developed?
(a) Sixth (b) Fourth (c) Third (d) Second 

 [Ans. (a) Sixth]

7. Which generation gave a start to parallel 
computing?
(a) fourth (b) fifth (c) sixth (d) seventh 

 [Ans. (c) sixth]

8. Which of the following is not a form of parallel 
computing?
(a) bit level   (b) instruction level
(c) task parallelism (d) Robotics 
 [Ans. (d) Robotics]

9. Which of the following holds the data and 
instructions during the processing?
(a) Input unit  (b) output unit
(c) Memory unit  (d) Software 
 [Ans. (c) Memory unit]

10. Which unit does the processing of data?
(a) CPU   (b) Registers
(c) Input unit  (d) Output unit 
 [Ans. (a) CPU]

11. Which of the following is the heart of the 
computer?
(a) CPU (b) HDD (c) SDD (d) ANN 

 [Ans. (a) CPU]

12. Which of the following operations of ALU promote 
decision -making ability of a computer?
(a) Logical   (b) Relational
(c) Arithmetic  (d) Binary 
 [Ans. (a) Logical]

13. Which of the following is not a non volatile 
memory?
(a) ROM   (b) Hard disk
(c) CD-ROM  (d) RAM
 [Ans. (d) RAM]

14. Who invented the computer mouse?
(a) Douglas Engelbart (b) Bill English
(c) Apple Lisa  (d) Henry Babbage 

 [Ans. (a) Douglas Engelbart]

15. Which device works like a xerox machine?
(a) Retinal scanner (b) OCR
(c) OMR   (d) Scanner
 [Ans. (d) Scanner]

16. Which device is very safe and convenient for 
security instead of password?
(a) Scanner   (b) Fingerprint Scanner
(c) Track ball  (d) Retinal Scanner 

 [Ans. (b) Fingerprint Scanner]
17. Which of the following device uses CCD Electronic 

chip?
(a) OCR   (b) BCR
(c) Voice Input Systems (d) Digital Camera 

 [Ans. (d) Digital Camera]
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Sura’s  XI Std - Computer Science ➠ Introduction to Computers 9

18. In which device the keys are arranged in a cluster?
(a) Keyboard  (b) Keyer
(c) Barcode Reader (d) Touch Screen 

 [Ans. (b) Keyer]
19. Who was the inventor of the electronic digital 

computer?
(a) John Vincent Atanasoft
(b) J. Presper Eckert
(c) John Mauchly
(d) Charles babbage 
 [Ans. (a) John Vincent Atanasoft]

20. Which company developed first digital computer?
(a) Atanasoft Berry Computer
(b) AT & T bell
(c) IBM
(d) Microsoft
 [Ans. (a) Atanasoft Berry Computer]

21. Which of the following are the computer systems 
inspired by the biological neural networks?
(a) NLP   (b) IBM
(c) Robotics   (d) ANN [Ans. (d) ANN]

22. Which of the following has become the dominant 
paradigm in computer architecture?
(a) Parallel computing
(b) parallel processing
(c) Multi tasking
(d) Multi processing  [Ans. (a) Parallel computing]

23. Which of the following concerned with the 
interactions between computers and human 
language?
(a) Artificial Neurons
(b) Neural network
(c) Artificial intelligence
(d) Natural language processing 
 [Ans. (c) Artificial intelligence]

24. Which of the following is the logical machine which 
interprets and executes software instructions?
(a) CPU   (b) ALU
(c) Control Unit  (d) Memory Unit 

 [Ans. (a) CPU]

25. How many classification of memories in memory 
unit?
(a) 2   (b) 3
(c) 4   (d) more than 2 
 [Ans. (a) 2]

26. How many types of Keyboards used to input the 
data?
(a) 3 (b) 2 (c) 4 (d) 5 

 [Ans. (a) 3]

27. How many types of pointing device are there?
(a) 2 (b) 3 (c) 1 (d) Many 

 [Ans. (a) 2]

28. Which mouse has as many as 12 buttons?
(a) Laser   (b) Optical
(c) Mechanical  (d) Both a and b 

 [Ans. (a) Laser]
29. Which printer do not use striking mechanism for 

printer?
(a) Inkjet   (b) Laser
(c) Thermal   (d) All of these
 [Ans. (d) All of these] 

30.  Which device is used to produce computer output 
on a big screen?
(a) Monitor   (b) LED
(c) Projector  (d) Monochrome Monitor

 [Ans. (c) Projector]

31.   Which of the following is the diagnostic testing 
sequence of the computer hardware?
(a) POST (b) BIOS (c) MAR (d) MBR 

 [Ans. (a) POST]

32.  Which of the following issue an error message if 
any computer hardware not defected?
(a) BIOS (b) BUS (c) RAM (d) POST 

 [Ans. (a) BIOS]
33.  Which device produce graphical output on 

papers?
(a) Scanner   (b) Touch Screen
(c) Plotter   (d) Track ball 
 [Ans. (c) Plotter]

34.  Which code checks partition table for an active 
partition in a computer?
(a) MBR (b) Marse (c) Binary (d) Object 

 [Ans. (a) MBR]
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12 Sura’s  XI Std - Computer Science ➠ Unit I ➠ Chapter 1  

2. The component used in second generation 
computers is  ................... .
(a) Transistors  (b) ICs
(c) Vacuum tubes (d) Microprocessors 

 [Ans. (a) Transistors]

3. The Second generation computers belongs to 
period .................... .
(a) 1940-1956  (b) 1956-1964
(c) 1980-1990  (d) 1964-1971
 [Ans. (b) 1956-1964]

4. The fourth generation belongs to .......... .
(a) 1940-1956  (b) 1971-1980
(c) 1964-1971  (d) 1980-1990 
 [Ans. (b) 1971-1980]

5. The component used in fourth generation 
computers are ................ .
(a) ICS   (b) Transistors
(c) VLSI   (d) Vacuum tube 

 [Ans. (c) VLSI]
6. Laptops, Notebook, Tablets are belongs to 

............... generation computers.
(a) First (b) Second (c) Third (d) Fourth 

 [Ans. (d) Fourth]
7. The fifth generation computers belongs to ...........

(a) 1971-1980  (b) 1980- till date
(c) 1964-1971  (d) 1940-1956 
 [Ans. (b) 1980-till date]

8. Name the software introduced in fifth generation 
computers ................... .
(a) Artificial Neural Networks
(b) Artificial Intelligence
(c) Robotics
(d) Natural language processing 
 [Ans. (b) Artificial Intelligence]

9. Robotics developed in .................. generation.
(a) Third (b) Fourth (c) Fifth (d) Sixth 

 [Ans. (d) Sixth]
10. ENIAC was invented by ................. .

(a) John Vincent 
(b) Cliff Berry
(c) Presper Eckert, John Mauchly
(d) Earl R Johnson and Atanasoff 
 [Ans. (c) Presper Eckert, John Mauchly]

11. Expand NLP .................. .
(a) National Language Problem
(b) Natural Language Processing
(c) Network Language Program
(d) Network Local Processing 
 [Ans. (b) Natural Language Processing]

12. NLP is a component of .................. .
(a) Expert systems 
(b) Robotics
(c) Parallel computing 
(d) Artificial Intelligence 
 [Ans. (d) Artificial Intelligence]

13. Every task given to a computer-follows a(n) 
............... cycle.
(a) BPO   (b) IPO
(c) ANN   (d) NLP [Ans. (b) IPO]

14. Expansion of CPU is .................. .
(a) Control processing unit
(b) Central processor unique
(c) Central processing unit
(d) Control processor unit 
 [Ans. (c) Central processing unit]

15. Expansion of ALU is .................... .
(a) Arithmetic Logical Unit
(b) Accumulator Logical Unit
(c) Arithmetic Language Unit
(d) None of these 
 [Ans. (a) Arithmetic Logical Unit]

16. The memory unit is of .............. kinds.
(a) 3 (b) 4 (c) 2 (d) 5 

 [Ans. (c) 2]
17. Optical Mouse invented in the year .................. .

(a) 1968 (b) 1973 (c) 1988 (d) 1981 
 [Ans. (c) 1988]

18. Laser mouse has as many as ............... buttons.
(a) 10 (b) 11 (c) 12 (d) 3 

 [Ans. (c) 12]

19. Expansion of CCD is .................
(a) Coupled Changed Device
(b) Changed Coupled Device
(c) Changed Couple Device
(d) Camera changed Divider 
 [Ans. (b) Changed Coupled Device]
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14 Sura’s  XI Std - Computer Science ➠ Unit I ➠ Chapter 1  

Iv. PICK THE ODD ONE OUT.

1. (a) Keyboard  (b) Mouse
(c) Track Ball  (d) Monitor

[Ans. (d) Monitor]
Reason : Monitor is the most commonly used output 
device to display the information. Other three are 
examples of input device.

2. (a) Mechanical Mouse (b) Laser Mouse
(c) Plotter   (d) Optical Mouse

[Ans. (c) Plotter]
Reason : Plotter is an output device that is used to 
produce graphical output on papers other three are 
types of mouse.

v.  WHICH ONE OF THE FOLLOWING IS NOT 
CORRECTLY MATCHED?

1. (a) Impact printers – Dot Matrix printer
(b) Non–Impact printers – Laser printer
(c) Hardware  – Keyboard
(d) Software   – CPU

[Ans. (d) Software – CPU]

2. (a) Second generation – Transistors
(b) Third generation – Integrated circuits
(c) Fourth generation – Vacuum tubes
(d) Fifth generation+ – ULSI

[Ans. (c) Fourth generation – Vacuum tubes]

vI. CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT.

1. Assertion (A) :  Computers have now become an 
indispensable part of our lives.

Reason (R) :  Computers have revolutionized 
out lives with their accuracy and 
speed of performing a job, it is 
truly remarkable.

(a) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct 
explanation of A.

(b) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is not the 
correct explanation of (A).

(c) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(d) (A) is false, but (R) is true.
[Ans. (a) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the 

correct explanation of (A)]

2. Assertion (A) :  CPU is the major component 
which interprets and executes 
software instructions.

Reason (R) :  The ALU is a part of the CPU 
where various computing 
functions are performed on data.

(a) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct 
explanation of A.

(b) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is not the 
correct explanation of A.

(c) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(d) (A) is false, but (R) is true.
[Ans. (b) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is not 

the correct explanation of (A)]

3. Assertion (A) :  Microphone serves as a voice 
Input device.

Reason (R) :  Digital camera uses a CCD 
electronic chip.

(a) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct 
explanation of (A).

(b) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is not the 
correct explanation of (A).

(c) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(d) (A) is false, but (R) is true.
[Ans. (b) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is not 

the correct explanation of (A)]

vII. CHOOSE THE CORRECT STATEMENT.

1. Which of the following statements are true?
(i) Machine language programs are done in first 

generation
(ii) Third generation computers are not more reliable
(iii) Voice recognition software developed in fifth 

generation computer
(iv) Micro processors are used in fourth generation 

computer
(a) Only (i)   
(b) Only (i) and (iv)
(c) Only (iii) and (iv) 

(d) Only (i) (iii) and (iv) 
 [Ans. (b) Only (i) and (iv)]
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Sura’s  XI Std - Computer Science ➠ Introduction to Computers 15

vEry Short anSwErS 2 MARKS

1. Name the first generation computers.
Ans. ENIAC, EDVAC, UNIVAC 1.

2. Name the Second generation computers.
Ans. IBM 1401, IBM 1620, UNIVAC 1108.

3. Name the Third generation computers.
Ans. IBM 360 Series, Honeywell 6000 series.

4. Name the softwares introduced in fifth generation 
computers.

Ans. (i) Artificial Intelligence
(ii) Expert Systems

5. Name the types of computer introduced in Fourth 
generation computers.

Ans. (i) Microcomputer
(ii) Portal Computers.

6. Write the developments of Sixth generation 
computers.

Ans. (i) Parallel Computing
(ii) Artificial Neural Networks 
(iii) Robotics 
(iv) Natural Language Processing 

7. What is NLP?
Ans. Natural Language Processing is the ability of a 

computer program to understand human language. It 
is a component of artificial intelligence.

8. What is the use of Microphone?
Ans. Microphone serves as a voice Input device. It 

captures the voice data and send it to the Computer.
9. Write a note on Digital Camera.
Ans. It captures images / videos directly in the digital 

form. It uses a CCD (Charge Coupled Device) 
electronic chip. When light falls on the chip through 
the lens, it converts light rays into digital format.

10. What is use of VGA?
Ans. The screen monitor works with the VGA (Video 

Graphics Array). The video graphics card helps the 
keyboard to communicate with the screen. It acts as an 
interface between the computer and display monitor. 
Usually the recent motherboard incorporates built in 
video card.

11. Write the two main categories of Printer.

Ans. Printers are divided into two main categories:
(i) Impact Printers
(ii) Non Impact printers

12. What is booting a computer?
Ans. Booting a computer is to load an operating system 

into the computer's main memory or random access 
memory (RAM).

13. What makes Charles Babbage the father of 
computing?

Ans. Charles Babbage radical ideas and concept of the 
Analytical Engine (It contained an ALU, basic flow 
control and integrated memory) makes him the father 
of computing.

14. What is the goal of neural network approach?
Ans. The original goal of the neural network approach was 

to solve problems in the same way that a human brain 
would. Over time, attention focused on matching 
specific mental abilities, leading to deviations from 
biology.

15. Write the tools in which nano technology was 
born.

Ans. The right tools, such as the scanning tunneling 
microscope (STM) and the atomic force microscope 
(AFM), the age of nano-technology was born.

16. Define IPO Cycle.
Ans. The functional components of a computer performs. 

Every task given to a computer follows an Input- 
Process- Output Cycle (IPO cycle).

17. Name the different keys available in the keyboard.
Ans. There are different set of keys available in the 

keyboard such as character keys, modifier keys, 
system and GUI keys, enter and editing keys, 
function keys, navigation keys, numeric keypad and 
lock keys.

18. Which device is used to draw a lines?
Ans. Light Pen is an input device which is used to draw 

lines or figures on a computer screen. It is touched 
to the CRT screen where it can detect faster on the 
screen as it passes.
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[19]

Chapter number systems2
CHAPTER SNAPSHOT

Part I - Number Systems
 2.1   Number Systems - Introduction
 2.2   Data Representations
 2.3   Different Types of Number Systems
   2.3.1  Decimal Number System
   2.3.2  Binary Number System
   2.3.3  Octal Number System
   2.3.4  Hexadecimal Number System
 2.4   Number System Conversions
   2.4.1  Decimal to Binary Conversion
   2.4.2  Decimal to Octal Conversion
   2.4.3   Decimal to Hexadecimal 

Conversion
   2.4.4   Conversion of fractional Decimal 

to Binary
   2.4.5  Binary to Decimal Conversion
   2.4.6 Binary to Octal Conversion
   2.4.7.   Binary to Hexadecimal 

Conversion
   2.4.8   Conversion of fractional Binary 

to Decimal equivalent
   2.4.9.  Octal to Decimal Conversion
   2.4.10  Octal to Binary Conversion
   2.4.11   Hexadecimal to Decimal 

Conversion 
   2.4.12   Hexadecimal to Binary 

Conversion
 2.5     Binary Representation for Signed 

Numbers
   2.5.1   Signed Magnitude representation
   2.5.2  1’s Complement representation
   2.5.3  2’s Complement representation
 2.6   Binary Arithmetic
   2.6.1  Binary Addition
   2.6.2  Binary Subtraction

 2.7    Representing Characters in Memory
   2.7.1   Binary Coded Decimal (BCD)
   2.7.2   American Standard Code 

for Information Interchange 
(ASCII)

   2.7.3   Extended Binary Coded 
Decimal Interchange Code 
(EBCDIC)

   2.7.4   Indian Standard Code for 
Information Interchange (ISCII)

   2.7.5  Unicode
Part II - Boolean Algebra
 2.8.   Boolean Algebra - Introduction
   2.8.1  Binary valued quantities
   2.8.2  Logical Operations
   2.8.3  Truth Table
   2.8.4  AND operator
   2.8.5  OR operator
   2.8.6  NOT operator
   2.8.7  NAND operator
   2.8.8  NOR operator
 2.9.   Basic Logic Gates

   2.9.1  AND Gate

   2.9.2  OR Gate

   2.9.3  NOT Gate
   2.9.4  NOR Gate

   2.9.5  Bubbled AND Gate
   2.9.6 NAND Gate
   2.9.7  Bubbled OR Gate
   2.9.8  XOR Gate
   2.9.9  XNOR Gate
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20 Sura’s  XI Std - Computer Science ➠ Unit I ➠ Chapter 2  

SEction - B
vEry Short anSwErS 
1. What is data? 
Ans. The term data comes from the word datum, which 

means a raw fact. The data is a fact about people, 
places or some objects.

2. Write the 1’s complement procedure.

Ans. Step 1: Convert given Decimal number into Binary

Step 2:  Check if the binary number contains 8 bits, 
if less add 0 at the left most bit, to make it 
as 8 bits.

Step 3: Invert all bits (i.e. Change 1 as 0 and 0 as 1).

3. Convert (46)10 into Binary number.

Ans.  

2

2
2

2
2
2

46

23  – 0
11  – 1

5    – 1
2    – 1
1    – 0

Answer -  4610 = (101110)2

4. We cannot find 1’s complement for (28)10. State 
reason. [QY. 2019]

Ans. (28)10 is positive number. 1’s Complement represent 
signed numbers (Negative numbers) only. So, (28)10 

cannot find 1’s complement.

5. List the encoding systems that represents 
characters in memory.  [FMT 2018]

Ans. (i)    BCD – Binary Coded Decimal.
(ii) EBCDIC – Extended Binary Coded Decimal 

Interchange Code. 

(iii)  ASCII – American Standard Code for 
Information Interchange.

(iv)  Unicode.
(v)  ISCII - Indian Standard Code for Information 

Interchange.

Evaluation
SEction - a

chooSE thE corrEct anSwEr:

1. Which refers to the number of bits processed by a 
computer’s CPU?
(a) Byte   (b) Nibble
(c) Word length  (d) Bit 
 [Ans. (c) Word length]

2. How many bytes does 1 KiloByte contain?
(a) 1000   (b) 8
(c) 4   (d) 1024 [Ans. (d) 1024]

3. Expansion for ASCII
(a) American School Code for Information 

Interchange
(b) American Standard Code for Information 

Interchange
(c) All Standard Code for Information Interchange 
(d) American Society Code for Information 

Interchange 
[Ans. (b)  American Standard Code for 

Information Interchange]

4. 2^50 is referred as 
(a) Kilo   (b) Tera
(c) Peta   (d) Zetta 

 [Ans. (c) Peta]

5. How many characters can be handled in Binary 
Coded Decimal System?
(a) 64   (b) 255
(c) 256   (d) 128 [Ans. (a) 64] 

6. For 11012 the equalent Hexadecimal equivalent 
is?
(a) F   (b) E
(c) D   (d) B [Ans. (c) D]

7. What is the 1’s complement of 00100110?
(a) 00100110  (b) 11011001
(c) 11010001  (d) 00101001 

 [Ans. (b) 11011001]

8. Which amongst this is not an Octal number? 
 [Sep. 2020]
(A) 645 (B) 234 (C) 876 (D) 123

[Ans. (c) 876]
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22 Sura’s  XI Std - Computer Science ➠ Unit I ➠ Chapter 2  

SEction - D
Explain in DEtail

1. a)        Write the procedure to convert fractional 
Decimal to Binary

       b)   Convert (98.46)10 to Binary  
 [FMT 2018 ; Sep.2020]

Ans. a)     The method of repeated multiplication by 
2 has to be used to convert such kind of 
decimal fractions. The steps involved in the 
method of repeated multiplication by 2:

Step 1:   Multiply the decimal fraction by 2 and note 
the integer part. The integer part is either 
0 or 1.

Step 2:   Discard the integer part of the previous 
product. Multiply the fractional part of the 
previous product by 2. Repeat Step 1 until 
the same fraction repeats or terminates (0).

Step 3:    The resulting integer part forms a sequence of 
0s and 1s that become the binary equivalent 
of decimal fraction.

Step 4:   The final answer is to be written from first 
integer part obtained till the last integer part 
obtained.

b)  98.4610 

 1. Integer part

 

2

2
2

2
2
2

98

49  – 0
24  – 1

12  – 0
6    – 0
3    – 0
1    – 1

 2. Fractional part

 0.46  × 2 = 0.92 = 0
 0.92  × 2 = 1.84 = 1
 0.84  × 2 = 1.68 = 1
 0.68  × 2 = 1.36 = 1
 0.36  × 2 = 0.72 = 0
 0.72  × 2 = 1.44 = 1
 98.4610 = (1100010.011101....)2

2. Find 1’s Complement and 2’s Complement for the 
following Decimal number.  a) -98   b) -135

Ans. a)   -98 

   2

2
2

2
2
2

98

49  – 0
24  – 1

12  – 0
6    – 0
3    – 0
1    – 1

       
 

    9810 = 1100010

 8 bit format  of 9810   = 01100010
 1's complement  = 10011101
 Add 1 bit   =    +1

 2's complement   =  10011110
b)  -135

 

2

2
2

2
2
2
2

135

67  – 1
33  – 1

16  – 1
8    – 0
4    – 0
2    – 0
1    – 0  13510 = 10000111

 1's complement  = 01111000
 Add 1 bit   =    +1

 2's complement   =  01111001

3. a) Add 11010102+1011012  [Sep. 2020]

       b) Subtract 11010112 – 1110102
Ans. a)     11010102+1011012

 1101010
 +101101

 10010111

 = 100101112
b)  11010112 – 1110102  [HF. 2018]

 1101011
 – 111010

   110001

 = 1100012
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Sura’s  XI Std - Computer Science ➠ Number Systems 23

workShop
1. Identify the number system for the following 

numbers.
Ans. S.No NUMBER NUMBER SYSTEM

1. (1010)10
Decimal Number 
system

2. (1010)2
Binary Number 
System

3. (989)16
Hexadecimal 
Number System

4. (750)8
Octal Number 
System

5. (926)10
Decimal Number 
System

2. State whether the following numbers are valid or 
not. If invalid, give reason.

Ans. S.No STATEMENT YES / 
NO

REASON (IF 
INVALID)

1. 786 is an Octal 
number

No

In. octal 
number, the 
allowable digits 
is between 0 
and 7

2. 101 is a Binary 
number No No Radix is 

mentional
3. Radix of Octal 

number is 7 No Radix of octal 
number is 8

3. Convert the following Decimal numbers to its 
equivalent Binary, Octal, Hexadecimal. 

       1)  1920     2) 255      3) 126
Ans. 1)  192010 = ?2

 

2

2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1920

960 – 0
480 – 0

240 – 0
120 – 0
60   – 0
30   – 0
15   – 0
7     – 1
3     – 1
1     – 1

 192010 = 111100000002

 192010 = ?8

 

8

8
8

1920

240 – 0
30   – 0

3  – 6

 1920 = 36008 [Mar.  2019]

 

16
16

1920

120 – 0
7  – 8

 = 192010 = 78016  

2)  25510  [Mar.  2019]

 

2

2
2

2
2
2
2
2

255

127 – 1
63   – 1

31   – 1
15   – 1
7     – 1
3     – 1
1     – 1

   25510 = 111111112
 

 25510 =  ?8 

 

8
8

255

31 – 7
3  – 7

 25510 =  3778

 25510 =  ?16

 

16 255

15 – 15
      15  – F

 25510 =  FF16 
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24 Sura’s  XI Std - Computer Science ➠ Unit I ➠ Chapter 2  

3)  12610

 

2

2
2

2
2
2

126

63   – 0
31   – 1

15   – 1
7     – 1
3     – 1
1     – 1

 12610 = 11111102

 12610 = ?8

 

8

8

126

15 – 6

1 – 7
 12610 = 1768

 12610 = ?16

 

16 126

7 – 14

      14  – E  

 12610 = 7E16

4. Convert the given Binary number into its 
equivalent Decimal, Octal and Hexadecimal 
number.

       1) 101110101  2) 1011010  3) 101011111
Ans. 1) 101110101

 Decimal Equivalent : 

 =  1 × 28 +  0 × 27 + 1 × 26+1 × 25 + 1 × 24 + 
  0 × 23  + 1 × 22 +  0 × 21 + 1 × 20

 =  256 + 64 + 32 + 16 + 4 +1 = 37310

 Octal Equivalent : 

 =  
101

5 6

110

5

101

 =  5658

 Hexadecimal Equivalent : 

 =  10

1 7

1110

5

101

 = 17516  ; 101101012 = 37310 = 5658 = 17516

2) 10110102

 Decimal Equivalent : 

 =  1 × 26 +  0 × 25 + 1 × 24+1 × 23 +  0 × 22 + 1  × 
 21 +  0 × 20

 =  64 + 16 + 8 +2 = 9010

 Octal Equivalent : 

 = 10

1 3

110

2

110  

 =  1328

 Hexadecimal Equivalent : 

 =  

5

101

5

10

1010

A

 =  5416

 10110102 = 9010 = 1328 = 5A16

3)   101011111  

 Decimal Equivalent : 

 =  1 × 28 +  0 × 27 + 1 × 26 + 0 × 25 + 1 × 24 + 1 
 × 23 + 1 × 22 + 1 × 21 + 1 × 20

 = 256 + 64 + 16 + 8 + 4 + 2+ 1 = 35110

 Octal Equivalent : 

 = 101

5 3

011

7

111

 =  5378

 Hexadecimal Equivalent : 

 = 10

1 15

1111

1

5

101

5 F

 =  15F16

 1010111112 = 35110 = 5378 = 15F16
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36 Sura’s  XI Std - Computer Science ➠ Unit I ➠ Chapter 2  

aDDitional quEStionS anD anSwErS
11. How many unique symbols in Octal number 

system?
(a) 4 (b) 16 (c) 2 (d) 8 

 [Ans. (d) 8]
12. How many procedures are there to convert from 

decimal to binary?
(a) 2 (b) 4 (c) 8 (d) 3 

 [Ans. (a) 2]
13. How many common coding schemes are used to 

represent a character?
(a) 2 (b) 3 (c) 4 (d) 5  [Ans. (c) 4]

14. How many coding schemes are used to represent 
character in India?
(a) 2 (b) 3 (c) 4 (d) 5 

 [Ans. (a) 2]
15. Which complement performs the logical negation 

on each individual bit?
(a) Signed   (b) Unsigned
(c) 2's   (d) 1's 
 [Ans. (b) Unsigned]

16. Which of the following is not a common coding 
schemes to represent a character?
(a) BCD   (b) Unicode
(c) ASCII Code  (d) Byte code 
 [Ans. (d) Byte code]

17. Which of the following programs uses ASCII 
code?
(a) only C   (b) only C++
(c) both C, C++  (d) Java 
 [Ans. (c) both C, C++]

18. Which of the programs used Unicode?
(a) C   (b) C++
(c) Java   (d) None of these 

 [Ans. (c) Java]
19. Which of the following is the idea behind positional 

numbering systems?
(a) Absolute Value (b) Place Volume
(c) Radix   (d) All of these 
 [Ans. (c) Radix]

20. Which  is an elementary building block of the 
digital circuit?
(a) Gate   (b) Digital gate
(c) Logic gate  (d) Physical gate 
 [Ans. (c)  Logic gate]

chooSE thE corrEct anSwEr 1 MARK 
I.     CHOOSE THE CORRECT OPTIONS FOR THE 

bELOW QUESTIONS.
1. How the information entered in a computer?

(a) Knowledge  (b) data
(c) ASCII  Value (d) BCD [Ans. (b) data]

2. Which establishment done convention using 
groups of 8 bits as a basic unit of storage medium?
(a) Apple   (b) Microsoft
(c) IBM   (d) DELL[Ans. (c) IBM]

3. Who coined the term byte?
(a) Charles Babbage (b) John von newmann
(c) Werner Buchholz (d) Herman Hollerith 

 [Ans. (c) Werner Buchholz]
4. How many standard number system are there to 

use?
(a) 2 (b) 4 (c) 8 (d) 16 

 [Ans. (b) 4]
5. Which of the following is not a standard number 

system?
(a) Pentagon  (b) Hexadecimal
(c) Decimal   (d) Binary 
 [Ans. (a) Pentagon]

6. What are the two symbols used in Binary number 
system?
(a) 0, 1   (b) + , –
(c) 2, 4   (d) 20, 21 [Ans. (a) 0, 1]

7. How many parameters can be considered to know 
the magnitude of the number?
(a) 2 (b) 4 (c) 3 (d) 5 

 [Ans. (c) 3]
8. Which is used to measure the number of bits in 

each word?
(a) Word length  (b) length
(c) Size   (d) word size 
 [Ans. (a) Word length]

9. How many ways are there to represent signed 
binary number?
(a) 2 (b) 4 (c) 1 (d) 6 

 [Ans. (c) 1]
10. In binary numbers, the signed negative number 

has a prefix?
(a) – (b) 0 (c) 1 (d) 2 

 [Ans. (c) 1]
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Sura’s  XI Std - Computer Science ➠ Number Systems 37

21. Which one of the following are fundamental logic 
gates?
(a) NAND, NOR, NOT (b) AND, OR, NOT
(c) NAND, XOR, XNOR (d) AND, XOR, NOT

 [Ans. (b) AND, OR, NOT]
22. Which one of the following are called universal 

gates?
(a) AND, OR, NOT (b) XOR AND XNOR
(c) NAND and NOR (d) NAND and AND

 [Ans. (c) NAND and NOR]
23. Which digit is not allowed in hexadecimal number 

system?
(a) G (b) B (c) E (d) D 

 [Ans. (a) G]
24. Which coding scheme is used to LCD?

(a) Unicode   (b) ASCII
(c) EBCDIC  (d) BCD [Ans. (d) BCD]

25. How many parameters are considered to find the 
magnitude of a number?
(a) 3 (b) 4 (c) 2 (d) 5 

 [Ans. (a) 3]

II.  MATCH LIST I WITH LIST II AND SELECT THE 
CORRECT ANSWER USING THE CODES GIvEN 
bELOW.

1. List I List II
(i) Binary Number 

System
1 Base 16

(ii) Hexa Decimal 
Number System

2  Base 8

(iii) Decimal 
Number System

3 Base 2

(iv) Octal Number 
System

4 Base 10

Codes:
 (i) (ii) (iii)     (iv)
(a) 4  1  3 2
(b) 1  3  2 4 
(c) 3  1  4 2
(d) 4  3  1 2 
 [Ans. (c) (i)-3, (ii)-1, (iii)-4, (iv)-2]

2. List I List II
(i) 0 to 9 , A o F 1 Binary
(ii) 0, 1 2 Hexadecimal
(iii) 0 to 9 3 Octal
(iv) 0 to 7 4 Decimal

Codes:
 (i) (ii) (iii) (iv)
(a) 4 1 3 2
(b) 1 3 2 4 
(c) 3 4 1 2
(d) 4  3 1 2 

 [Ans. (c) (i)-3, (ii)-4, (iii)-1, (iv)-2]

III.  CHOOSE THE CORRECT OPTION AND FILL IN 
THE bLANKS.

1. Data means ............... .
(a) a set of values (b) a set of information
(c) a set of records (d) a set of files 

 [Ans. (a) a set of values]
2. The singular form of data is ............. .

(a) Record   (b) File
(c) Datum   (d) Values 
 [Ans. (c) Datum]

3. "75% of Men likes cricket" is ............. .
(a) Information  (b) data
(c) knowledge  (d) Record 
 [Ans. (c) knowledge]

4. The processed data is called ............. .
(a) Information  (b) Knowledge
(c) datum   (d) files 
 [Ans. (a) Information]

5. In a computer, a data is converted into ............... .
(a) ASCII form  (b) BCD form
(c) Binary form  (d) Octal form 
 [Ans. (c) Binary form] 

6. The most basic unit of information in a digital 
computer is called a ................... .
(a) word   (b) data
(c) nibble   (d) bit [Ans. (d) bit]

7. Expansion of BIT is ............... .
(a) BASIC DIGITS (b) BINARY DIGIT
(c) BINARY INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
(d) BASE DIGIT [Ans. (b) BINARY DIGIT]
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[49]

Chapter computer organIzatIon3
CHAPTER SNAPSHOT

 3.1. Introduction

 3.2. Basics of Microprocessors

 3.3.  Data Communication between CPU and 
memory

 3.4. Types of Microprocessors

  3.4.1.	 	Classification	of	Microprocessors	
Based on the Data Width

  3.4.2.			 	Classification	of	Microprocessors	
Based on Instruction set

 3.5. Memory Devices

  3.5.1.   Random Access Memory(RAM)

  3.5.2.  Types of RAM

  3.5.3.  Read Only Memory (ROM)

  3.5.4.  Cache Memory

 3.6.  Secondary Storage Devices

  3.6.1. Hard Disks

  3.6.2. Compact Disc (CD)

  3.6.3. Digital Versatile Disc (DVD)

  3.6.4. Flash Memory Devices

  3.6.5. Blu-Ray Disc

 3.7. Ports and Interfaces
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50 Sura’s  XI Std - Computer Science ➠ Unit I ➠ Chapter 3  

9. What is the smallest size of data represented in a CD?
(a) blocks     (b) sectors
(c) pits     (d) tracks [Ans. (c) pits]

10. Display devices are connected to the computer 
through 
(a) USB port  
(b) Ps/2 port
(c) SCSI port  
(d) VGA connector [Ans. (d) VGA connector]

SEction - B
vEry Short anSwErS

1. What	 are	 the	 parameters	 which	 influence	 the	
characteristics of a microprocessor?

Ans. A Microprocessor’s performance depends on the 
following characteristics: 
(i) Clock speed 
(ii) Instruction set
(iii) Word size

2. What is an instruction?
Ans. A command which is given to a computer to perform 

an operation on  data is called an instruction.

3. What is a program counter? [Mar. 2019]

Ans. The Program Counter (PC) is a special register in 
the CPU which always keeps the address of the next 
instruction to be executed.

4. What is HDMI?  [FMT 2018; HY. 2019 ; Sep. 2020]

Ans. High-Definition Multimedia Interface is an audio/
video interface which transfers the uncompressed 
video and audio data from a video controller, to a 
compatible computer monitor, LCD projector, digital 
television etc.

5. Which source is used to erase the content of a 
EPROM? 

Ans. Ultra-violet-rays is used to erase the content of a 
EPROM.

SEction - a
chooSE thE corrEct anSwEr

1. Which of the following is said to be the brain of a 
computer?
(a) Input devices (b) Output devices
(c) Memory device   (d) Microprocessor 

 [Ans. (d) Microprocessor]

2. Which of the following is not the part of a 
microprocessor unit?
(a) ALU   (b) Control unit
(c) Cache memory  (d) register 
 [Ans. (c) Cache memory]

3. How many bits constitute a word?
(a) 8   (b) 16  (c) 32 
(d) determined by the processor used. 
 [Ans. (d) determined by the processor used]

4. Which	 of	 the	 following	 device	 identifies	 the	
location when address is placed in the memory 
address register?
(a) locator     (b) encoder 
(c) decoder    (d) multiplexer 
 [Ans. (c) decoder]

5. Which of the following is a CISC processor?
 [QY. 2018; Sep. 2021]
(a) Intel P6    (b) AMD K6  
(c) Pentium III   (d) Pentium IV 

 [Ans. (c) Pentium III]

6. Which is the fastest memory?  [FMT 2018] 
(a) Hard disk    (b) Main memory
(c) Cache memory   (d) Blue-Ray disc 

 [Ans. (c) Cache memory]

7. How	many	memory	locations	are	identified	by	a	
processor with 8 bits address bus at a time?
(a) 28     (b) 1024
(c) 256     (d) 8000 [Ans. (c) 256]

8. What is the capacity of 12cm diameter DVD with 
single sided and single layer?
(a) 4.7 GB   (b) 5.5 GB
(c) 7.8 GB   (d) 2.2 GB 
 [Ans. (a) 4.7 GB]

Evaluation
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Sura’s  XI Std - Computer Science ➠ Computer Organization 51

SEction - c
Short anSwErS

1. Differentiate Computer Organization from 
Computer Architecture.

Ans. (i)  Computer Organization deals with the 
hardware components that are transparent to the 
programmer.

(ii)  Computer architecture deals with the 
engineering considerations involved in 
designing a computer.  

2. Classify the microprocessor based on the size of 
the data.

Ans. Microprocessors can process instructions. The 
microprocessors can be classified as follows based 
on the size of the data.
(i)  8-bit microprocessor
(ii)  16-bit microprocessor
(iii) 32-bit microprocessor
(iv)  64-bit microprocessor

3. Write	down	the	classifications	of	microprocessors	
based on the instruction set.

Ans. The two types of microprocessors wich are based on 
their instruction sets.
(i) Reduced Instruction Set Computers (RISC)
(ii) Complex Instruction Set Computers (CISC)

4. Differentiate PROM and EPROM.

Ans. PROM EPROM
(i) Programmable 

Read only 
memory.

Erasable 
Programmable Read 
only memory.

(ii) It is also a non-
volatile memory 
on which data can 
be written only 
once.

It is also a nono-
volatile memory 
and a special type of 
memory.

(iii) PROM burner is 
used to write data 
to a PROM chip.

EPROM serves as 
a PROM, but the 
content can be erased 
using ultraviolet rays

5. Write down the interfaces and ports available in a 
computer. [HY. 2019 ; Sep. 2020]

Ans. (i)  Serial Port
(ii)  Parallel Port
(iii)  USB 3.0
(iv)  VGA Connector
(v)  Audio Plugs 
(vi)  PS/2 Port
(vii)  SCSI Port
(viii) High Definition Multimedia Interface(HDMI).

6. Differentiate CD and DVD.  
 [FMT 2018; June 2019; Mar. 2020]

Ans. CD DVD
(i) Expansion is 

Compact-Disk
Expansion is Digital 
Versatile Disc.

(ii) A standard CD can 
store about 700 MB 
of Data.

A standard DVD can 
hold 4.7 GB of data.

(iii) CD players cannot 
play DVDs.

DVD players can play 
CDs.

(iv) It stores upto 80 
min of audio.

It can range from 4.7 
GB to 17.08 GB.

7. How	will	you	differentiate	a	flash	memory	and	an	
EEPROM?

Ans. Flash memory devices:
(i)  Flash memory is an electronic (solid-state) non-

volatile computer storage medium that can be 
electrically erased and reprogrammed.

(ii)  Flash memories can be used in personal 
computers, Personal Digital Assistants (PDA), 
digital audio players, digital cameras and 
mobile phones.

(iii)  Flash memory offers fast access times. The time 
taken to read or write a character in memory is 
called access time.

(iv)  Examples for Flash memories are pen drives, 
memory cards etc.

EEPROM:
(i)  Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only 

Memory can be erased by exposing it to an 
electrical charge.

(ii) EEPROM is non-volatile.
(iii)  EEPROM is slower in performance.
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52 Sura’s  XI Std - Computer Science ➠ Unit I ➠ Chapter 3  

SEction - D
Explain in DEtail
1. Explain the characteristics of a microprocessor.

 [FMT; HY. 2018; June 2019; HY. 2019]
Ans. A Microprocessor’s performance depends on the 

following characteristics: 
(i) Clock speed
(ii) Instruction set
(iii) Word size
(i) Clock Speed  [Govt.MQP-2018; QY. 2019]
 Every microprocessor has an internal clock 

that regulates the speed at which it executes 
instructions.  The speed at which the 
microprocessor executes instructions is called 
clock speed. Clock speed is measured in MHz 
(Mega Hertz) or in GHz (Giga Hertz). 

(ii) Instruction set :   A command which is 
given to a computer to perform an operation 
on  data is called an instruction.  Basic set of 
machine level instructions that a microprocessor 
is designed to execute is called as an instruction 
set. This instruction set carries out the following 
types of operations: 

 1. Data transfer 
 2. Arithmetic operations 
 3. Logical operations 
 4. Control flow 
 5. Input/output.
(iii) Word Size : [Govt.MQP-2018]
 The number of bits that can be processed by a 

processor in a single instruction is called its word 
size.  Word size determines the amount of RAM 
that can be accessed by  a microprocessor at 
one time and the total number of pins on the 
microprocessor.  Total number of input and 
output pins in turn determines the architecture 
of the microprocessor. 

2. How the read and write operations are performed 
by a processor? Explain.

Ans. (i)    The Central Processing Unit(CPU) has a Memory 
Data Register (MDR) and a Memory Address 
Register (MAR). 

(ii)   The Memory Data Register (MDR) keeps the 
data which is transferred between the Memory 
and the CPU. The Program Counter (PC) is 
a special register in the CPU which always 
keeps the address of the next instruction to be 
executed. 

(iii)  A bus is a collection of wires used for 
communication between the internal 
components of a computer.  

(iv)  The address bus is used to point a memory 
location. A decoder, a digital circuit is used to 
point to the specific memory location where the 
word can be located. 

(v) The read operation fetches data from memory 
and transfers to MDR. A single control line 
performs two operations like read  write using 
1or 0.

(vi)  Also, the write operation transfers data from the 
MDR to memory. 

Address Bus

Control Unit

Data Bus

CPU Memory 
(RAM)

R/W
MAR Word

MDR

Bus Connectivity between CPU and Memory

(vii)  The word in the RAM has the same size (no. of 
bits) as the Memory Data Register (MDR).  

(viii) The data bus has eight parallel wires to transfer 
data either from MDR to word or word to MDR 
based on the control(Read or write).

Before the read operation

MDR Memory Word 
1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0

(ix)  This control line is labeled as R/W, which 
becomes 1 means READ operation and 0 means 
WRITE operation.  The content of MDR and the 
Word before the READ operation. Also figure 
shows the content of MDR and the Word after 
the READ operation.
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66 Sura’s  XI Std - Computer Science ➠ Unit I ➠ Chapter 3  

lonG anSwErS 5 MARKS

1. Explain the	classification	of	Microprocessor based 
on Instruction set?

Ans. (i)  The size of the instruction set  is another important 
consideration while categorizing microprocessors.  
Initially, microprocessors had very small 
instruction sets because complex   hardware was 
expensive as well as difficult to build. 

(ii)  As technology had developed to overcome these 
issues, more and more complex instructions 
were added to increase the functionality of  
microprocessors.

(iii)  Reduced Instruction Set Computers (RISC): 
RISC stands for Reduced Instruction Set 
Computers. They have a small set of highly 
optimized instructions. Complex instructions 
are also implemented using simple instructions 
thus reducing the size of the instruction set.

 Examples of RISC processors are Pentium IV, 
Intel P6, AMD K6 and K7.

(iv)  Complex Instruction Set Computers 
(CISC): CISC stands for Complex Instruction 
Set Computers. They support hundreds of 
instructions. Computers supporting CISC can 
accomplish a wide variety of tasks, making 
them ideal for personal computers.

 Examples of CISC processors are Intel 386 & 
486, Pentium, Pentium II and III, and Motorola 
68000.

2. Define	the	following.
 (i)  Bus  (ii)  Data bus 
 (iii) Address bus (iv) Control Bus

Ans. (i)  Bus : A bus is a collection of wires used 
for communication between the internal 
components of a computer.

(ii) Data bus : Data bus is a collection of wires to 
carry data in bits. A data bus is used to transfer 
data between the memory and the CPU. The 
data bus is bidirectional.

(iii) Address bus : Address bus is a collection of 
wires to carry data in bits. The address bus is 
used to point a memory location. The address 
bus is unidirectional.

(iv) Control bus : Control bus is a control line, 
collection of wires to control the operation 
functions. The control bus controls both read 
and write operations.

3. Explain any two secondary storage devices.
Ans. Hard disk :

(i) Hard disk is a magnetic disk on which you 
can store data. The hard disk has the stacked 
arrangement of disks accessed by a pair of 
heads for each of the disks. 

(ii)  The hard disks come with a single or double 
sided disk.

Compact Disk (CD) :
(i)  A CD or CD-ROM is made from 1.2 millimeters 

thick, polycarbonate plastic material. A thin 
layer of aluminum or gold is applied to the 
surface. 

(ii)  CD data is represented as tiny indentations 
known as "pits", encoded in a spiral track 
moulded into the top of the polycarbonate layer. 
The areas between pits are known as "lands".

(iii) A motor within the CD player rotates the disk. 
The capacity of an ordinary CD- ROM is 
700MB.
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[67]

Chapter 4 theoretIcal concepts of operatIng system

CHAPTER SNAPSHOT
 4.1.  Introduction to Software
   4.1.1. Types of Software
 4.2.    Introduction to Operating System (OS)
 4.3.   Types of Operating System
   4.3.1.   Single User Operating 

Systems
   4.3.2.   Multi-user Operating 

Systems
 4.4.    Key features of the Operating 

System
   4.4.1.  User Interface (UI)

   4.4.2.  Memory Management
   4.4.3.  Process Management
   4.4.4.  Security Management
   4.4.5.  Fault Tolerance
   4.4.6.  File Management
   4.4.7.  Multi-Processing
   4.4.8.  Time-sharing
   4.4.9.   Distributed Operating 

Systems
 4.5.   Prominent Operating Systems

Evaluation
SEction - a

chooSE thE corrEct anSwEr 

1. Operating system is a  
(a) Application Software (b) Hardware 
(c) System Software  (d) Component 
 [Ans. (c) System Software]

2. Identify the  usage of Operating Systems
(a) Easy interaction between the human and 

computer
(b) Controlling Input & Output Devices 
(c) Managing use of main memory
(d) All the above [Ans. (d) All the above]

3. Which of the following is not a function of an 
Operating System?
(a) Process Management
(b) Memory Management
(c) Security management
(d) Complier Environment 
 [Ans. (d) Complier Environment]

4. Which of the following OS is a Commercially 
licensed Operating system?
(a) Windows  (b) UBUNTU
(c) FEDORA   (d) REDHAT 
 [Ans. (a) Windows]

5. Which of the following Operating systems  support 
Mobile Devices? [June 2019]  ; [Sep. 2020]

(a) Windows 7  (b) Linux
(c) BOSS   (d) iOS [Ans. (d) iOS]

6. File Management manages 
(a) Files   (b) Folders
(c) Directory systems (d) All the Above  

 [Ans. (d) All the Above]

7. Interactive Operating System provides 
(a) Graphics User Interface (GUI)
(b) Data Distribution 
(c) Security Management
(d) Real Time Processing  
 [Ans. (a) Graphics User Interface (GUI)]
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68 Sura’s  XI Std - Computer  Science ➠ Unit I ➠ Chapter 4  

6. What are the different Operating Systems used in 
computer? [Sep. 2021]

Ans. The different types of operating system used in the 
computer:
(i)  Single User and Single Task Operating Systems
(ii)  Multi User Operating Systems
(iii)  Multi Processing Operating Systems
(iv)  Distributed Operating Systems
(v)  Prominent Operating Systems

SEction - c
Short anSwErS

1. What are the advantages and disadvantages of 
Time-sharing features?  [QY. 2018]

Ans. Time - Sharing Operating System
Advantages Disadvantages

Provides the 
advantage of quick 
response.

Problem of reliability.

Avoids duplication of 
software.

Question of security and 
integrity of uses programs 
and data.

Reduces CPU idle 
time.

Problem of data 
communication.

2. List out the key features of Operating system
Ans. The various key features are given below

(i) User Interface
(ii) File Management
(iii) Memory Management
(iv) Fault Tolerance
(v) Process Management
(vi) Security Management.

3. Write a note on Multiprocessing.
Ans. (i)  Multi-processing is a one of the features of 

Operating System. 
(ii)  It has two or more processors for a single 

running process (job). 
(iii)  Processing takes place in parallel is known as 

parallel processing. 
(iv)  Since the execution takes place in parallel, this 

feature is used for high speed execution which 
increases the power of computing.

8. An example for single task operating system is
(a) Linux   (b) Windows
(c) MS-DOS  (d) Unix
 [Ans. (c) MS-DOS] 

9. The File management system used by Linux is
(a) ext2 (b) NTFS (c) FAT (d) NFTS
 [Ans. (a) ext2]

SEction - B
vEry Short anSwErS

1. List out any two uses of Operating System.
Ans. (i) To ensure that a computer can be used to extract 

what the user wants it do.
(ii)  Easy interaction between the users and computers.

2. What is multi-user Operating system?
Ans. Multi-user Operating Systems : [Mar. 2019]

(i)  It is used in computers and laptops that allow 
same data and applications to be accessed by 
multiple users at the same time. 

(ii)  The users can also communicate with each 
other. Windows, Linux and UNIX are examples 
for multi-user Operating System.

3. What is a GUI?  [Govt.MQP-2018; June 2019]

Ans. The GUI is a window based system with a pointing 
device to direct I/O, choose from menus, make 
selections and a keyboard to enter text. Its vibrant 
colours attract the user very easily.

4. What are the security management features 
available in Operating System?   
 [HY. 2018 ; Sep. 2020]

Ans. The Operating System provides three levels of 
securities to the user end. They are
(i) File access level 
(ii)   System level
(iii) Network level.

5. What is multi-processing?
Ans. Multi-processing is a one of the features of Operating 

System. It has two or more processors for a single 
running process (job). Processing takes place in 
parallel is known as parallel processing.
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72 Sura’s  XI Std - Computer  Science ➠ Unit I ➠ Chapter 4  

aDDitional quEStionS anD anSwErS
chooSE thE corrEct anSwErS 1 MARK 

I.    CHOOSE THE CORRECT OPTIONS FOR THE 
bELOW QUESTIONS.

1. Which of the following acts as an interface 
between a user and a computer?
(a) Input device  (b) Output device
(c) Operating system (d) Bus 
 [Ans. (c) Operating system]

2. Which one of the following is not a function of an 
operating system?
(a) Program Management
(b) Process Management
(c) Device Management
(d) Memory Management 
 [Ans. (a) Program Management]

3. Which is used to perform any computer operation?
(a) Application software
(b) Hardware
(c) Operating system
(d) File Management 
 [Ans. (c) Operating system]

4. Which of the following operating systems not 
used in laptops?
(a) Windows  (b) Linux
(c) iOS   (d) Unix [Ans. (c) iOS]

5. Which of the following operating system are not  
in mobile phones?
(a) Symbian   (b) Linux
(c) Apple iOS  (d) Google Android 

 [Ans. (b) Linux]

6. Which of the following is a concept of having more 
than one operating system on single PC?
(a) Multiuser  (b) Multi tasking
(c) Multiprocessor (d) Virtual 
 [Ans. (d) Virtual]

7. Which of the following is a single user Operating 
system?
(a) MS-DOS  (b) Unix
(c) Linux   (d) Windows 
 [Ans. (a) MS-DOS]

8. On which operating system more than one tasks 
executed concurrently?
(a) Single-user  
(b) Time sharing
(c) Multi-user  
(d) Multiprocessing 

 [Ans. (b) Time sharing]

9. Which scheduling technique employed by time 
sharing OS?
(a) Spooling   (b) LIFO
(c) FIFO   (d) Round Robin 

 [Ans. (d) Round Robin]

10. Which of the following is not true about 
Timesharing OS?
(a) Provides the advantage of quick response
(b) Promotes duplication of software
(c) Reduces CPU idle time
(d) Problem of reliability 
 [Ans. (b) Promotes duplication of software]

11. In which operating system, given tasks done 
within a fixed timeline?
(a) Real time  (b) Multi-tasking
(c) Multiprocessor (d) Online 
 [Ans. (a) Real time]

12. Which operating system is used to access shared 
data and files any machine around the world?
(a) Real time  (b) Multiuser
(c) Multiprocessor (d) Distributed 
 [Ans. (d) Distributed]

13. In which operating system the user can exchange 
the data which each other in real time?
(a) Distributed  (b) Real time
(c) Time sharing  (d) Multi-user 
 [Ans. (a) Distributed]

14. Which operating system provides GUI?
(a) Distributed  (b) Real time
(c) Interactive  (d) Multi-User 
 [Ans. (c) Interactive]

15. How many functions are there in OS?
(a) 4 (b) 5 (c) 3 (d) 2 

 [Ans. (b) 5]
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82 Sura’s  XI Std - Computer  Science ➠ Unit I ➠ Chapter 5  

Evaluation
2. What are called standard icons?
Ans. The icons which are available on desktop by default 

while installing Windows OS are called standard 
icons. The standard icons available in all Windows 
OS are My Computer, Documents and Recycle Bin.

3. Differentiate Files and Folders.

Ans. Files Folders
File is the collection of 
records.

Folder is a collections of 
files.

Create	a	file	:	
Start → All Programs 
→ select application 
→ ok

Create	a	folders	:	
Right click → New → 
folder → ok

4. Differentiate Save and save As option. [QY. 2019]

Ans. "Save" option save a document in first time. "Save 
As" option save an already saved the document with 
a new name and also create a copy of already saved 
document with a new name obviously.

5. How will you Rename a File? [Sep. 2021]

Ans. There are number of ways to rename files or folders. 
You can rename using the File menu, left mouse 
button or right mouse button.

SEction - c
Short anSwErS

1. What are the functions of Windows Operating 
system? [HY. 2019]

Ans. Some of the functions of Windows Operating System 
are:
(i)  Access applications (programs) on the 

computer (word processing, games, spread 
sheets, calculators and so on).

(ii)  Load any new program on  the computer.
(iii)  Manage hardware such as printers, scanners, 

mouse, digital cameras etc.,
(iv)  File management activities (For example creating, 

modifying, saving, deleting files and folders).
(v)  Change computer settings such as colour 

scheme, screen savers and the resolution of  
monitor.

SEction - a
chooSE thE corrEct anSwEr  
1. From the options given below, choose the 

operations managed by the operating system.
(a) Memory   
(b) Processes
(c) Disks and I/O devices  
(d) all of the above [Ans. (d) all of the above]

2. Which is the default folder for many Windows 
Applications	to	save	your	file?
(a) My Document 
(b) My Pictures
(c) Documents and Settings   
(d) My Computer  [Ans. (a) My Document]

3. Under which of the following OS, the option 
Shift	 +	 Delete	 –	 permanently	 deletes	 a	 file	 or	
folder?
(a) Windows 7  (b) MS-DOS
(c) Linux   (d) Android OS 
 [Ans. (a) Windows 7]

4. What is the meaning of "Hibernate" in Windows 
XP/Windows 7?
(a) Restart the Computer in safe mode
(b) Restart the Computer in hibernate mode
(c) Shutdown the Computer terminating all the 

running applications 
(d) Shutdown the Computer without closing the 

running applications 
[Ans. (d)  Shutdown the Computer without closing 

 the running applications]
5. The	shortcut	key	used	to	rename	a	file	in	windows

(a) F2   (b) F4
(c) F5   (d) F6 [Ans. (a) F2]

SEction - B
vEry Short anSwErS

1. What is known as Multitasking? [QY. 2018]

Ans. Microsoft windows is one of the most popular 
graphical user Interface. Multiple applications can 
execute simultaneously in windows, and this is 
known as 'Multitasking'.
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Sura’s  XI Std - Computer  Science  ➠ Working with Typical Operating System (Windows & Linux) 83

2. Write a note on Recycle bin.  [QY 2018, 2019; Mar.2020]
Ans. Recycle bin is a special folder to keep the files or folders deleted by the user, which means you still have an 

opportunity to recover them. The user cannot access the files or folders available in the Recycle bin without 
restoring it. To restore file or folder from the Recycle Bin 
(i)  Open Recycle bin.
(ii)  Right click on a file or folder to be restored and select Restore option from the pop-up menu.
(iii)  To restore multiple files or folders, select Restore all items.
(iv)  To delete all files in the Recycle bin, select Empty the Recycle Bin.

3. Write a note on the elements of a window.
Ans. Elements	of	a	window	:	

(i)  Title	Bar	:	The title bar will display the name of the application and the name of the document opened. It will 
also contain minimize, maximize and close button.

(ii)  Menu	Bar	: The menu bar is seen under the title bar. Menus in the menu bar can be accessed by pressing Alt 
key and the letter that appears underlined in the menu title. Additionally, pressing Alt or F10 brings the focus 
on the first menu of the menu bar.

(iii)		The	Workspace	 :	The workspace is the area in the document window to enter or type the text of your 
document.

(iv)  Scroll	bars	:	The scroll bars are used to scroll the workspace horizontally or vertically
(v)  Corners	and	borders	:The corners and borders of the window helps to drag and resize the windows. The 

mouse pointer changes to a double headed arrow when positioned over a border or a corner. Drag the border 
or corner in the direction indicated by the double headed arrow to the desired size.  The window can be resized 
by dragging the corners diagonally across the screen.

4. Write the two ways to create a new folder. 
Ans. There are two ways in which you can create a new folder:

Method	I:
Step 1 :  Open Computer Icon.
Step 2 :   Open any drive where you want to create a new folder. (For example select D:)
Step 3 :  Click on File → New → Folder.
Step 4 :   A new folder is created with the default name “New folder”. 
Step 5 :   Type in the folder name and press Enter key. 
Method	II:
In order to create a folder in the desktop:
Step 1 :    In the Desktop, right click → New  → Folder. 
Step 2 :    A Folder appears with the default name   “New folder” and it will be highlighted as shown.
Step 3 :    Type the name you want and press Enter Key.
Step 4 :  The name of the folder will change.

5. Differentiate copy and move. [Sep. 2021]
Ans. 

Copy Move
(i) It means to make a duplicate 

copy of a file.
It means to transfer a file from one 
location to another.

(ii) It uses the 'copy and paste' 
option.

It uses the 'cut and paste' option.

(iii) The original file remains at the 
source location.

The original file is moved to the 
destination location.
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[99]

CHAPTER SNAPSHOT
 6.1  Algorithms

 6.2  Algorithmic Problems

 6.3  Building Blocks of Algorithms

  6.3.1  Data

  6.3.2  Variables

	 	 6.3.3		 Control	flow

  6.3.4  Functions

 6.4  Algorithm Design Techniques

	 6.5		 Specification

	 	 6.5.1		 Specification	as	contract

 6.6  Abstraction

  6.6.1  State

  6.6.2  Assignment Statement

Chapter6 specIfIcatIon and 
abstractIon

Evaluation
SEction - a

chooSE thE corrEct anSwEr   
1. Which	of	the	following	activities	is	algorithmic	in	

nature? 
(a) Assemble a bicycle 
(b) Describe a bicycle
(c) Label the parts of a bicycle
(d) Explain how a bicycle works 
 [Ans. (a) Assemble a bicycle]

2. Which	of	the	following	activities	is	not	algorithmic	
in nature? 
(a) Multiply two numbers
(b) Draw a kolam
(c) Walk in the park
(d) Swaping of two numbers. 
	 [Ans.	(d)	Swaping	of	two	numbers.]

3. Omitting details inessential to the task and 
representing only the essential features of the task 
is	known	as	
(a)	 specification		 (b)	 abstraction
(c) composition  (d) decomposition 
 [Ans. (b) abstraction]

4. Stating the input property and the  input - output 
relation	a	problem	is	known	 [Sep. 2021]
(a)	 specification		 (b)	 statement
(c) algorithm	 	 (d)	 definition	
	 [Ans.	(a)	specification]

5. Ensuring the input-output relation is 
(a) the responsibility of the algorithm and the right 

of the user. 
(b) the responsibility of the user and the right of the 

algorithm.
(c) the responsibility of the algorithm but not the 

right of the user.  
(d) the responsibility of both the user and the 

algorithm. 
[Ans. (d)   the responsibility of both the user and 

the algorithm.]

6. If i = 5 before the assignment i := i-1 after the 
assignment,	the	value	of	i	is	
(a) 5 (b) 4 (c) 3 (d) 2 

 [Ans. (b) 4]

UNIT- II ALGORITHMIC PRObLEM SOLvING
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100 Sura’s  XI Std - Computer Science ➠ Unit II ➠ Chapter 6  

4. Specify	 a	 function	 to	 find	 the	 minimum	 of	 two	
numbers.

Ans. (i) Minimum (A, B)
(ii) -- inputs : A an B are integers or real numbers.
(iii) -- outputs : A is minimum, (A < B)
           B is minimum, (B < A)

5. If √2  = 1.414, and the square_root() function 
returns	 -1.414,	 does	 it	 violate	 the	 following	
specification?

 -- square_root (x)
 -- inputs: x is a real number , x ≥ 0
 -- outputs: y is a real number such that y2 = X

Ans. Yes,	it	violate	the	specification.

SEction - c
Short anSwErS

1. When do you say that a problem is algorithmic in 
nature?

Ans.  We usually say that a problem is algorithmic in 
nature when its solution involves the construction 
of an algorithm. Some types of problems can be 
immediately recognized as algorithmic.

2. What	 is	 the	 format	 of	 the	 specification	 of	 an	
algorithm?

Ans. Let P be the required property of the inputs and Q the 
property of the desired outputs. Then the algorithm S 
is	specified	as
1.  algorithm_name (inputs)
2.  -- inputs : P
3.  -- outputs: Q

3. What is abstraction?  [HY. 2018; QY. 2019]

Ans. A problem can involve a lot of details. Several of 
these details are unnecessary for solving the problem. 
Only a few details are essential. Ignoring or hiding 
unnecessary details and modeling an entity only by 
its essential properties is known as abstraction.

4. How	is	state	represented	in	algorithms?
Ans. (i) State is a basic and important abstraction.

(ii) Computational processes have state. A 
computational process starts with an initial state. 
As actions are performed, its state changes. Its 
ends	with	a	final	state.

(iii) The state at any point of execution is simply the 
values of the variables at that point.

7. If 0 < i before the assignment i := i-1 after the 
assignment,	we	can	conclude	that		 [QY. 2018]
(a)	 0	<	i	 (b)	 0	≤	i	 (c)	 i	=	0	 (d)	 0	≥i	
 [Ans.	(b)	0	≤	i]

SEction - B
vEry Short anSwErS

1. Define	an	algorithm.
Ans. An algorithm is a sequence of instructions to 

accomplish a task or solve a problem.

2. Distinguish	between	an	algorithm	and	a	process.
 [Govt.MQP-2018]

Ans. S.No Algorithm Process
(i) An algorithm is a 

step-by-step sequence 
of statements to solve 
a problem.

An instruction 
describes an 
action.

(ii) As an algorithm is 
executed, a process 
evolves which solves 
the problem.

When the 
instructions are 
executed, a process 
evolves which 
accomplishes the 
intended task or 
solves the given 
problem.

3. Initially,
							farmer,	 goat,	 grass,	 wolf	 =	 L,	 L,	 L,	 L	 and	 the 

farmer	 crosses	 the	 river	 with	 goat.	 Model	 the 
action	with	an	assignment	statement.

Ans. (i)	 	 --	farmer,	goat,	grass,	wolf	=	L,	L,	L,	L
(ii)	 	 farmer,	goat	:=	R,	R
(iii)	 	 --	farmer	,	goat	,	grass	,	wolf	=	R,	R,	L,	L
(iv)	 	 farmer	:=	L
(v)	 	 farmer,	goat,	grass,	wolf	=	L,	R,	L,	L
(vi)	 	 farmer,	grass	:=	R,	R
(vii)		 --	farmer	,	goat	,	grass	,	wolf	=	R,	R,	R,	L
(viii)		 farmer,	goat	:=	L,	L
(ix)	 	 --	farmer,	goat,	grass,	wolf	=	L,	L,	R,	L
(x)	 	 farmer,	wolf	:=	R,	R
(xi)	 	 --	farmer	,	goat	,	grass	,	wolf	=	R,	L,	R,	R
(xii)	 	 farmer	:	=	L
(xiii)		 --	farmer	,	goat	,	grass	,	wolf	=	L,	L,	R,	R
(xiv)		 farmer	,	goat	:	=	R,	R
(xv)  - farmer , goat , grass , wolf	=	R,	R,	R,	R
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Sura’s  XI Std - Computer Science ➠ Specification and Abstraction 101

5. What is the form and meaning of assignment 
statement?

Ans. Assignment statement is used to store a value in a 
variable. It is written with the variable on the left side 
of the assignment operator and a value on the right 
side.
Format / Form :
variable	:=	value

	 Example	:	m	:	=	2
  When this assignment is executed, the value on the 

right side is stored in the variable on the left side.

6. What	 is	 the	 difference	 between	 assignment	
operator and equality operator?

Ans. Assignment operator is used to assign  the right hand 
side value into left hand side variable.

  Example :	A	=	5,		B	=	10
  Equality operator is used compare the values of both 

right hand side variable and left hand side variable 
and results in either true or false.

  Example :	A	==	B	(a	=	5,	b	=	5)	True
	 	 	 	A	≠	B	(a	=	5,	b	=	0)	True.

SEction - D
Explain in DEtail

1. Write	the	specification	of	an	algorithm	hypotenuse	
whose	inputs	are	the	lengths	of	the	two	Wshorter	
sides of a right angled triangle, and the output is 
the length of the third side.

Ans. (i) Let us name the algorithm hypotenuse.
(ii) It takes the number as the input. Let us name the 

input S1, S2 should not be negative.
(iii) It produces the Hypotenuse of S1, S2 as the 

output. Let us name the output l. Then S1, S2 
should be the square of l.

Now	the	specification	of	the	algorithm	is
 Hypotenuse  (S1, S2) 
 - inputs : S1 and S2 are real numbers or integers.
 - outputs :l is a real number such that l2	=	S12 + S22

2. Suppose	you	want	to	solve	the	quadratic	equation	
ax2 + bx + c = 0 by an algorithm.  [QY. 2018]

	 quadratic_solve	(a,	b,	c)
 -- inputs : ?
 -- outputs: ?
  You intend to use the formula and you are 

prepared to handle only real number roots. Write 
a	suitable	specification.

 
x = − ± −b b ac

a

2 4
2

Ans.  Quadratic_solve (a, b, c) 
 -- inputs : a, b, c are real numbers, a ≠ 0  
  -- outputs : x  is a real number, the quadration 

equation ax2 + bx	+	c	=	0	is	satisfied	by	exactly	two	
values fx, namely  

 x1	=			
− + −

− − −

b b ac
a

b b ac
a

2

2

4
2

4
2

  and

 x2	=			

− + −

− − −

b b ac
a

b b ac
a

2

2

4
2

4
2

3. Exchange	the	contents:	Given	two	glasses	marked	
A and B. Glass A is full of apple drink and glass 
B is full of grape drink. For exchanging the 
contents of glasses A and B, represent the state by 
suitable	 variables,	 and	write	 the	 specification	of	
the algorithm.  [HY. 2018]

Ans. (i) Let us name the algorithm exchange.
(ii) It takes the number as the input. Let us name the 

input a, b. a,b should not be zero.
(iii) It produces the exchange of a,b by using third 

variable t as the output. Let us name the output. 
Then a, b, t should be exchange of the drinks.

Now	the	specification	of	the	algorithm	is
 Exchange  (a, b) 
 -- inputs : a, b are integers, a ≠ 0, b ≠ 0
 -- outputs : a, b are integers,
	 	 	 	 t	:	=	a
	 	 	 	 a	:	=	b
	 	 	 	 b	:=	t
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108 Sura’s  XI Std - Computer Science ➠ Unit II ➠ Chapter 6  

lonG anSwErS 5 MARKS

1. Explain	in	detail	how	will	you	construct	an	algorithm.	Whatever	with	in	(or)	Explain	the	Building	Blocks	
of Algorithms.

Ans. To	construct	algorithms	using	basic	building	blocks	such	as.	Data,	Variables,	Control	flow,	Functions.
Data :

  Algorithms take input data, process the data, and produce output data. Computers provide instructions to perform 
operations on data. For example, there are instructions for doing arithmetic operations on numbers, such as add, 
subtract, multiply and divide. There are different kinds of data such as numbers and text.
Variables :

  Variables are named boxes for storing data. When we do operations on data, we need to store the results in 
variables. The data stored in a variable is also known as the value of the variable. We can store a value in a variable 
or change the value of variable, using an assignment statement.
Control	flow	:

  An algorithm is a sequence of statements. However, after executing a statement, the next statement executed 
need not be the next statement in the algorithm. The statement to be executed next may depend on the state of the 
process. Thus, the order in which the statements are executed may differ from the order in which they are written 
in	the	algorithm.	This	order	of	execution	of	statements	is	known	as	the	control	flow.
Functions :

  Algorithms can become very complex. The variables of an algorithm and dependencies among the variables may 
be	too	many.	Then,	it	is	difficult	to	build	algorithms	correctly.	In	such	situations,	we	break	an	algorithm	into	parts,	
construct each part separately, and then integrate the parts to the complete algorithm.

  The parts of an algorithm are known as functions. A function is like a sub algorithm. It takes an input, and produces 
an output, satisfying a desired input output relation.

2. Explain	the	types	of	control	flow	statements.
Ans.  There	are	three	important	control	flow	statements	to	alter	the	control	flow	depending	on	the	state.

(i)  In	sequential	control	flow,	a	sequence	of	statements	are	executed	one	after	another	in	the	same	order	as	they	
are written.

(ii)  In	alternative	control	flow,	a	condition	of	 the	state	 is	 tested,	and	 if	 the	condition	 is	 true,	one	statement	 is	
executed; if the condition is false, an alternative statement is executed.

(iii)  In	iterative	control	flow,	a	condition	of	the	state	is	tested,	and	if	the	condition	is	true,	a	statement	is	executed.	
The two steps of testing the condition and executing the statement are repeated until the condition becomes 
false.
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1

PROSE - UNIT 1 THE PORTRAIT OF A LADY
- Khushwant Singh

kHUSHWANT SINGH (1915 - 2014) was an Indian novelist, 
lawyer, journalist and politician. He studied law at St. Stephen’s 
College, Delhi and King’s College, London. He joined the Indian 

Foreign Service in 1947. As a writer, he is best known for his keen interest in 
secularism, sarcasm and love for poetry. He was awarded Padma Bhushan 
in 1974 and Padma Vibhushan in 2007 and Sahitya Akademi Fellowship in 
2010. The Mark of Vishnu, A History of Sikhs, The Train to Pakistan, Success 
Mantra, We Indians and Death at my Doorstep are some of his brilliant 
works. Between 1980 and 1986, he served as the Member of Parliament in 
Rajya Sabha, the upper house of the Parliament of India.

INTRODUCTION:

This story gives us the real picture of human relationship in a joint 
family. It is written in the first person and is in auto-biographical mode.  
It is a perception of Khushwant Singh of his grandmother. He describes 
how he spent his childhood with his grandmother in a village.  
He also describes the change in social life when he moved to the city. 
Ultimately, he describes the scene of her death. His description of his 
grandmother is deeply moving, with his usual poetic touch.

 Khushwant Singh portrays his grandmother as an old woman. 
 He describes how he spent his childhood with his grandmother in a village. 
 The thought of his grandmother being young and charming was almost revolting. 
 He felt that she looked the same even after twenty years.
 His parents left him to live with her, when they shifted to the city. 
 His grandmother looked after him with care and affection.
 Then, they also moved to the city and their link of friendship was cut off.
 All day long, his grandmother sat spinning the wheel and reciting her prayers.
 In every afternoon, she used to feed the sparrows.
 Khushwant Singh went abroad for studies and came back after five years.
 His grandmother fell ill. She laid peacefully in bed, counting her beads in the rosary.
 She was dead and all the sparrows mourned her death in utter silence.

KEY POINTS

Glossary
rosary - a string of beads, to count prayers - kÂfSl‹ Toa b#gkhiy

mantelpiece - shelf projecting from the wall above a fireplace - fz¥ò mL¥ò cŸs å£oš xU gu© / khl«

criss-cross - crossed lines forming a kind of pattern - RU¡f« ÉGªjij¡ fh£L« nfhLfŸ

pallor - an unhealthy pale appearance - Mnuh¡»ak‰w btË¿¥nghd njh‰w«

puckered - wrinkled - Kf¤âYŸs RU¡f«
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2  Sura's  XI Std  Smart English  PROSE
P

R
O

SE
	 SYNONYMS

* WORD jÄœ m®¤j« SYNONYM EXAMPLE SENTENCE
absurd mg¤jkhd, eif¡f¤j¡f inconsistent/ illogical The director rejected his absurd proposal.

bedlam T¢rš FH¥g« Ãiwªj ïl« noisy confusion After the collision, there was bedlam in the 
plane.

certain Ã¢rakhd, cWâahd sure I am certain that India will win the ODI against 
England.

constantly bjhl®ªJ, v¥nghJ« continuously He was constantly borrowing money from me.

dilapidated ieªJnghd damaged He stayed in an old dilapidated hotel.

distressed kd¤Jau«, J‹g« unhappy The tragic news distressed us.

expanse ÉÇªj wide area Pichavaram consists of a number of islands 
spreading a vast expanse of water covered with 
green trees.

fables Úâ¡fijfŸ tales/stories He is interested in reading fables.

fat F©lhd obese/ overweight He eats all the time but he never gets fat.

frivolous bršykhd, 

Éisah£L¤jdkhd
non-ser ious /  l ight-
minded

The court always dismisses these faux legal 
arguments as frivolous.

hobbled beh©o el¤jš walked unsteadily His tight shoes hobbled him.

ignore òw¡fÂ¤jš, 

bghU£gL¤jhkš ÉLjš
disregard / omit He ignored his father’s advice.

moist <ukhd damp / wet Her eyes were moist with tears.

monotonous xnu khâÇahd, khWjny 

ïšyhj
unchanging /boring He says that his life is monotonous.

omitted jÉ®¡f¥g£l excluded He omitted a couple of items from the list.

perched c£fhUjš, ïis¥ghWjš sat/rested A pigeon was perched on the dish antenna.

persuade t‰òW¤jš convince His father persuaded him to donate some 
money to the orphanage. 

pretty mHfhd charming His child is so pretty.

protest M£nrg«, vâ®¥ò object / resist There is a protest against price rise.

puckered RU¡f§fSl‹ wrinkled His face was puckered with amazement.

rebukes f©o¤jš, â£Ljš scoldings Though he rebukes now, after some time he will 
regret it.

relaxed XŒbtL¤jš being at rest He always completes his assignments in an easy 
and relaxed manner.

revolting V‰W¡bfhŸs Koahj objectionable They are revolting against the injustice done to 
them.

scattered áj¿ disordered Debris is scattered all over the road.

seclusion jÅ¤âU¤jš, Éy» 

ïU¤jš
isolation Ravi had to go into seclusion in the library so as 

to study thoroughly.
serenity mikâ tranquility / calm Yoga is a great way to experience serenity. 

shroud rt¢Óiy, kiw¡F« JÂ cloth used to wrap a 
dead person

After the postmortem, the body was covered 
with a white shroud.

snapped K¿ªjJ broke /cut I snapped my friendship with Rakesh due to his 
bad behaviour.

sort tif kind /type Suresh is a decent sort of man.

veritable bkŒahd real (used for emphasis) Chocolate is a veritable addiction for many 
children.

wrinkled RU¡f« ÉGªj creased / puckered His face was very much wrinkled and his eyes 
deep-set.

* Words given in bold in this Synonym column are taken from Textbook Glossary.
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4  Sura's  XI Std  Smart English  PROSE
P

R
O

SE
TEXTUAL QUESTIONS

1. ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IN ONE OR TWO SENTENCES BASED ON YOUR 
UNDERSTANDING OF THE STORY.
a. Describe the grandfather as seen in the portrait. (QY. & HY. 18; June & QY. 19)

The author’s grandfather appeared as a hundred-year-old man in the portrait. He wore a big turban 
and loose-fitting clothes. His long, white beard covered the best part of his chest. He did not look the 
sort of person who would have a wife or children.

b.	 Why	was	the	author	left	with	his	grandmother	in	the	village?
The author’s parents had gone to live in the city. So, they left him with his grandmother.

c.	 Where	did	the	author	study	in	his	childhood?
The author studied in a village school which was attached to a temple.

d.	 Why	did	the	grandmother	accompany	the	author	to	school?	 (Govt. MP)
The grandmother accompanied the author to school in order to make him study the lessons and 

also get herself to read the scriptures inside a temple. Here, the school was attached to the temple.
e.	 What	made	the	dogs	follow	the	grandmother	after	school	hours?	 (June 19)

The dogs followed the grandmother after the school hours for the chapattis that were thrown to them.
f.	 Why	didn’t	the	grandmother	feel	sentimental	when	the	author	went	abroad	for	higher	education?	

 (Sep. 20)
The grandmother had good confidence in the author and also had enormous faith in prayers.  

She came to see him off at the station and kissed on his forehead leaving a moist imprint to show her 
love and affection. So she did not feel sentimental when he went abroad for higher study.

g.	 What	was	the	happiest	time	of	the	day	for	grandmother?	 (HY. 19; Sep. 21)
The grandmother used to feed hundreds of sparrows every day in the afternoon with the little bits 

of bread for half-an-hour. It was the happiest time of the day for her.

2. ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IN THREE OR FOUR SENTENCES EACH.
a.	 Describe	the	author’s	grandmother.	 (HY. 18)

The author’s grandmother was short and fat and slightly bent. She could never have been 
pretty, but she was always beautiful. She hobbled around the house in spotless white clothes with one 
hand resting on her waist to balance her stoop and the other hand telling the beads of her rosary.  
Her silvery-white hair used to scatter on her wrinkled face. Her lips constantly moved in inaudible 
prayer. She was beautiful with the peacefulness, serenity and contentment.

b.	 What	was	the	daily	routine	of	the	grandmother	at	home?	 (HY. 18)
The grandmother woke him up in the morning and would get him ready for school. She plastered his 

wooden slate, prepared breakfast, and took him to school. She also carried several chapattis to feed the village 
dogs. Leaving him at the school she would sit inside a temple and would read scriptures. Finally, she would 
return home with her grandson. She used to feed the dogs with chapattis on the way back home.

c.	 How	is	school	education	in	the	village	different	from	that	in	the	city?
Primary education was given in the village school. The students were taught alphabets. Daily they 

would be singing prayer songs, patriotic songs, etc. in chorus. The basic education was simply limited 
to reading, writing and arithmetic. In the city school, English, Science, Music, and other subjects were 
taught. But there was no teaching about God and the Scriptures.

d.	 The	grandmother	appreciated	the	value	of	education.	Give	instances	in	support	of	your	answer.
The grandmother was very much concerned about the education of her grandson. So, she used 

to wake him in the morning and would get him ready for school. She washed his wooden slate and 
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Sura’s  XI Std  Smart English  UNIT 1 - THe Portrait of a Lady 5
U

N
IT 1

plastered it with yellow chalk. She tied his earthen ink-pot and a red pen into a bundle. She prepared 
his breakfast and took him to the school. Finally, she would return home with her grandson. All these 
things showed that she appreciated the value of education, as it is the most important aspect of life.

e.	 The	grandmother	was	strong-minded.	Justify.
The grandmother was religious and had certain ideas about life. She considered that teaching of 

scriptures was more useful and productive than Science and Music. When she came to know the subjects 
of study of her grandson, she was unhappy. When he told her that music was one of the lessons, she 
did not reply and kept herself in silence showing her disapproval. After that, she rarely talked to him.  
In a state of loneliness and seclusion, she took to the spinning wheel and feeding sparrows. When her 
grandson decided to go abroad for further studies, she did not talk or show any emotion, but came to 
the railway station. While celebrating the homecoming of her grandson, she sang and thumped a drum 
for several hours. She ignored everyone who persuaded her to stop. When she knew that her end was 
nearing, she stopped talking to everyone. She ignored their protests and started praying and telling her 
beads. These facts showed that she was strong-minded.

f.	 How	did	the	grandmother	spend	the	last	few	hours	of	her	life?
She celebrated the returning of her grandson from abroad. In the evening, for the first time ever, 

she did not pray. She collected several women of the neighbourhood and sang songs related to the 
home-coming of the warriors. The next morning, she was taken ill. It was a mild fever and the doctor 
told that it would be alright. But, she knew that her end was near. She decided to spend the last few 
hours of her life reciting prayers and was not going to waste any more time talking to anybody. She lay 
peacefully in bed praying and telling her beads. Soon, her lips stopped moving and the rosary fell from 
her fingers. She was dead.

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS - ADDITIONAL

a.	 Why	was	it	hard	for	the	author	to	believe	that	his	grandmother	was	once	young	and	pretty?
His grandmother was short, fat and slightly bent in appearance. He had only seen and known his 

grandmother as an old woman. There was no transformation in her appearance for twenty years. So, he 
found it hard to believe that she was once young and pretty.

b.	 Why	did	the	author	compare	his	grandmother	with	the	winter	landscape	in	the	mountains?
The author brought out the inner beauty of his grandmother by comparing her to the winter landscape 

in the mountains. The comparison showed the peacefulness and serenity. She was with her white dress, white 
hair and pale skin, as the mountains covered with snow and appeared white.

c.	 Why	was	the	author’s	grandmother	distressed	when	she	came	to	know	about	the	subjects	of	study?	
The author’s grandmother was distressed after knowing that there was no teaching about God and 

scriptures in the English school, where her grandson was studying.

TEXTUAL PARAGRAPH QUESTIONS
3. ANSWER THE FOLLOWING IN A PARAGRAPH OF 100 - 150 WORDS EACH.

a.	 The	grandmother	played	a	vital	role	in	the	author’s	formative	years.	Give	your	own	example	of	how	
elders	have	a	positive	influence	on	the	younger	generation.	Include	examples	from	the	story	also.	
 (QY. 18)
THe positive influence of elders on the younger generation

The elders would guide the younger generation in teaching them how to care for others.  
They inculcate important aspects like thoughtfulness, kind-heartedness, discipline, patience, the ability 
to listen, developing social skills, communication skills, companionship, gaining wisdom beyond one’s 
age, time management, etc. to the younger generation. In these ways, the elders have a positive influence 
on the younger generation.
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10  Sura's  XI Std  Smart English  PROSE
P

R
O

SE
Speaking Activity (Textbook Page No. 8)

a.	 Work	in	pairs	and	arrive	at	five	points	that	bring	out	the	benefits	and	challenges	of	living	in	either	a	nuclear	family	or	a	joint	family.	
Share	your	views	with	your	class.

Hints : 

NUCLEAR FAMILY JOINT FAMILY
Benefits 
 More privacy.
 Less financial need, as members are limited.
 Less quarrels and less personal fighting.
 Individual responsibilities for members.
 Child gets more freedom.

Benefits 
 More members, so more support in case of crises.
 More earners, so more wealthy.
 More love and affection.
 Learning the importance of different types of relations.
 Special attention to individuals by different family members.

Challenges
 Insecurity of children.
 Loneliness.
 Longing for love and affection.
 More isolation from other relatives.
 Lack of guidance. 

Challenges
 Conflict between high earning members with low earners.
 Exploitation of goodness of the partners.
 More living space, so more expenses.
 Jealousy will be more common.
 Study environment for kids is hard to make.

b.	 Build	a	conversation	of	eight	to	ten	sets	of	exchange,	with	your	grandmother	discussing	the	incidents	that	happened	in	your	school	
that	day.
Grand ma : Hey dear, you seem to be too happy.
Grandson : Yes Grannie, I won the first prize at the elocution competition today.
Grand ma : Oh! That sounds great. Congrats.
Grandson : Thank you Grannie, this is the trophy and the certificate.
Grand ma : Good. How many contestants were there?
Grandson : There were fifty orators from fifty different schools.
Grand ma : What was the topic?
Grandson : I spoke on “The role of students in Social Development” citing various incidents.
Grand ma : Were you nervous?
Grandson : Yeah, a little. But once I began my speech, I was more comfortable and spoke continuously for five minutes 

without any break or struggle.
Grand ma : Very nice, Keep it up.
Grandson : Our district Collector was the Chief Guest. My friend took a photo with his mobile phone while I was receiving 

the prize from the Collector.
Grand ma : Very good. He has done a good job. Show me the picture.
Grandson : But unfortunately I could not get the photo from his cell. I will tell him to send it through WhatsApp.
Grand ma : OK. Don’t forget to take a print so that it can be displayed in our drawing room.
Grandson : Oh! Sure, Grannie.

c.		 Every	member	contributes	to	forming	a	happy	family.	Share	your	views	for	a	minute	or	two	with	your	class.

A HAPPY FAMILY
There is a quote from Anna Karenina by Leo Tolstoy, “All happy families resemble one another, every unhappy family is unhappy 
in its own fashion.” Every member of a family wishes to contribute to form a happy family, irrespective of nuclear family or joint 
family. What makes a family happy? How can each member contribute to form happiness? Everybody will tell that high salaried job 
or profitable business is the basic need for happiness. So, money, big house, costly dresses, tasty dishes are the criteria for happiness. 
There is no doubt that these things will make a family happy. But there are some more aspects other than these. What are they? 
Love, honesty and care for each member of the family. The children will learn honesty from observing the activities of their parents. 
Spending weekends with all the family members will bring happiness. Everybody should interact with each other over a group 
of activities. Happiness is the result of spending time together meaningfully. Pleasant memories will stay with everybody forever.
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Sura’s  XI Std  Smart English  UNIT 1 - THe Portrait of a Lady 11
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IT 1

Reading 

I.	 Now,	read	the	following	passage	on	“Laughter	Therapy”	and	answer	the	questions	that	follow	:

Answer	for	the	following	Questions	:

a.	 How	does	laughter	help	one	to	cope	with	stress?
 Laughter helps in an excellent way to cope up with a stressful life. Laughter provides full scale support for your muscles 
and unleashes a rush of stress busting endorphins.

b.	 Which	word	in	the	text	(para	2)	means	the	same	as	‘dedicated’?
 dedicated -  committed

c.	 Why	do	you	think	voluntary	laughter	provides	the	same	physiological	as	well	as	psychological	benefits	as	spontaneous	
laughter?
 Our body cannot distinguish between real and fake laughter , anything that make your giggle or laugh will have a positive 
impact on our body. Laughter therapy helps people reduce stress, be happier and more committed and also improves inter 
personal skills. Thus, voluntary laughter provides the same physiological as well as psychological benefits as spontaneous 
laughter .

d.	 ‘Laughter	is	the	best	medicine’.	Explain.
 Laughter therapy starts with breathing exercises used to prepare the lungs. Twenty minutes of laughter helps augment 
physiological development. It also has beneficial effects on cardiovascular health and mood. Laughter therapy has proved good 
for depressed patients. For above reasons, laughter is considered the best medicine.

e.	 Given	below	is	a	set	of	activities.	Which	of	these	are	followed	in	the	‘Laughter	Yoga’	technique?
 	 sitting	on	the	ground	with	legs	crossed
 	 body	movements	  clapping  closed eyes
 	 breathing	exercises	 	 chanting	 	 stretching	of	arms	and	legs
 	 bending	backwards	 	 running/jogging	  eye contact

breathing exercises, stretching of arms and legs, chanting, clapping,

f.	 ‘Laughter	therapy	also	plays	a	crucial	role	in	social	bonding’.	How?
 Laughter yoga sessions are practiced in open parks in the early mornings. During the sessions,  people are in good mood 
to socialize with one another and share their views. Thus Laughter therapy helps social bonding.

Grammar
artiCles and determiners
a.	 Read	the	paragraph	below	and	fill	in	the	blanks	using	‘a,	an’,	or	‘the’.

It is said that ____(1)____ computer is ____(2)____ electronic extension of the human brain.  
Therefore, in principle, ____(3)____ computer can do all those activities which ____(4)____ human brain can do. 
Today computers are found to be ____(5)____ most useful devices as knowledge providers. Another important 
field of application of computers is ____(6)____ development of robots. ____(7)____ internet has brought 
____(8)____ drastic change in communication systems.

	 Ans	:	 (1) a  (2) an  (3) a (4) a (5) the (6) the (7) THe (8) a

b.	 In	the	following	paragraph,	insert	‘a’,	‘an’,	or	‘the’	wherever	necessary	and	rewrite	the	sentences.
In our family, we have planned to take children to a zoo next Sunday. A van has been arranged and we 

are sure to have a comfortable journey. THe zoo is an interesting place for the children who enjoy watching 
the animals and want to know more about them. Even the youngsters love to visit the zoo. 

c.	 Fill	in	the	blanks	with	appropriate	determiners.	(Articles	have	been	included)

Once the emperor gave a bag of seeds to his council of ministers and said that he would give them six 
months’ time to grow the seeds. Whoever does a good job will be made the next emperor of that empire.  
All the ministers took their task seriously. After six months many ministers had small plants in their pots. 
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PROSE - UNIT 2 THE QUEEN OF BOXING
- M. C. Mary Kom

Mangte chungneijang mary kom 
was born on 1st March 1983 in Manipur. She is an 
Indian boxer. She is known as ‘M.C. Mary Kom’, 

‘Magnificent Mary’ or simply ‘Mary Kom’. She is the winner of five 
world Boxing Championships and an Olympic Bronze medal in 
2012. As a school girl, she used to play a variety of sports - hockey, 
football and athletics. Inspired by a Manipuri boxer Dingko 
Singh, who won a gold at the Asian Games in 1998, Mary Kom 
took up boxing. She won the first medal of silver in Pennsylvania, 
USA, in 2001. She is the only woman boxer to have won a medal 
in each one of the six World Championships. She was honoured 
with the Padma Shri in 2010 and the Padma Bhushan in 2013 for her wonderful achievements in the field 
of sports. She wrote her autobiography “Unbreakable” in 2013. She has been ranked as No. 4 AIBA World 
Women’s Ranking Fly weight category. 

INTRODUCTION:

This is an excerpt from M.C. Mary Kom’s autobiography “Unbreakable”. 
This autobiography of India’s most celebrated woman boxer Mary 
Kom is inspiring to all of us. Her unswerving dedication to family, 
community, friends and fellow boxers is praiseworthy and she never 
misses an opportunity to acknowledge their support with all humility. 
Her grit and tenacity, which took her to the summit, are remarkable. 

 Mary Kom was an Indian woman boxer with an Olympic medal in six world championships.
 She was born in a small village named Kangathri of Manipur.
 Her parents were poor. She aimed to remove poverty from her home.
 Her father was against boxing. But she decided to continue her passion for boxing.
 She was selected in the 48 kg category in Pennsylvania. She suffered financially.
 She had no savings, except for a couple of life insurance policies.
 The Manipur government offered her the post of a Sub-Inspector in 2005.
 After her wedding, she continued to contest.
 She won a gold medal in the Third and Fourth World Women’s Boxing Championships in October 2005 and 

November 2006.
 She was christened by the media as “The Queen of Boxing” and “Magnificent Mary”, after the Hat-trick world 

championship wins.

KEY POINTS
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Reading 
enCodinG and deCodinG

i)	 Represent	the	other	paragraphs	in	a	visual	form	of	your	choice.	(flow	chart,	mind-map,	pie-chart,	etc)

3rd	Para  Pie-Chart

Punjab Region Kerala, Telangana

South India

Kabbadi

Chadakudu

Kabbadi (or)
Chedugudu

HaduduBhavatik

Hu-Tu-Tu

Hu-Do-Do
Kauddi (or) 

Kabbadi

Andhra Pradesh

BangladeshMaldives

Western India

Eastern India

ii)	 Choose	the	correct	option.
1. A contact sport usually involves a _______ contact between players.

(a) violent (b) gentle (c) physical  [Ans: (c) physical]
2. Kabbadi is a game played between _______.

(a) seven teams of two players (b) two teams of seven players
(c) four teams of seven players [Ans: (b) two teams of seven players]

3. A single _______.
(a) player on offence is referred to as a raider. (b) offence is referred to as a raider.

 (c) raider is an offence by the player. [Ans: (a) player on offence is referred to as a raider.]

iii)	 Answer	the	following.
1.	 How	does	a	raider	score	points	for	his	team?

 Points are scored for each player tagged by the raider.
2.	 When	does	a	raider	concede	a	point	to	the	opponent	team?

 When the opposing team stops the raider, it earns a point.
3.	 Can	a	player	be	revived	when	he/she	is	out	of	the	game?	Explain	your	answer.

 Players can be revived for each point scored by their team from a tag or tackle.
4.	 	Kabbadi	is	called	by	different	names	in	different	parts	of	India.	Do	you	know	how	Pallankuzhi	is	

called	in	Karnataka,	Andhra	Pradesh	and	Kerala?
 Karnataka - Ali guli mane
 Andhra Pradesh - Vamana guntalu
 Kerala - Kuzhipara

2nd	Para Mind	Map

Kabbadi

Two teams of 7 players

Single player on offence - raider

run into opposing teams court

tag out put their defenders

return to own court without tackled by defenders

points - each tagged by raider

Points for opposing team for stopping the raider

raider to hold his breath and utter the words - Kabbadi, etc.

out - if stops to utter these words.
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26  Sura's  XI Std  Smart English  PROSE
P
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O

SE
Grammar

modal Verbs

A.	 Fill	in	the	blanks	with	suitable	modal	verbs.

1. We are not completely sure but Kishore _________ come back tomorrow. [Ans: may]
2.  When Koushik was a child, he _________ play in the street. [Ans: used to]
3. _________ I have some more juice, please?                                                           (QY. 18) [Ans: Could]
4. We _________ not paint this room now. [Ans: need]
5. I _________ rather request you to check my exercise before giving it to the teacher. [Ans: would]
6. _________ I use your mobile phone? It’s an emergency. [Ans: can]
7.  In schools, students _________ wear uniforms. It is compulsory. [Ans: must]
8.  The voyagers did not _________ to drop anchor at the unknown island. [Ans: dare]
9. Thou _________ love your neighbour. [Ans: shall]
10. The Manager _________ not excuse you, if you fail to complete your assignment today. [Ans: will]
11. Helen jotted down the important points lest she _________ forget it. [Ans: would]
12. You _________ never retain me against my wishes. [Ans: can]
13. Being a Monday, the shops _________ not be crowded today. [Ans: will]
14. I _________ admit my fault, if I were you. [Ans: would]
15. The groom _________ certainly be over 30 years of age. [Ans: must]
16. My brother _________ go abroad to pursue his higher studies next year. [Ans: will]
17. It’s not that urgent. You _________ take your own time. [Ans: can]
18. There is a lot of time left, so you _________ not panic. [Ans: need]
19. _________ I turn on the fan, please? [Ans: could]
20. I _________ not believe my eyes. Is Santhosh the one who is standing over there? [Ans: could]
21. Dinesh _______ be the richest person in the village. He has just bought two luxury cars. [Ans: must]
22. Nirmala _________ write perfectly when she was seven. [Ans: used to]

B.	 Practise	your	modal	verbs.	Look	at	these	signs	and	write	down	the	rules,	regulation	or	advice	they	
complete	sentence	using	the	modal	verbs	given	below	:

can - could - may - might - must - ought to - shall - should - will - would

i. Chemical goggles must be worn in this area.
ii. You should buckle up for your safety.
iii. Trespassers will be prosecuted. 
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PROSE - UNIT 3 FORGETTING
- Robert Lynd

rOBERT WILSON LYND (1879 – 1949) was an Irish writer. He was a 
long-serving literary editor at the News Chronicle. He is one of the greatest 
English essayists of modern times. His essays are humorous, delightful, 

ironical and satirical. His style of writing is elegant and charming. 

INTRODUCTION:

Even people with good memory power, have problems with forgetfulness. 
It may also be termed as absent-mindedness. In this lesson, the author 
Robert Lynd elaborates peoples’ forgetfulness. He elucidates the cause, 
nature and effects of forgetfulness. This humorous essay deals with the 
things which people don’t forget and usually forget. 

 The author Robert Lynd elaborates people’s forgetfulness.
 He narrates the causes, nature and effects of forgetfulness.
 He wonders about the efficiency of human memory instead of inefficiency.
 The modern man remembers even the telephone numbers, the addresses of his friends and the dates of good 

vintages.
 In some matters, human memory works less than its usual perfection.
 The author tells that he is a forgetful man though he is a life-long devotee of medicines.
 It is the young rather than the adult who forget things. Sportsmen also have worse memories.
 Lynd remarks that such absent-mindedness is a virtue. These people have no time to remember the mediocre.  

They are making the best of lives.
 Socrates, the great Greek Philosopher and S.T. Coleridge, the great English poet were absent-minded people. 
 The possession of a good memory is a great advantage for all people. 
 Most of us are born with efficient memories. That is why the institution of the family survives in this modern city. 

KEY POINTS

Glossary 
 SYNONYMS

WORD jÄœ m®¤j« SYNONYM EXAMPLE SENTENCE
abstracted ntW v©z¤âš _œ» 

ïU¤jš

lacking concentration on 
what is happening around; 
inattentive

He is abstracted by a bird outside the 
classroom.

admitted x¥ò¡bfhŸjš accepted He admitted his mistakes.

anglers Û‹ ão¥gt®fŸ 

(bghGJngh¡F¡fhf)

people who fish (for pleasure) Every Sunday the two anglers come to the 
lake for fishing.
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WORD jÄœ m®¤j« SYNONYM EXAMPLE SENTENCE

anticipating vâ®neh¡» expecting I am anticipating an appointment order 
from a multinational company.

antipathy fL« btW¥ò strong dislike He feels an antipathy against her behaviour

astonished M¢rÇa¥gLjš surprised I was astonished at my teacher’s command 
of language.

audacious JÂ¢ryhd bold and daring His plan of going abroad is an audacious 
decision.

delights bgU« k»œ¢á miljš cheers He delights to accompany the tourists.

delinquent F‰w« ïiH¤jt® a young person who is regularly 
involved in wrongdoing

He has been delinquent in paying his taxes.

departing É£L¢ bršjš out-going; leaving The old man got injured while departing 
from a train.

eccentric ïa‰if¡F khWg£lt‹ tending to act in strangely Most people considered him a harmless 
eccentric.

efficiency âwik ability His efficiency in executing the job is very 
poor.

efficient âwikíŸs capable, effective The new leader is an efficient person.

embarrassing r§fl¥gL¤J»w humiliating; disturbing He asked a lot of embarrassing questions.

exceptional mó®tkhd / 

mrhjhuzkhd

excellent; extra-ordinary He is a man of exceptional talent.

exploits mUŠbrašfŸ, 

rhjidfŸ

daring or heroic acts or actions; 
feats

I fear my exploits have been exaggerated 
beyond recognition.

fallible jtW brŒa¡Toa capable of making mistakes All human beings are fallible.

fortunes bgÇa msî gz« huge sums of money Many of my friends have made their 
fortunes there.

frequently mo¡fo often; repeatedly The leader frequently visits his native village.

glorious ò f œ b g ‰ w  /  n k ‹ i k 

bghUªâa

splendid; magnificent Do you know about our glorious traditions?

inaccurate JŸËak‰w, rÇÆšyhj incorrect; wrong The statistical data on slum clearance is 
inaccurate.

indignant Äf¡ nfhg« bfh©L being very angry There was an indignant shout from the 
football players.

intensity ÔÉu« passion The intensity of the storm was frightening.

lie bghŒ untruth One lie needs seven lies to wait upon it.

mediocre rhjhuzkhd not very good, ordinary The film’s plot is predictable and the acting 
is mediocre.

methodical â£lÄLjÈ‹go, Óuhd organized; systematic She was a methodical lady.

pause ïilÃW¤j« halt There was a brief pause in the conversation.

perverter jtwhd ghijÆš 

bršgt®

person who lacks morals After knowing his behaviour, we confirmed 
that he is a perverter.

potion kUªJ a medicinal beverage, a mixture 
of liquids

I wonder what will happen if I drink this 
potion.

prevent jilbrŒjš stop Efforts are made to prevent a communal 
clash.

prosaic kªjkhd dull He includes some humour dialogues to a 
prosaic play.
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aRIGNAR aNNADURAI (1909-1969) : Popularly known as 
Anna or Arignar Anna, Conjeevaram Natarajan Annadurai was the 
first Dravidian and the first non-Congress leader to become the Chief 

Minister of Tamil Nadu in 1967. Despite being born in a middle-class family, 
Annadurai rose to become a school teacher and journalist before switching into 
hard-core politics. He was well known for his oratorical skills and was an acclaimed 
writer in the Tamil language. Jawaharlal Nehru hailed him as one of the greatest 
parliamentarians. He has published several novels, short stories and plays which 
incorporate political and social themes.He was awarded the Chubb Fellowship 
at Yale University being the first non-American to receive this honour in 1968.  
The same year he was awarded an Honorary Doctorate by Annamalai University.

PROSE - UNIT 5 THE CONVOCATION ADDRESS
- Dr. Arignar Annadurai

INTRODUCTION:

This is an enlightening speech of Arignar Annadurai to the graduates at the 
convocation function of the Annamalai University on November 18, 1967.  
He highlights in the speech, the various qualities instilled in youngsters by the 
Universities, the duties and responsibilities of the graduates to the society and 
the importance of giving back to the society what they have received from it.

 Arignar Annadurai gives an enlightening speech the convocation function of Annamalai University on November 
18, 1967.

 He highlights the duties and responsibilities of graduates to society. 
 The graduates are deeply obliged to repay to the community they belong to.
 They can repay their debt not only in terms of money, but also in terms of service like toning up society, bringing 

light into the dark lanes and comfort and hope into the people. 
 They can bring new life to every individual citizen.
 Democracy is not a form of government alone. It is an invitation to a new life - an experiment in the art of sharing 

responsibilities and benefits. 
 We cannot afford to waste a single talent, impoverish a single man or woman or allow anyone to be stunted in 

growth.
 The graduates should fight against hypocrisy and glorify human dignity. 
 They are bound to win as they are equipped with the spirit contributed by the great institution, Annamalai 

University. He requests them to march towards the land of smiles.

KEY POINTS
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72  Sura's  XI Std  Smart English  PROSE
P
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O

SE
IN-TEXT QUESTIONS - FOR BETTER UNDERSTANDING

What does the speaker try to convey in the beginning of his speech?
The speaker tries to convey that he shall not attempt to offer original ideas or theories with a special 

stamp, because he is conscious of his own limitations. But he will tell some of the main principles spoken 
clearly by those who offered their advice in the past years. He may add some annotations here and there.  
He claims to represent a common man in all his strength.

How can a University trim and train, guide and lead a person to function better in society?
A University can trim and train, guide and lead a person by undertaking a task which kindles sweet 

hopes but which demands patience and perseverance, faith and confidence. The faith in himself and in others 
and confidence in his inborn ability to shoulder the responsibilities are ignited by the University. Thereby, 
the responsibility today of the University is to fashion out of him as an individual fitted and equipped for 
the task of making democracy fruitful and effective.

 According to Dr. S. Radhakrishnan Universities ensure the democratic way of life for the future generation. 
How?

According to Dr. S. Radhakrishnan, it is in the Universities that we can develop the true spirit of 
democracy, appreciation of others’ points of view and adjustment of differences through discussions. So, it can 
be kept healthy and strong by the exercise of individual responsibility and judgement. In the Universities, we 
have to recall the struggles of the past and realize the perils and possibilities, the challenges and opportunities 
of the present.

List the contributions of educated youth to their society.
The educated youth have to contribute to the society an adequate return, not so much in terms of 

money, as in terms of service – in toning up society, in bringing light into the dark alleys, sunshine into dark 
places, comfort into the afflicted, hope to the depressed and a new life to everyone. 

TEXTUAL QUESTIONS

A.	 BASED	 ON	 YOUR	 READING	 OF	 THE	 SPEECH,	 ANSWER	 THE	 FOLLOWING	 QUESTIONS	 BRIEFLY	 IN	 A	
SENTENCE	OR	TWO.

1. Who does the speaker claim to represent? 
The speaker claims to represent a common man.

2. Why are universities necessary for a society?
Universities are necessary for society because they are considered as the storehouses of knowledge 

and the nursing ground for the representatives of thought, wisdom and service. 

3. What was the role of scholars and poets in olden days? (March 20)

Universities had to train scholars and poets to adorn the chambers of royalty or the  gilded 
mansions of Lord and nobles.

4. In what ways have universities improved the society? (Sep. 21)

Universities have improved the society by trimming and training the student and guiding and 
leading him to do his duty as a citizen of a democracy. Thereby Universities have equipped the students 
for the task of making democracy fruitful and effective.
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POETRY
PoetiC deViCes - a GlanCe (fÉij ea§fŸ)

1. Once Upon a Time  4. Macavity - The Mystery Cat
2. Confessions of a Born Spectator 5. Everest is not the only Peak
3. Lines Written in the Early Spring 6. The Hollow Crown

1. Simile  : It is a figure of speech, in which two unlike things are compared, using the words, ‘like’ or ‘as’. 
    ïU ntWg£l bghU£fisnah, Éõa§fisnah ‘like’ mšyJ ‘as’ ngh‹w th®¤ijfËš 

x‹iw ga‹gL¤â, neuoahf, x¥ã£L¢ brhštjhF«. 

   Ex. 1. Shows only my teeth like a snake’s bare fangs!’ - (Poem-1) 
    2. I have learned to wear many faces
     Like dresses – home face” (Poem-1)
    3. I am just glad as glad can be” (Poem-2) 
    4. He sways his head from side to side, with movements like a snake. (Poem-4) 
    5. I live with bread like you, feel want, (Poem-6)

2. Metaphor  :  ‘Metaphor’ also compares two unlike things. But a Metaphor has an implied or a hidden meaning 
between unrelated things. Here, for a Metaphor we do not use words such as ‘like’ or ‘as’.

    ïJî« ïU ntWg£l Éõa§fis x¥ãLtJ jh‹. Mdhš, neuoahf ïšyhkš 

kiwKfkhf x¥ÕL brŒtjhF«. Mfnt ïâš, ‘like’ ‘as’ M»a th®¤ijfŸ tuhJ. 

   Ex. 1. While their ice-block-cold eyes…’ - (Poem-1) 
    2. He, who does not stoop, is a king we adore. (Poem-5)
    3. Make dust our paper, and with rainy eyes. (Poem-6)

3. Personification :  It is a figure of speech in which a thing, an idea or an animal is given a human attribute. Human 
qualities are given to non-human things or ideas. 

    Éy§F, gwit ngh‹w cÆUŸs bghU£fS¡F«, ku«, bro ngh‹w jhtu§fS¡F«, 

Ãy«, Ú®, åL ngh‹w cÆu‰witfS¡F«, k‰W« kÅj¥ g©ò ïšyhj vªj Éõa¤â‰F«, 

kÅj¥ g©òfis¡ bfhL¤J¢ brhštJ. 

   Ex. 1. My soul in true thanksgiving speaks - (Poem-2) (Human quality is given to the soul)
    2. To her fair works did Nature link (Poem-3) (Human quality is given to Nature)
    3. He’s outwardly respectable. (Poem-4) (Human quality is given to a cat)
    4. Keeps Death his 
     court, and there the antic sits,.....” (Poem-6) (Human quality is given to death)

4. Onomatopoeia : This device is used when a word is used to describe a sound. 
    ïit xÈ ea¢ brh‰fŸ. ï¢brh‰fis c¢rÇ¡F«nghnj ïªj¢ brh‰fË‹ bghUis 

czu Koí«.

   Ex.  1.  When snaps the knee, and cracks the wrist (Poem-2) ‘snaps’ and ‘cracks’ are onomatopoeic 
words.

    2. I heard a thousand blended notes’. (Poem-3)

5. Repetition  :  It is a literary device that repeats the same words or phrases a few times to make an idea clearer and 
more memorable. 

    brhšytU« fU¤J¡F K¡»a¤Jt« bfhL¡F« tifÆš xnu tÇÆš, xnu brhš âU«g¤ 

âU«g tUtJ. 

   Ex. 1. I might mention Mungojerrie, I might mention Griddlebone, (Poem - 4) 
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6. Anaphora   : It is the repetition of a word at the beginning of successive lines.
    mL¤jL¤j tÇfË‹ Mu«g¤âš xnu th®¤ij âU«g¤ âU«g tUtJ.

    Ex. If this belief from heaven be sent, 
     If such be Nature’s holy plan. - (Poem 3) (“If ” is repeated here).
7. Aphorism   : It is a statement of truth or opinion expressed in a concise and witty manner. 
    RU¡fkhfî«, eif¢Ritahd KiwÆY« X® c©ikahd fU¤ij btË¥gL¤JtJ.

    Ex. ‘What Man has made of Man?’ - (Poem 3).
8. Interrogation  :  When a question is asked not for the sake of getting an answer, but to express a point more 

emphatically. 
     gâiy¥ bgWtJ K¡»a« v‹¿šyhkš, xU fU¤ij cWâahf tÈíW¤â¢ brhštj‰fhf 

xU Édhit vG¥òtJ.

    Ex. 1. And yet not so – for what can we bequeath 
      Save our deposed bodies to the ground?” (Poem 6) 
9. Rhetorical Question : When a question is formed to make a point rather than to elicit an answer.
     xU gâiy btË¡ bfh©LtUtJ v‹gij¡ fh£oY«, xU K¡»a Éõa¤ij 

btË¥gL¤Jtj‰fhf xU Édhit vG¥òtJ.

    Ex. How can you say to me, I am a king?” (Poem 6)
10. Hyperbole   :  It is an extreme exaggeration used in writing, for the sake of emphasis. Here, the things are made 

appear greater than they usually are. 
     e«g Koahj, el¡f ïayhj xU braiy, ïy¡»a eilÆš, Äif¥gL¤â¢ brhštJ.

    Ex.  He’s broken every human law, he breaks the law of gravity. (It is an impossible thing to break 
the law of gravity in our Earth). (Poem - 4)

11. Alliteration   : It is the repetition of the initial consonant sound in several words in the same line. 
     xnu tÇÆYŸs gy th®¤ijfË‹ Kjš vG¤J xnu bkŒbahÈahf âU«g¤âU«g 

xÈ¤J tUjš.

    Ex. 1. Now they shake hands without hearts. (Poem 1) 
     2. For this most modest physiques.... (Poem 2) 
     3. What Man has made of Man?’ (Poem 3). 
     4. We are proud of the position we (Poem 5)
     5. And tell sad stories of the death of kings:” (Poem 6)
12. Rhyme Scheme :  It is the pattern of rhyme that comes at the end of each line in the poem. In other words, it is the 

structure of end words of a line that a poet needs to create when writing a poem. 
     ghlÈ‹ x›bthU tÇÆ‹ filá th®¤ijÆ‹ xÈia it¤J, xnu khâÇ xÈ tU« 

th®¤ijfis¥ ãÇ¤J, mt‰iw¡ F¿p£L vGJjš. 

    Ex. One infant grows up and becomes a jockey a
     Another plays basketball or hockey a
     This one the prize ring hates to enter b (Poem 2)
     That one becomes a tackle or center b 
     Rhyme scheme of the given stanza is - a a b b.
13. Rhyming Words : A rhyme is a repetition of similar sounding words occurring at the end of lines in poems. 
     x›bthU tÇÆ‹ filá th®¤ij, mšyJ áy tÇfË‹ filá th®¤ijfËš xnu 

khâÇahd xÈ tU«goahd th®¤ijfis nj®ªbjL¤J tif¥gL¤Jjš.

    Ex. To her fair works did Nature link 
     The human soul that through me ran;
     And much it grieved my heart to think (Poem 3) 
     What Man has made of Man. 
     The Rhyming words are link - think & ran - man
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POETRY - UNIT 1 ONCE UPON A TIME
- Gabriel Okara

ABOUT THE POET

gabriel okara (born -1921) is a Nigerian poet and novelist. 
His poem, ‘The Call of the River Nun’ won the best award for Literature 

at the Nigerian Festival of Arts in 1953. Some of his poems were published 
in the influential periodical, ‘Black Orpheus’. He was honoured with the 
Commonwealth Poetry Award. Okara’s typical poem transits from everyday 
reality to moments of delight and moves back to reality, making a complete 
circle. Okara infused African thought, folklore, and imagery into both his 
verse and prose. His first novel, ‘The Voice’ is an outstanding linguistic 
experiment. His later works include a collection of poems. ‘The Fisherman’s 
Invocation’ (1978) and two books for children, ‘Little Snake and Little Frog’ 
(1981) and ‘An Adventure to Juju Island’ (1992).

ABOUT THE POEM

Gabriel Okara’s poem, ‘Once Upon a Time’, is about the insincerity of 
relationships and manners prevailing in the present day world. The past, 
according to the poet, is better than the present, because there were love, 
sincerity and faithfulness in the past. Now that at present everything has 
changed. Hence the poet wants to relive the past.

 In this poem, the poet contrasts the past with the present. The past is better than the present, because there were 
love, sincerity and faithfulness in the past.

 Now in the present, people greet each other artificially with a fake laugh without any emotions or good feelings. 
 Guests are no longer welcomed these days. They are given a warm welcome only once or twice.
 The poet has learnt many things in this material and artificial world. He had learnt to wear many faces at various 

times and act accordingly. 
 Now the poet wants to be like his son with all the excellent conduct. He appeals to his son to show him how to 

smile whole-heartedly.
 Desire to relive the past is nothing, but a  longing for the innocence, faithfulness and sincerity. 

KEY POINTS
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Summary
The poem, ‘Once upon a time’, is written as though a father is talking to his son. In olden days, the people 

used to laugh with their hearts and eyes. That is, there was honesty in what they said and did. But in the present, 
people greet each other with only artificial and a fake laugh without any emotions or good feelings. Their eyes 
are lacking a feeling of warmth or endearing expression. The people have become money-minded and naturally 
develop their relationships with the rich. Even when shaking hands with others, they are very artificial.

Guests are no longer welcome these days. They are given a warm reception once or twice only. If they visit 
their friends or relatives thrice or more number of days, the doors are shut on them. In this material and artificial 
world, the poet has learnt many things – especially wearing many faces like putting on many dresses. One has to 
have ‘home face’, ‘office face’, ‘street face’, ‘host face’, ‘cocktail face’ and so on. All are fixed just like a portrait smile. 
As this is the way of the world, the poet has also learnt laughter with teeth; the art of saying ‘goodbye’ when he 
means ‘Good-riddance’; ‘Glad to meet you’ when he is not glad; and ‘Nice talking to you’ when bored.

The poet wants to be like his son with all the excellent conduct. He himself becomes the victim of the present 
showing ‘the fangs of a snake’. At the end of the poem, the poet appeals to his son to show him how to smile 
wholeheartedly. Desire to relive the past is nothing but a longing for the innocence, faithfulness and sincerity.

THE MAIN CHARACTERS ARE :       1. The Poet  2. His Son

EXPLANATION OF POETIC LINES

No. Poem Line Explanation

1-  3
Once upon a time, son,
They used to laugh with their hearts
And laugh with their eyes:

The poet tells his son that in the olden days people used 
to laugh with their hearts. When they laugh, they would 
do it wholeheartedly and with warmth. They used to 
laugh with their emotions. They would laugh with their 
eyes and show pleasure with them.

4 - 6
But now they only laugh with their teeth,
While their ice-block-cold eyes
Search behind my shadow.

But now they laugh without any emotions. It is a fake 
laugh. They watch you with their eyes which lack a 
feeling of warmth or endearing expression. It indicates a 
lack of emotions or feelings in their look. The people are 
hypocritical and they don’t mean what they say.

7 - 9
There was a time indeed
They used to shake hands with their hearts:
But that’s gone, son.

The poet further tells about the characteristics of the 
people of the past. When you meet them, they will shake 
their hands with pleasure and with warmth and do it 
willingly and wholeheartedly. He tells his son that those 
habits have gone unfortunately.

10 - 12
Now they shake hands without hearts
While their left hands search
My empty pockets.

Nowadays, people greet each other without any warmth 
in their handshake. It is just like a routine formality. 
When they shake with their right hands with him, their 
left hands will search his empty pockets. That is they are 
evaluating the poet’s worth and power or calculating how 
he could be exploited. It shows that people’s friendship 
and intimacy are all for selfish motives.
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POEM OUTLINE
The poet, Gabriel Okara was born in 1921 in Nigeria, when the country was a British colony and it got 

independence in October 1960. After that Nigerians are influenced by British culture. The background of the 
poem is that the poet is remembering the way Nigerian people used to behave and interact with each other before 
independence and he is comparing it with how the same people interact with others now. The poem describes 
what happens when a traditional African culture and civilisation meets with western culture. It is evident that the 
poet’s life has been influenced by the way the society has changed.

Glossary

Line No. Word / Phrase Meaning

4 laugh with their teeth to fake a laugh, laugh without associated emotions.(nghÈahd 

áÇ¥ò)

5 ice-block-cold eyes eyes lacking a feeling of warmth or endearing expression 
(c‰rhfk‰w f©fŸ)

6 search behind my shadow people are hypocritical and they don’t mean what they say (v‹ 

ÃHY¡F¥ ã‹dhš xU njLjš)

7 indeed In fact (c©ikÆš)

11 - 12 while their left hands search 
my empty pockets

evaluating the narrator’s worth and power or calculating how 
he could be exploited (mt®fsJ iffŸ v‹ fhÈahd r£il¥ 

igÆš njL»‹wd)

18 shut closed (_l¥g£l)

23 cocktail face face showing mixed emotions (fyitÆyhd Kf«)

23 - 24 conforming smiles like a 
fixed portrait smile

wearing a standard deceitful artificial smile on all occasions 
(v‹W« khwhj Ãiyahd Vkh‰W¥ ò‹dif)

24 portrait picture (á¤âu«)

29 good-riddance expression of relief at being free of an unwanted person 
(njita‰w kÅj® br‹WÉ£lhš V‰gL« Ã«kâ)

36 muting expressionless / not expressed in speech (Kl¡f¥g£l ng¢R)

39 fangs teeth of a venomous snake, used to inject poison (e¢R¥ g‰fŸ)

TEXTUAL QUESTIONS
1.	 BASED	ON	YOUR	UNDERSTANDING	OF	THE	POEM	ANSWER	THE	FOLLOWING	QUESTIONS	IN	ONE	OR	TWO	SENTENCES	

EACH.
a. What do you associate with the title of the poem?

The title, ‘Once upon a time’, makes one to feel as if the poet is talking about something that 
happened a long time ago. He recalls that in the past, people used to show their happiness from their 
hearts on meeting someone. But nowadays people behave artificially. He has contrasted the past with 
the present in this poem thereby he justifies the title.

b. What is the relationship between the narrator and the listener?
The relationship between the narrator and the listener is Father and Son.

c. What happens to the poet when he visits someone for the third time?
When the poet visits someone’s home for the third time, he finds that their doors are closed.  

It seems that they are not interested to welcome him for the third time, considering him as a nuisance.
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POETRY - UNIT 2POETRY - UNIT 2  CONFESSIONS OF A BORN SPECTATOR
- Ogden Nash

ABOUT THE POET

Frederic Ogden nash (19 August 1902 - 19 May 1971) was born in 
Rye, New York. He was an American Poet well known for his light verse, of which 

he wrote over 500 pieces. He published his first book for children ‘The Cricket of 
Caradon’ in 1925. His first published poem ‘Spring Comes to Murray Hill’, appeared 
in New Yorker magazine in 1930. With his unconventional rhyming schemes, he was 
declared the country’s best-known producer of humorous poetry.  

ABOUT THE POEM

‘Confessions of a born spectator’ is a poem by Frederic Ogden Nash 
who believes that a spectator can be as enthusiastic as a player. The poet 
talks about how people choose to opt for different sports in their lives or 
decide to become athletes.

 The poet Frederic Ogden Nash talks about how people choose to opt for different sports in their lives or decide to 
become athletes.

 He admires the infants who will grow up to become sportspersons or athletes.
 He admires the athletes who sweat for the enthusiasm of the spectators or the money paid to them.
 The athletes carry their activities in the field with showy dresses. They play in high spirits and injure each other.
 The poet derives satisfaction, admiring the talents of the athletes. But he does not wish to exchange places with 

them.
 He is glad that his wisdom wins over his ego in the struggle between the two qualities.  
 He conveys a message to the players, that he will drink with them, eat with them, but will not compete with them.
 In the end, he comforts himself that he is not an athlete or a player.

KEY POINTS

Summary
In this poem, the poet himself admires the infants who will grow up to become sportspersons or athletes.  

One child may become a Jockey (Horse Rider), another child might become a Basketball or Hockey player, one more 
child might not take up Boxing, another child will become a football player. Though the poet admires the players, he 
is glad that he is not one of them. 

In stanza 2, the poet’s heart admires the athletes who seat for the enthusiasm of the spectators or the money 
paid to them. The poet notices that they come to the playing field with showy dresses and end up injuring each other 
as they play the game with high spirits. The poet mentions that as his spirit is weak and shy, it gains strength when 
it watches the player’s heroic (daring) actions. 
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In stanza 3, the poet observes that player A runs ninety yards to win, player B knocks another player 
by breaking his spinal bones to become a champion, another player beats his strong horse to cross the line 
and become a winner. While observing all these events, the poet’s ego might think to become an athlete or 
player. 

In stanza 4, the poet’s ego is pleased to become an athlete or a player, but then the poet observes how 
enthusiastic players play so rough hurting each other. While playing, the players do not consider each other’s 
feelings. So the poet is glad that his struggle begins between wisdom and ego, his wisdom wins over his ego.

In stanza 5, the poet notices that one player has a swollen eye who has taken a blow from another 
player’s rough fist, another player’s knee breaks and his wrist breaks. Then the official, who watches the 
game, asks if there is a doctor in the pavilion stands. It is because the athletes are badly injured and they 
require medical treatment. At that point, the poet’s soul truly offers thanksgiving for his modest physique.

In stanza 6, the poet conveys a message to the players, that he will drink with them, eat with them but 
will not compete with them. The poet would buy tickets by offering radium , to watch the players jump and 
run happily. In the end, the poet comforts himself that he is not an athlete or a player.

THE MAIN CHARACTER : The Narrator

EXPLANATION OF POETIC LINES

No. Poem Line Explanation
1 One infant grows up and becomes a jockey, One baby grows up and becomes a horse rider.
2 Another plays basketball or hockey, Another person plays basketball or hockey.

3 This one the prize ring hates to enter This one hates to enter the enclosed area in which 
boxing matches are fought.

4 That one becomes a tackle or center, That one becomes a tackle or an approach at the 
centre of a game.

5 & 6
I am just glad as glad can be
That I am not them, that they are not me.

The poet is just glad that he is not a sportsman or an 
athlete.

7 & 8
With all my heart I do admire
Athletes who sweat for fun or hire,

With all his heart, or wholeheartedly, the poet 
admires the athletes, who work hard and sweat for 
fun or for being hired.

9 & 10
Who take the field in gaudy pomp,
And maim each other as they romp,

The athletes who carry their activities in the field 
with showy dresses, injure each other as they play 
their game in a rough, energetic way.

11 & 12
My limp and bashful spirit feeds
On other people’s heroic deeds.

The poet’s weak and shy spirits support other people’s 
heroic (daring) deeds. 

13 Now A runs ninety yards to score, Now ‘A’ that is a person, runs for ninety yards to score 
good points for himself. 

14 & 15
B knocks the champion to the floor,
Cracking vertebrae and spines,

Another person ‘B’ knocks the winner to the floor, 
breaking his vertebrae and bones. 

16 Lashes his steed across the line, He beats his large strong horse across the line. 

17 & 18
You’d think my ego it would please
To swap positions with one of these.

Though the poet derives satisfaction admiring the 
talents of the athletes, he does not wish to exchange 
places with them. 
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POETRY - UNIT 5    EVEREST IS NOT THE ONLY PEAK
- Kulothungan

ABOUT THE POET

Prof. V.C. kULANDAI SWAMY (14, July 1929 - 10, December 
2016) was born in an agricultural family in a small village Vangalampalayam 

in Karur district.   He obtained his M.Tech. degree at IIT Kharagpur and his 
Ph.D. in Hydrology and Water Resources from the University of Illinois, USA. 
He is an eminent technologist, a man of letters and an educationist known 
for his pioneering contributions in Hydrology, Literature and Education.  
He authored six volumes of poems and seven of prose essays which earned 
him the Thiruvalluvar Award by the Government of Tamilnadu in 1999. He 
won the Sahitya Akademi Award in 1988 for his book “Vaazhum Valluvam”. 
He received the Padma Bhushan in 2002 and the Padma Shri in 1992. His 
works deal with the themes that reflect the gamut of human progress and 
the all-pervasive effort of human effort. He was the former Vice-Chancellor 
of Madurai Kamaraj University (1978-79), Anna University (1981-90), Indira 
Gandhi National Open University (1990-94) and Tamil Virtual University 
(2001-16). He wrote poems under the name of Kulothungan.

ABOUT THE POEM

In the poem ‘Everest is not the only Peak’, Professor V. C. Kulandai Swamy 
insists strongly his views on the qualities of life and says that each one of us 
should be proud to do our work with deep devotion. We should always be 
optimistic considering ourselves the best. 

 The poet Professor V.C. Kulandaiswamy insists strongly his views on the qualities of life. Each one of us should 
feel proud and high of ourselves. 

 We should always be optimistic and consider ourselves as the best.
 It is our nature that whatever we try, we do it with deep and true devotion. We have not bent our head or body 

in fear of anyone.
 We don’t flatter anyone to gain benefits. We consider it as our duty and aim in life to bless and praise the 

deserving ones.
 We shall promote the ones that strengthen or build up the world. Our path is a path of nobility and honour.
 Mount Everest is not the only peak, which is the highest of all. Every small hill has the highest point of which we 

can speak with pride. 
 Likewise, the people who are true and stand on their own, are really the ladder for the upliftment of “Man”.
 If you follow the path of nobility and pride, we are not poor. So, we should always be proud and feel high of 

ourselves. 

KEY POINTS
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Summary
This poem is an account of the poet’s view on the qualities of life. We should feel proud and high of   ourselves 

though our good qualities may be few and small in quantity. It is our nature that whatever we try, we do it with 
deep and true devotion. We avoid defeat, by moving back from it. Our courage is like a strong fort. We have 
not bent our head or body in fear of anyone. We don’t flatter anyone to gain benefits. We are always proud of 
us and feel high about us. We consider it as our duty and aim in life to bless and praise the deserving ones.  
Never shall we fail to do what we have promised. We shall promote the ones that strengthen or build up the world.  
Though we are proud of the positions we hold, we are as humble as we are. Our pride arises from the way we live 
and our path is a path of nobility and honour. We lead a pure life without kneeling and bending for anyone in 
order to gain benefits. 

Mount Everest is not the only peak, which is the highest of all. Every small hill has the highest point of 
which we can speak with pride. We don’t care of the height, we reach. He, who doesn’t bend his head or body to 
gain monetary benefits, is a king, we adore. He is a person who will not lower his moral standard for anything.  
We should bow the persons who are meritorious and who have the ability to do something efficiently. The people, 
who are true and stand on their own are really the ladder for the upliftment of ‘Man’. Our honour, which is 
common to all is our property. Finally the poet assures that if you follow the path of nobility and pride, we are not 
poor. So we should always be proud and feel high of ourselves. 

THE MAIN CHARACTER : We (ourselves)

EXPLANATION OF POETIC LINES

No. Poem Line Explanation

1 We are proud and feel so tall, We are proud and feel so high about ourselves.

2 Our virtues though be few and small
Our good qualities may be few and small in quantity.

3 & 4
Our nature it is that whatever we try
We do with devotion deep and true.

It is our nature that whatever we try, we do it with 
deep and true devotion. 

5 Defeat we repel, courage our fort;
We move back by force avoiding the defeat and our 
bravery is our strong fort. 

6 Cringing from others we haven’t done,
We haven’t bent our head or body in fear to anyone. 

7 & 8
To seek a gain we adore none:
We are proud and feel so tall.

We don’t flatter anyone to gain something. We are 
always proud of us and feel so high about us. 

9 & 10
We deem it our duty and mission in life,
To bless and praise the deserving ones;

We consider it as our duty and aim in life to bless 
and praise the deserving ones. 

11 & 12
Never shall we fail in what we commit, 
Shall nourish the ones that nourish the world.

Never shall we fail to do what we have promised. 
We shall promote the ones that strengthen or build 
up the world. 

13 & 14
We are proud of the position we
Hold; humble as we are,

Though we are proud of the positions we hold, we 
are as humble as we are. 

15 Our pride springs from the way we live. Our pride arises from the way we live. 
16 Ours is a path of dignity and honour, Our path is a path of nobility and honour.
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Line No. Word Meaning
11. commit promise (cWâbkhÊ)

12. nourish to help the growth and development of someone (ts®¢á)

14. humble not proud; modest (vËikahd)

15. springs arises (nkny vG«òjš)

16. dignity nobility; worthiness (f©Âa«)

20. hillock a small hill (áW F‹W)

20. summit the highest point of hill or mountain (c¢á)

20. boast to speak with pride (bgUikahf¥ ngá¡ bfhŸtJ )

22. stoop yield or submit, to descend from dignity (f©Âa« fUjhkš 

É£L¡bfhL¤jš)

23. competence the ability to do something efficiently (jFâ)

23. merit excellence; the quality of being particularly good or worthy (ju«)

25. man human being (kÅj‹)

TEXTUAL QUESTIONS
A.	 BASED	 ON	 YOUR	 UNDERSTANDING	 OF	 THE	 POEM,	

ANSWER	THE	FOLLOWING	QUESTIONS	IN	A	SENTENCE	
OR	TWO	EACH.

1. Which line is repeated in the poem? What 
is the effect created by this repetition?

‘We are proud and feel so tall’ is repeated 
in the poem. The repeated line motivates the 
readers and gives them a boost.

2. Who are the ‘deserving ones’?
‘Deserving ones’ are the people who 

do their duties with deep and true devotion. 
3. Which quality does the speaker wish to 

nourish? What is his mission?
He wants to nourish the ones, who 

strengthen and build the world. It is the poet’s 
duty and mission in life to bless and praise 
the deserving ones.

4. Which path should we follow in life?
We should follow a path of dignity and 

honour in our life. 
5. What does ‘Everest’ in the title stand for?

Everest stands for the tallest peak. 
6. What does ‘hillock’ refer to in the line ‘Every 

hillock has a summit to boast!’?
A hillock stands for a small hill which 

has a summit to boast. 

7. Why does the speaker say “Everest is not 
the only peak”?

The poet states that Everest is not the 
only peak, as there are also hillocks which 
have a summit to boast. 

8. What does the ladder symbolize?
‘Ladder’ symbolizes upliftment of 

human beings. 

B.	 READ	THE	GIVEN	LINES	AND	ANSWER	THE	QUESTIONS	
THAT	FOLLOW.
1. Our nature it is that whatever we try
 We do with devotion deep and true.
 a. Who does ‘we’ refer to? (HY. 18)

The people or the society. 
 b. How should we carry out our duties?

 (HY. 18)
We should carry out our duties 

with deep and true devotion.
2. Defeat we repel, courage our fort;
 a. How do we react to defeat? (Sep. 21)

We react to defeat by moving back 
with force.

 b. Which is considered as our stronghold?
 (Sep. 21)

Courage and Bravery is our 
stronghold.
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Christopher victor Burgess is a humorous playwright.  
His situational humour intensifies the emotions of the characters in the play. 
He is known as C. V. Burgess. His plays usually accommodate a number of 

characters. His famous works are ‘Short Plays for Large Classes’, ‘Teach Yourself Speech 
Training’ and ‘Classroom Play House Verse in Action’.

Supplementary THE FIRST PATIENT
- C. V. Burgess

INTRODUCTION:

The playwright C.V.Burgess has used unexpected turn of events in the 
play to create a situation. This lesson is based on the adage ‘Assumption 
leads to confusion’. The supposition increases in intensity, until the 
climax, which pricks the intensity like a bubble. The unexpected turn 
of events along with wild imagination add humour to the amusing play.

THE MAIN CHARACTERS ARE :    Men : 1- 8   Women : 1 - 8            Dentist
        Nurse  Little Girl                    Small Boy

 This lesson is based on the adage 'Assumption leads to Confusion'.
 A number of patients wait at the waiting room of a dentist's clinic. Everyone is tensed at the thought of 

extracting a painful tooth.
 Joe, the first patient is called in. A nurse goes in with a hammer. Everyone is frightened that Joe was 

being subjected to a lot of hammering. 
 Once the nurse comes out to fetch a pair of pliers and a hacksaw.
 The loud sawing and screeching, from within the room, make everyone leave the clinic one by one.
 Finally, there are only two women in the waiting room. One is Joe's wife and the other is a woman, who 

is showing her photographs to everyone. 
 Joe comes out and informs that he has shifted his appointment to the evening. 
 The dentist has been trying to open his tool cabinet using the hammer, the pliers and the hacksaw only 

in vain. 
 The woman with the photographs is surprised to see that the queue has moved quickly, as she is the next 

patient.

KEY POINTS

SUPPLEMENTARY
(PLAY) - UNIT 3
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Glossary

agony  - severe pain, fLikahd tÈ

blurred - hazy, not clear, k§fyhd

dashes - rushes, ÉiuªJ bršjš

dreadful - extremely bad, Äfî« nkhrkhd

ferrying - carrying, ifÆš vL¤J¡ bfh©L

gas -  anaesthesia, ka¡fkUªJ

groaning  - crying in pain, tÈahš mGjš

howling - producing long cry or wailing sound, XyÄLjš

ice-lollies - flavoured ice or ice-cream on a stick, F¢á I° ¡ß«

queer  - strange, Éndhj«

scream - a very funny thing, nto¡ifahd Éõa«

strides - walk with long decisive steps in a specified direction, Ú©l mobaL¤J el¥gJ

sulking - being sad and silent, nrhfK« mikâí« bfh©L

weeny-tug  - small pull, á¿a ïG¥ò

wrapped - covered, _l¥g£lJ

writhing - twisting the body from side to side, cliy g¡fth£oš KW¡Fjš

TEXTUAL QUESTIONS

1.	 COMPLETE	THE	SUMMARY	OF	THE	PLAY,	CHOOSING	THE	APPROPRIATE	WORDS	FROM	THE	LIST	GIVEN	BELOW	
THE	PASSAGE.

A number of patients wait at the ______(1)_____ of a dentist’s clinic. Everybody is tensed at the 
thought of a painful _____ (2)______ being extracted. One of the women is bent on showing everyone her 
_____(3)______. After the arrival of the dentist, Joe, the first _____(4)______ is called in. Sometime later, 
the nurse comes out and goes in with a _____(5)______. Everyone is  _____(6)______ at this, imagining 
Joe being subjected to a lot of hammering in the process of his tooth being pulled out. Once again the nurse 
comes out to fetch a large pair of _____(7)______ and later on she takes in a ______(8)_____. A little boy 
confesses that he pretended to have ______(9)_____, because he did not wish to go to school. The loud 
_____(10)______ and screeching from within the room makes everyone leave the ______(11)_____, one by 
one. Finally there are only two women in the waiting room, one of them being Joe’s wife. She weeps ______
(12)_____ about her husband. But Joe comes out and explains that he had shifted his _____(13)______ to 
the evening and had been given some pills for the pain. After they leave, the dentist comes out and locates 
the key of his tool _____(14)______. He had been trying to open it using the hammer, the pliers and the 
hacksaw only in vain. The woman with the photographs is surprised to see that the _____(15)______ had 
moved quickly and she was the next patient to go in.

	 Ans	:	 (1) waiting room (2) tooth  (3) photographs (4) patient
 (5) hammer (6) frightened (7) pliers (8) hacksaw
 (9) toothache (10) sawing (11) clinic (12) worried
 (13) appointment (14) cabinet (15) queue
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2.	 BASED	ON	YOUR	UNDERSTANDING	OF	THE	PLAY,	COMPLETE	THE	GRAPHIC	ORGANISER	(GO)	SUITABLY.

Setting :
When the curtain rises, the following 

characters are seated in a dentist’s waiting room. 
Woman 1 - 8 and Men 1 - 8. Some of them are 
reading magazines or newspapers. Man - 4 has 
a bandage tied around his Jaw. He is holding the 
bandage and groaning. Man - 3 and woman 5 and 
6 are just entering the waiting room.

Characters :
Men : 1 - 8, Woman : 1 - 8, Dentist, Nurse, 

Little girl, Small boy

Title : The First Patient

Author : C.V. Burgess (Christopher Victor Burgess)

Climax :
The patients get worried and shocked about 

the hammering and sawing sound and decide to 
leave the waiting room of the dentist. They think 
that the dentist is using such tools to pull out the 
tooth of Joe. After they leave, Joe comes out and 
tells his wife that the Dentist uses all those tools 
to open his tool cabinet, as he lost the keys.

Humorous elements :
An amusing play with the unexpected 

turn of events along with wild imagination. 
All these add humour to the play.

3.	 BASED	ON	YOUR	UNDERSTANDING	OF	THE	PLAY,	ANSWER	THE	FOLLOWING	QUESTIONS	IN	ABOUT	THREE	OR	
FOUR	SENTENCES	EACH.

a) Who were the patients waiting for?
The patients were waiting for the dentist at the waiting room of his clinic.

b) How did Woman 5 spend her time in the waiting hall?
The woman - 5 spent her time by showing her holiday photographs to woman - 6.

c) How did the other Women react to Woman 5?
The other women showed interest in looking at the photographs of woman - 5.

d) Are children afraid of visiting the dentist? Give reasons.
No, the children were not afraid of visiting the dentist because they did not know anything about 

the pulling of the tooth.

e) What were the strange instruments the nurse carried to the surgery? How did the waiting patients 
interpret her act?

The strange instruments the nurse carried to the surgery were a hammer, a large pair of pliers and 
a hacksaw. The waiting patients were frightened of seeing these instruments.

f) Bring out the people’s reaction to the noises from the surgery.
The loud sawing and screeching from within the room makes everyone frightened and worried.

g) Why did they sympathize with the first patient?
They sympathized with the first patient, as they imagine that Joe is being subjected to a lot of 

hammering in the process of his tooth being pulled out.
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205

jÄHh¡f«

PROSE

UNIT - 1 : THE PORTRAIT OF A LADY - Khushwant Singh

 xU bfsutkhd bg©Â‹ cUt¥gl« - FZtª¤ á§

v‹Dila gh£oí« všnyhUila gh£oia¥ nghš X® tajhd bg©kÂjh‹. vd¡F mtiu¤ bjÇªj ehŸ 

Kjš, ïUgJ tUl§fshf, xnu khâÇahd tajhd njh‰w¤JlD« RU¡f§fSlD« ïUªJ tªjh®. mt® xU fhy¤âš 

ïsikahdtuhfî« mHfhdtuhfî« ïUªjjhfî«, mtU¡F fztU« ïUªjjhfî« k¡fŸ T¿d®. Mdhš mjid 

e«òtj‰F vd¡F fodkhf ïUªjJ. v‹ jh¤jhÉ‹ cUt¥gl« tunt‰giwÆš cŸs guQ¡F nkš bjh§»¡ bfh©oUªjJ. 

mt® bgÇa jiy¥ghifí«, Äf js®thd cilfisí« mÂªâUªjh®. mtUila Ú©l, bt©ikahd jho kh®ãid 

kiw¤âUªjJ. mt® Fiwªjg£r« üW taJ Mdtuhf¤ njh‰wkË¤jh®. mt® gh®¥gj‰F xU kidÉ k‰W« FHªijfŸ 

cila kÅjuhf¤ bjÇaÉšiy.

mtU¡F Ãiwa Ãiwa ngu¥ ãŸisfŸ ïU¥gJ nghš njh‰wkË¤jh®.  ïsikahdtuhfî« mHfhdtuhfî« v‹ 

gh£o ïUªjh® v‹w v©znk fy¡f¤ij V‰gL¤âaJ. jh‹ FHªijahf ïUªjnghJ Éisahoa Éisah£L¡fis v‹ 

gh£o mo¡fo v§fS¡F¡ T¿dh®. mit mg¤jkhdjhfî« mâš mtUila g§F kâ¥ãšyhjjhfî« njh‹¿aJ. mt® 

v§fS¡F tH¡fkhf¡ TW« Ô®¡fjÇáfË‹ Úâ¡fijfis¥nghš eh§fŸ mt‰iw  vL¤J¡ bfh©nlh«.

mt® v¥bghGJnk FŸskhfî« F©lhfî« k‰W« r‰W tisªJ« ïUªjh®. mt® Kf¤âš RU¡f§fŸ všyh 

ïl§fËY« ïUªjd. v§fS¡F Ã¢rakhf bjÇí« eh§fŸ mtiu m¿ªj ehŸ Kjš mt® m¥gonajh‹ ïU¡»wh®. mt® 

Äfî« tajhdtuhf ïUªjh®, ïj‰F nkY« Kâ®¢áailªJ tajhdtuhf KoahJ v‹nw njh‹¿aJ. ïUgJ tUl§fshf 

mt® mnj taâš ïU¡»wh®. mt® ÄFªj mHfhdtuhf ïšiy, Mdhš v¥bghGJ« mt® mHFjh‹. mtUila xU ifia 

ïL¥ã‹ ÛJ it¤J T‹ ÉGªj KJif¤ jh§»athW«,  k‰bwhU ifia b#gkhiyÆš cŸs kÂfË‹ ÛJ it¤J«, åL 

KGtJ« jh§» jh§» elªJ tUth®.

mtUila btŸËngh‹w eiuKo mtÇ‹ btS¤j RU¡fkhd Kf¤â‹ ÛJ xG§»šyhkš áj¿ ïUªjJ. mtUila 

cjLfŸ bjhl®ªJ ahU¡F« nf£fhj ãuh®¤jidia c¢rÇ¤J¡ bfh©oUªjJ. M«, mt® mHfhf ïUªjh®. mt®, 

FË®fhy¤âš kiyfËš cŸs ïa‰ifia¥nghš rkhjhd¤ijí«, âU¥âiaí« Rthá¤J¡ bfh©oU¡F« xU R¤jkhd 

bt©Âw mikâahd bgU«gu¥ãid nghš ïUªjh®.

ehD« v‹Dila gh£oí« ešy e©g®fshf ïUªnjh«. v‹Dila bg‰nwh® efu¤âš thH¢ br‹wnghJ v‹Dila 

gh£oÆl« v‹id É£L¢ br‹wd®. eh§fŸ bjhl®ªJ x‹whfnt ïUªnjh«. mt® fhiyÆš v‹id vG¥ã, gŸË¡F¤ 

jah® brŒtij tH¡fkhf¡ bfh©oUªjh®. mt® v‹id¡ FË¥gh£L« nghJ« cil mÂa¢ brŒí« nghJ« j‹Dila 

fhiy¥ ãuh®¤jidia, xnu khâÇahd,  khWjny ïšyhj  ghliy, ‘eh‹ mjid¡ nf£L kd¥ghl« brŒJÉLnt‹’ v‹w 

e«ã¡ifÆš ghLth®. vd¡F mtUila Fuš ão¤âUªjjdhš mij¡ nf£L¡ bfh©oU¥ng‹. Mdhš mij f‰W¡bfhŸs 

Ãid¤jJ ïšiy. ãwF mt® v‹Dila ku¡f‰gyifÆid¡ fGÉ, mjDl‹ kŠrŸ R©z vGJnfhÈid¡ f£o, xU 

á¿a k©zhš brŒa¥g£l ik fy¤âidí«, át¥ò ngdhití« x‹whf xU f£lhf¡ f£o v‹Ål« jUth®. jokdhd,  

tw©l r¥gh¤âfË‹ ÛJ bt©bzŒ k‰W« r®¡fiu jlÉ fhiy czthf¢ rh¥ã£L gŸË¡F¢ bršnth«. mt® gy 

r¥gh¤âfis »uhk¤âš cŸs ehŒfS¡fhf j‹Dl‹ bfh©L tUth®.

v‹ gh£o, v¥bghGJ« v‹Dlndna gŸË¡F tUtj‰F fhuz« ïUªjJ. mJ v‹dbtÅš, gŸËahdJ 

nfhÉYl‹ ïiz¡f¥g£oUªjJ. nfhÉš FU¡fŸ v§fS¡F fhiy tÊgh£ilí«, mfu KjÈiaí« f‰W¤jUth®. 

FHªijfŸ tÇirahf jhœthu¤â‹ ïUòwK« mk®ªJ tÊgh£L¥ghliynah mšyJ mfu KjÈianah T£lkhf¥ gho¡ 

bfh©L ïU¡F« nghJ, v‹ gh£o nfhÉÈ‹ cŸns mk®ªJ ntjüš go¤J¡ bfh©oU¥gh®. všyh« Koªjîl‹ 

x‹whf åL âU«ònth«. ïªneu¤âš nfhÉš fjtU»š »uhk¤âš cŸs ehŒfŸ v§fis¢ rªâ¡F«. mit eh§fŸ v¿í« 

r¥gh¤âfS¡fhf x‹W¡bfh‹W r©ilÆ£L¡bfh©L«,  cWÄ¡ bfh©L« v§fis åL tiu ã‹ bjhl®ªJ tU«.

v‹ bg‰nwh® efu¤âš trâahf¡ Fona¿a ãwF v§fis tu¢ brŒjd®. ïJ v§fSila e£ã‰F xU âU¥òKidahf 

ïUªjJ. eh§fŸ xnu miwÆid g»®ªJ bfh©lhY« v‹ gh£o v‹Dl‹ gŸË¡F tUtnj ïšiy. eh‹ X® M§»y 

gŸË¡F nkh£lh® ngUªâš brštij tH¡fkhf¡ bfh©nl‹. m§F bjU¡fËš ehŒfŸ ïšiy. mt® v§fŸ efuå£o‹ 

K‰w¤âš FUÉfS¡F czî mË¤jh®.

tUl§fŸ cU©nlhoajhš, eh§fŸ xUtiu xUt® gh®¤J¡ bfhŸtJ FiwªjJ. mt® v‹id vG¥òtJ«, gŸË¡F 

jah® brŒtJ« áy fhy« bjhl®ªjJ. eh‹ gŸËÆš ïUªJ âU«ãaîl‹ v‹ MáÇa® vd¡F v‹d brhšÈ¡ bfhL¤jh® 

vd¡nf£gh®. eh‹ mtU¡F M§»y th®¤ijfisí«,  nk‰f¤âa m¿Éaš k‰W« f‰wÈš áyt‰iwí«, òÉ<®¥ò Éâ, 

M®¡»ÄOÌ‹ nfh£ghL, cyf« cU©il tot« k‰W« gyt‰iwí« TWnt‹. mJ mtiu tU¤jKw¢ brŒjJ. mtuhš 

v‹Dila ghl§fËš cjt KoaÉšiy. vd¡F M§»y gŸËÆš f‰W¡bfhL¡f¥g£litfËš mtU¡F e«ã¡if 

ïšiy. nkY« m§F flîis¥ g‰¿nah ntj¤ij¥ g‰¿nah f‰W¤ ju¥glÉšiy vd ntjid milªjh®. eh‹ xU ehŸ, 

v§fS¡F ïir¥ ghl« f‰W¡bfhL¡f¥g£lJ vd bjÇÉ¤nj‹. mt® mj‰F x‹W« TwÉšiy. Mdhš mªj bksd¤â‰F, 

mtUila kd« mij V‰fÉšiy v‹gnj bghUshf ïUªjJ. mj‰F ãwF mt® v‹Dl‹ ngRtJ mÇjhdJ.
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206  Sura's  XI Std  Smart English  TAMIL TRANSLATION

eh‹ gšfiy¡fHf¤â‰F¢ br‹wnghJ vd¡F v‹W X® miw bfhL¡f¥g£lJ. v§fSila e£ã‹ bghJthd 

bjhl®ò K¿ªjJ. v‹ gh£o mtUila jÅ¤âU¤jiy mikâíl‹ cz®îó®tkhf V‰W¡ bfh©lh®.  mt® vtÇlK« 

ngRtj‰fhf üšü‰F« r¡fu¤ij É£L¢ brštJ mÇjhdJ. kâaneu¤âš k£L« á¿J neu« FUÉfS¡F cztË¥gij 

XŒthf¡ bfh©lh®. mt® jhœthu¤âš mk®ªJ buh£oÆid áW áW J©Lfsh¡F« nghJ mtiu¢ R‰¿ ü‰W¡fz¡fhd 

á¿a gwitfŸ nr®ªJ X® c©ikahd T¢rš,  FH¥g« Ãiwªj fyfy¥ghd Ñ¢brhÈÆid cUth¡»aJ. áy gwitfŸ 

mtUila fhšfŸ ÛJ« k‰W« áy mtuJ njhŸ ÛJ« c£fh®ªjd. mtÇ‹ jiy ÛJ Tl áy mk®ªjd. mt® ò‹dif 

brŒth®. Mdhš, mt‰iw Éu£oao¥gâšiy. mªj rkank mtUila xU ehË‹ Äf k»œ¢áahd miu kÂ neukhf 

ïUªJ tªjJ.

eh‹ nk‰go¥ã‰fhf btËehL bršy Koî vL¤jnghJ mJ cWâahf v‹ gh£oia tU¤jkila¢brŒâU¡F«. eh‹ 

IªJ tUl§fS¡F bjhiyöu¤âš ïU¡f nt©oÆU¡F«, nkY« mtUila taâš ahuhY« x‹W« brhšyKoahJ. 

Mdhš v‹ gh£oahš Koí«. mt® cz®¢áta¥gl¡ Tl ïšiy. mt® v‹id uÆš Ãiya¤âš tÊaD¥g tªjh®. 

Mdhš, VJ« ngrî« ïšiy, vªj xU cz®¢áiaí« btË¡fh£lî« ïšiy. mtUila cjLfŸ ãuh®¤jidÆš mirªJ 

bfh©oUªjJ, mt® kd« ãuh®¤jidÆš _œ»ÆUªjJ. mtUila ÉušfŸ b#gkhiyÆ‹ kÂfSl‹ XŒÉšyhkš 

ãuh®¤jid brŒJ bfh©oUªjJ, mikâahf mt® v‹ be‰¿Æš K¤jÄ£lh®. eh‹ m§»UªJ bršY«nghJ v‹ kdâš 

it¤J¡ bfhŸs¡Toa <ukhd K¤âiuahf mnefkhf mJnt v§fËilna ïUªj ïWâahd clšßâahd bjhl®ò¡fhd 

milahskhf ïUªjJ.

Mdhš mJ m¥go ïšiy. IªJ tUl§fS¡F¥ ãwF eh‹ åL âU«ãa nghJ eh‹ uÆš Ãiya¤âš mtiu¢ 

rªâ¤nj‹. mtiu gh®¥gj‰F K‹ò ïUªjijÉl xU ehŸ  Tl taJ mâfkhdjhf¤ bjÇaÉšiy. mt® VJ« ngRtj‰F 

ÉU¥g¥glÉšiy. v‹ iffis mt® ïWf¥ g‰W« bghGJ v‹dhš mtUila ãuh®¤jidia,  mt® XJtij,  v‹dhš 

nf£f KoªjJ. v‹Dila tUifÆ‹ Kjš ehË‹ nghJ Tl, mtUila k»œ¢áahd jUz§fŸ,  FUÉfis bršykhf 

â£o¡ bfh©L,  mt‰W¡F Ú©lneu« cztË¥gânyna ïUªjJ.

khiyÆš mtÇl« xU kh‰w« tªjJ. mt® ãuh®¤jid brŒaÉšiy. mt® mU»YŸs bg©fis miH¤J¡ bfh©L 

KuRl‹, ghl Mu«ã¤JÉ£lh®. mt® gy kÂneu¤â‰F,  ieªJnghd m«Kuá‹ bjhŒî‰w njhÈid gykhf¡ ifahš 

j£oago,  ngh® åu®fŸ åLâU«òjiy¥ g‰¿a ghliy¥ ghodh®. mt® mâf áuk¥g£L KuR mo¥gij¤ jÉ®¡f 

nt©Lbkd,  mtiu eh§fŸ t‰òW¤j nt©oÆUªjJ. mt® ãuh®¤jid brŒahkÈUªjJ - vd¡F¤ bjÇªjtiu,  m‹Wjh‹ 

Kjš Kiw.

mL¤j ehŸ fhiy mtU¡F clšey« rÇÆšiy.  mJ nyrhd fhŒ¢rš v‹W«, mJ nghŒÉL« v‹W« kU¤Jt® 

T¿dh®. Mdhš v‹ gh£o É¤âahrkhf v©Âdh®. j‹Dila Koî beU§»É£ljhf mt® T¿dh®. j‹ thœ¡ifÆ‹ 

filá m¤âaha¤â‹ áy kÂ neu§fS¡F K‹mt® ïU¥gjhf¡ T¿dh®. ãuh®¤jid brŒtij jÉ®¤J É£L,  v§fËl« 

ngá¡bfh©oUªJ nk‰bfh©L neu¤ij åzh¡f mt® ÉU«gÉšiy.

eh§fŸ mtuJ ng¢ir (ïWâneu« beU§»aJ v‹gij) M£nrã¤njh«.  Mdhš mt® v§fSila M£nrgidia 

òw¡fÂ¤jh®. mt® mikâahf gL¡ifÆš gL¤J ãuh®¤jid kÂfSl‹ ãuh®¤jid brŒjh®. eh§fŸ rªnjf¥gLtj‰F 

K‹, mtUila cjLfŸ mirÉid ÃW¤âd, mtuJ cÆu‰w ÉušfËÈUªJ b#gkhiy ÉGªjJ. X® mikâahd btË¿a 

njh‰w« mt® Kf¤âš guÉaJ. mt® ïwªJÉ£lh® v‹gij eh§fŸ m¿ªnjh«.

ghu«gÇa tH¡f« v‹gjhš mtiu gL¡ifÆš ïUªJ ö¡» jiuÆš gL¡fit¤J xU át¥ò rt¢ÓiyÆdhš mtiu 

_ondh«. áy kÂ neu J¡f¤â‰F¥ ãwF eh§fŸ mtUila ïWâ¢rl§FfS¡fhd V‰ghLfis¢ brŒa mtiu jÅna 

É£L tªJÉ£nlh«. mtiu vL¤J¢ br‹W jfd« brŒtj‰fhf, khiyÆš mtuJ miw¡F X® xG§f‰w ö¡F gL¡ifíl‹ 

br‹nwh«. NÇa‹ mtUila miw k‰W« jhœthu¤âš bgh‹bdhËia Rluhf xËu¢ brŒJ kiwa¤bjhl§»aJ. 

K‰w¤âš ghâtÊÆš eh§fŸ Ã‹nwh«. jhœthu« KGtJ« k‰W« mtUila miwÆš,  mt® »l¤â it¡f¥g£L 

Éiw¥ghf mtiu át¥ò rt¢ÓiyÆš ngh®¤â it¡f¥g£oUªj  mnj ïl¤âš, mtuJ cliy¢ R‰¿ MÆu¡fz¡fhd 

FUÉfŸ jiuÆš m§FÄ§F« áj¿ mk®ªâUªjd. eh§fŸ m¥gwitfS¡fhf tUªândh«. m§nf Ñ¢brhÈna ïšiy. v‹ 

m«kh m¥gwitfS¡fhf áy buh£ofis bfh©Ltªjh®. mjid v‹ gh£o brŒtij¥nghš áW J©Lfsh¡» mt‰iw 

m¥gwitfS¡F åádh®.

FUÉfŸ buh£oia bfhŠr« Tl ftÅ¡fÉšiy. v‹ gh£oÆ‹ ãz¤ij vL¤J¢ br‹wJ«, m¥gwitfŸ mikâahf 

gwªJ br‹WÉ£ld. mL¤j ehŸ fhiy J¥òuî brŒgt® mªj buh£o¤ J©Lfis bgU¡» thÇ F¥ig¤ bjh£oÆš 

ngh£lh®.

  

UNIT - 2 : THE QUEEN OF BOXING - M.C. Mary Kom

	 F¤J¢	r©ilÆ‹	uhÂ - v«.á. nkÇnfh«

eh‹ ng§fh¡ ngh£oÆš rh«ãa‹Î¥ bg‰w ãwF clnd 48 »nyh ãÇÉš r®tnjr F¤J¢ r©il fHf¤â‰fhf, 

mbkÇ¡fhÉš cŸs bg‹ášntÅahÉš et«g® - or«g® 2001š eilbgwÉUªj cyf¥ bg©fŸ F¤J¢ r©il rh«ãa‹Î¥ 

ngh£o¡fhf nj®ªbjL¡f¥g£nl‹.

v‹Dila jªijahš v‹ áWgaz¤â‰fhf `2,000 k£Lnk nr®¡f KoªjJ. eh‹ tU¤j¥g£nl‹. nkY« 

ftiyí« milªnj‹. VbdÅš mbkÇ¡fhÉš bghU£fŸ v›tsî ÄFªj ÉiyíŸsjhf ïU¡F« v‹W eh‹ 

nfŸÉ¥g£oU¡»nw‹. Mdhš v‹dhY«, v‹ bg‰nwhuhY« VJ« brŒaKoaÉšiy. v‹ e©g®fËš xUtuhd M‹y® 

v‹gtUl‹ ïªj ãu¢áidia¥ g‰¿¥ ngánd‹. mt® áy khzt®fŸ k‰W« bgÇat®fis miH¤J¡bfh©L, ïu©L 
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POEM

UNIT - 1 : ONCE UPON A TIME - Gabriel Okara

	 K‹bdhU	fhy¤âš	- nf¥Çaš x¡fhu

kfnd, K‹bdhU fhy¤âš

mt®fŸ (áÇ¡F« nghJ) ïjaó®tkhf, kdkhu áÇ¤jh®fŸ, 

cz®îfis¡ f©fËš btË¥gL¤â áÇ¤jh®fŸ.

Mdhš, ï¥nghJ g‰fis k£Lnk fh©ã¡»wh®fŸ, áÇ¥ò v‹w bgaÇš. 

mnj neu¤âš, c‰rhf cz®it btË¥gL¤jhj mt®fË‹ f©fŸ, 

v‹ ÃHY¡F¥ ã‹dhš vijnah njL»‹wd.

mJ xU fhy«, c©ikÆš 

if FY¡Ftbj‹whš mt®fŸ ïjaó®tkhf mij¢ brŒjd®. 

Mdhš, mitbašyh« ï¥nghJ nghŒÉ£ld, kfnd.

ï¥nghJ mt®fŸ kd¥ó®tkhf ïšyhkš btWknd if FY¡F»wh®fŸ. 

mnj neu¤âš, mt®fË‹ ïlJ iffŸ 

fhÈahf cŸs v‹ r£il¥igfËš vijnah njL»‹wd. 

(igÆš v‹d cŸsJ v‹gij m¿ªJ, xUtÇ‹ bghUshjhu ts¤ij kâ¥ãlyh« vd Ãid¤jdnuh?)

“(c§fŸ brhªj) å£oš ïU¥gjhf czU§fŸ”, “Û©L« thU§fŸ” (v‹bwšyh«) mt®fŸ brhšth®fŸ. eh‹ m§nf 

Û©L« br‹W, brhªj å£oš ïU¥gij¥ nghy czuyh«! 

xU Kiw mšyJ ïUKiw. (m›tsî jh‹!)

Mdhš _‹whtJ Kiw v‹gJ ïU¡fhJ. 

m¥go 3-tJ Kiw br‹whš, (v‹ tUifia¤ jÉ®¡f nt©L« v‹gj‰fhf) mªj å£o‹ fjîfŸ _oÆU¥gij eh‹ 

fh©ng‹.

Mfnt, kfnd, eh‹ gy Éõa§fis¡ f‰¿U¡»nw‹. 

cil kh‰¿¡ bfhŸtJnghy, gy Kf_ofis eh‹ kh‰¿ kh‰¿ mÂa nt©oíŸsJ. 

å£o‰bf‹W xU Kf«, MÕ[]¡F v‹W xU Kf«, bjUî¡F v‹W xU Kf«, ÉUªjË¥ngh® v‹W xU Kf«, gyt‰¿‹ 

fyitahf ãuâgÈ¡f xU Kf«, vd gy Kf_ofis mÂªjhY«, bra‰ifahd xU ò‹difia¡ bfh©oU¡f 

nt©L«, (RtÇš kh£l¥g£l) xU á¤âu¤âš fhz¥gL« xU ò‹difia¥ nghy.

nkY«, eh‹ ï‹bdh‹iwí« f‰W¡ bfh©nl‹ -

(g‰fis k£Lnk fh©ã¤J) bra‰ifahf áÇ¥gijí«, 

kd <Lghnl ïšyhkš, ãwUl‹ ifFY¡Ftijí« f‰W¡ bfh©nl‹.

njitÆšyhj xUt® ÉilbgW«nghJ, “ït® ï§»UªJ xÊªJnghtJ ešyJjh‹”, vd eh‹ Ãid¤jhY«, 

“nghŒ thU§fŸ” v‹W mtU¡F¥ ãÇahÉil bfhL¡fî« f‰W¡ bfh©nl‹.

xUtiu¢ rªâ¥gâš k»œ¢ána ïšiy v‹whY«,

“c§fis¢ rªâ¤jâš Ä¡f k»œ¢á” v‹W TWtj‰F«,

xUtuJ ciuahlÈš mY¥ò«, rÈ¥ò« V‰g£lhY«, 

“c§fSl‹ ngá¡ bfh©oUªjJ eakhfî«, Rthu°akhfî« ïUªjJ”, vd bghŒahf¡ TWtj‰F« f‰W¡ bfh©nl‹.

Mdhš, v‹id e«ò, kfnd, 

eh‹ c‹id¥nghy ïstaâš ïUªjnghJ, ne®ikahd, c©ikíŸstdhf ïU¡f nt©L« v‹nw ÉU«ãnd‹

v‹ c©ikahd cz®îfis btË¥gL¤j KoahjthW v‹id ml¡» MŸ»w

Éõa§fËÈUªJ ï¥nghjhtJ eh‹ ÉLgl ÉU«ò»nw‹.

všyht‰W¡F« nkyhf, v¥go áÇ¡f nt©L« vd eh‹ Û©L« f‰f ÉU«ò»nw‹. VbdÅš, nghÈ¤jdkhd ï¥nghija 

vdJ áÇ¥ig eh‹ f©zhoÆš fhQ«nghJ, xU gh«ã‹ e¢R¥ g‰fis¥ nghynt vdJ g‰fŸ fh£áaË¡»‹wd.

Mfnt, kfnd, v¥go áÇ¡f nt©L« vd vd¡F fh©ã.

K‹bdhU fhy¤âš eh‹ c‹id¥nghy ïUªjnghJ

eh‹ v¥go, áÇ¤jgoí« ò‹dif¤jgoí«, ïUªnjndh,

mJnghy vd¡F¡ fh©ã¤J¡ bfhL, kfnd.
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UNIT - 2 : CONFESSIONS OF A BORN SPECTATOR - Ogden Nash

	 gh®itahsuhfnt	ãwªj	xUtÇ‹	x¥òjš	th¡F_y« - X¡l‹ eh°

xU FHªij ts®ªJ, Fâiu¥ gªja¤âš Fâiu X£L« gÂahshf Mfyh«.

k‰bwhUt® Til¥gªJ mšyJ Ah¡» Éisahlyh«,

F¤J¢ r©il ngh£o el¡»w, R‰W¥ gFâ¡FŸ EiHtijna xUt® btW¡fyh«.

ï‹bdhUt® xU fhšgªjh£l ngh£oÆš ÉisahLgtuhfnth, eLtuhfnth Mfyh«. 

eh‹ mt®fis¥ nghy xU Éisah£L åunuh, jlfsåunuh mšy. mt®fS« v‹id¥ nghy ïšiy v‹gjhš, 

eh‹ k»œ¢áail»nw‹.

nfË¡if¡fhfnth, xU gÂÆ‹ ÃÄ¤j« fhuzkhfnth, Éa®it áªJ« jlfs åu®fis eh‹, v‹ KGkdnjhL 

ngh‰W»nw‹.

ftd¤ij <®¡»w Milfis mÂªJ, Éisah£L ikjhd¤âš, ngh£ofËš g§nf‰F« nghJ, Ku£L¤ jdkhf, 

Muthu¤Jl‹ Éisaho, xUtU¡bfhUt® fha¥gL¤â¡ bfhŸsyh«.

vdJ gyåd« k‰W« bt£f«, ja¡f« fyªj kdÃiy, k‰w kÅj®fË‹ åu Ôu brašfS¡F C¡f« ju¡ Toajhf 

ïU¡F«.

ï¥nghJ ‘A’ v‹D« åu®, bt‰¿ bgw, 90 bf# öu« XL»wh®. ‘B’ v‹D« åu®, bt‰¿ahsiu¤ jiuÆš jŸË mtuJ 

KJbfY«ò c£gl áy vY«òfis cilí«go brŒJÉL»wh®.

jdJ bgÇa, tYthd Fâiuia, jlfs nfh£o‹ FW¡nf bršY«nghJ, rî¡fhš ÉshR»wh®, mªj¡ Fâiunah£o.

jlfs åu®fËš xUtuJ gjÉia, (fÉP® v‹w vdJ gjÉíl‹) gÇkh‰w« brŒJ bfh©lhš, vdJ “<nfh” 

(v‹id¥ g‰¿ ehnd ca®thf Ãid¤J¡ bfhŸS« Fz«) k»œ¢áailí« vd Ú§fŸ Ãid¥Õ®fŸ.

vdJ <nfh, nghJkhd msî¡F rªnjhõ¥glyh«. Mdhš, nguh®t« Ä¡f jlfs åu®fŸ Ku£L¤jdkhf 

ÉisahL»wh®fŸ.

mt®fŸ k‰wt®fË‹ cz®îfis fU¤âš bfhŸtâšiy, ïJ bjhl®ghd v›Éj cl‹ghLfisí« mt®fŸ 

brŒJ bfhŸtâšiy.

‘m¿î’¡F«,‘eh‹ v‹w mf§fhu’¤â‰F« ïilna vdJ nghuh£l« bjhl§», KoÉš m¿î bt‰¿ bg‰wJ 

v‹gâš vd¡F k»œ¢ána.

jlfs åuÇ‹ å§»¥ nghd f©, jdJ ifÆš RS¡F V‰g£l KZoia¥ gh®¡F« nghJ«, mtuJ KH§fhÈš 

mog£L vY«ò cilªj nghJ«, ifÆš kÂ¡f£L¥ gFâÆš K¿î V‰g£l nghJ«,

jlfs åuÇ‹ KjYjÉ á»¢ir¡fhf m§F ahuhtJ xU lh¡l® ïU¡»whuh vd Éisah£L¤Jiw mâfhÇfŸ 

nf£lnghJ«,

jlfs åuÇ‹ vËikahd clY¡fhf, vdJ M¤kh c©ikahd e‹¿ cz®îl‹, gÇªJ ngR»wJ.

“jlfs åu®fns, eh‹ c§fSl‹ ngh£oÆLtij¤ jÉu, ntW vijí« brŒnt‹. c§fSl‹ nr®ªJ Fo¡fî«, 

czî mUªjî« brŒnt‹.”

Éisah£L ikjhd¤âš Ú§fŸ XLtijí«, Fâ¥gijí« fhz, nuoa« v‹w jÅk¤â‹ kâ¥ò msî¡F EiHî¢ 

Ó£L¡fis th§Fnt‹. 

Û©L« vd¡F ehnd MWjš brhšÈ¡ bfhŸ»nw‹-

Ú§fŸ v‹id¥ nghy xU fÉP® mšy, ehD« c§fis¥ nghy xU Éisah£L åu® mšy.

  

UNIT - 3 : LINES WRITTEN IN THE EARLY SPRING - William Wordsworth

	 trªj	fhy¤â‹	Mu«g¤âš	vGj¥g£l	tÇfŸ - ÉšÈa« nt®°bth®¤

ku§fŸ ml®ªj xU nrhiyÆš, eh‹ rhŒªJ c£fh®ªJ XŒbtL¤J¡ bfh©oUªjnghJ, ïa‰if vG¥ãa, 

MÆu¡fz¡fhd ïir¡ fyitfË‹ xÈia¡ nf£nl‹. 

mªj ïÅikahd kdÃiyÆš, kdâ‰F cfªj v©z§fŸ njh‹¿d. Tlnt, mit nrhfkhd v©z§fisí« 

kdâ‰F¡ bfh©L tªjd.

jdJ mHfhd gil¥òfSl‹ kÅjÇ‹ M¤khit ïa‰if ïiz¤JŸsJ v‹w v©z« v‹DŸ XoaJ.
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SUPPLEMENTARY

UNIT - 1 : AFTER TWENTY YEARS - O. Henry

	 ïUgJ	M©LfS¡F¥	ãwF - X. bA‹¿

nuhªJ¥ gÂÆÈUªj xU fhtšfhu®, mtuJ f©fhÂ¥ò¡F c£g£l (beat) gFâÆš X® mfykhd bjUÉš (avenue) 
mHfhf (impressively) elªJ br‹wh®. mªj mHF tH¡fkhdJ jh‹ (habitual). mJ Vnjh xU Ãfœ¢á¡fhdJ (show) mšy. 

VbdÅš gh®itahs®fŸ (spectators) áynu ïUªjd®. m¥nghJ neu« ïuî 10 kÂ. FË® fh‰W år¤ bjhl§»aJ. kiH 

tU« nghy ïUªjJ. mªj NHš mªj¤ bjU¡fËš k¡fŸ elkh£l¤ij »£l¤j£l (nigh) Fiw¤JÉ£lJ.  

ifÆš it¤âUªj joia (club) RH‰¿a gona (twirling) mt® m§FŸs fjîfis ftÅ¤jgo br‹wh®. mtuJ tYthd 

clY« (stalwart), mtuJ e«ã¡ifahd xU eilí« (swagger), mtiu mikâÆ‹ fhtyuhf á¤jÇ¤jJ. mªj R‰Wt£lhu¤âš 

(vicinity) mªj neu¤âš k¡fŸ elkh£l« Fiwthfnt ïU¡F«. ïuî czî ÉLâ mšyJ RU£L (cigar) É‰gid¡ fil 

M»at‰¿‹ És¡F btË¢r¤ij v¥nghjhtJ Ú§fŸ fhzyh«. m§F bgU«gh‹ikahf ïUªj tÂf ÃWtd§fË‹ 

fjîfŸ _o¡ »lªjd.

m§»Uªj xU gFâÆ‹ ika¤ij fhty® beU§»anghJ, âObud jdJ eilÆ‹ ntf¤ij¡ Fiw¤jh®. xU t‹bghUŸ 

(hardware) filÆ‹ fjî¡F mU»š, ïU£lhd ïl¤âš, xUt‹ rhŒªJ Ã‹W bfh©oUªjh‹. g‰wit¡f¥glhj xU RU£L 

(cigar) mt‹ thÆš ïUªjJ. fhty® mtid beU§»aJ« mt‹ ntfkhf¥ ngádh‹.

fhty® j‹id rªnjf¥gLtij Fiw¡F« tifÆš (reassuringly) mt‹ ngádh‹. “xU e©gD¡fhf eh‹ fh¤âU¡»nw‹. 

20 M©LfS¡F K‹ Ô®khÅ¡f¥g£l rªâ¥ò ïJ. nf£gj‰nf nto¡ifahf ïU¡»wJ, ïšiyah? ï‹D« r‰W És¡fkhf¡ 

T¿dhš c§fS¡F¥ òÇí«. ï¥nghJ ïªj¡ fil ïUªj ïl¤âš gy M©LfS¡F K‹ X® cztf« (restaurant) ïUªjJ. 

mj‹ bga® ‘ã¡ n#h ¥uho’° bu°£lhu©£”, v‹wh‹ mt‹.

“5 tUl§fS¡F K‹ò tiu mJ ïUªjJ. m¥òw« mJ ïo¡f¥g£LÉ£lJ”, v‹wh® fhty®.

mªj kÅj‹ xU Ô¡F¢áia ciu¤J (struck) RU£il¥ g‰w it¤J¡ bfh©lh‹. m¥nghJ V‰g£l btË¢r« mt‹ 

Kf¤ij milahs« fh£oaJ. btËÇa (pale), rJukhd jhil (square jawed) bfh©l Kf«. TÇa (keen) f©fŸ. tyJ 

òUt¤â‹ mU»š á¿a btŸis jG«ò (scar). mtdJ fG¤J¥ g£il (scraf)-ïš ïUªj »Ë¥ (pin)-ïš xU bgÇa itu¡fš 

gâ¡f¥g£oUªjJ (set).
“20 M©LfS¡F K‹, ïnj khâÇahd X® ïuÉš, ï§»Uªj ‘ã¡ n#h ¥uhoÌš’ v‹ e©gDl‹ rh¥ã£L¡ 

bfh©oUªnj‹. v‹ beU§»a e©g‹ (chum) mt‹. ïªj cy»nyna áwªj kÅj‹ mt‹jh‹ v‹ng‹. mt‹ bga® Í«Ä 

btš°. ehD« mtD«, ïu©L rnfhju®fŸ nghy, ïnj Ãôah®¡ efÇš x‹whf ts®ªnjh«. vd¡F m¥nghJ 18 taJ, Í«Ä¡F 20. 

mL¤j ehŸ fhiy, Ãiwa gz« r«ghâ¥gj‰fhf (to make my fortune), eh‹ nk‰f¤âa gFâ¡F¢ bršy nt©oÆUªjJ. Í«Äia 

Ãôah®¡ efiu É£L btËna bfh©Ltu KoahJ! ïªj óÄÆnyna ïJ jh‹ xnu ïl« v‹w Ãid¥ãš ïUªjh‹ mt‹. 

mªj ïuÉš eh§fŸ Ô®khÅ¤njh« - 20 M©LfS¡F¥ ãwF, ïnj njâÆš, ïnj neu¤âš Û©L« eh« rªâ¡f nt©L« v‹W. 

v§fŸ Ãiyik v¥go ïUªjhY«, v›tsî bjhiyÉš eh§fŸ ïUªjhY«, mJ g‰¿ ftiyÆšiy. ïªj 20 M©LfËš 

v§fŸ Éâ (destiny) v§fŸ thœÉš v¥gobašyh« ntiy brŒjJ (worked out), eh§fŸ v›tsî r«ghâ¤njh« v‹bwšyh« 

ngr, rÇahf ï§F tªJÉl nt©L« v‹gJ jh‹ v§fŸ neh¡fkhf ïUªjJ.”

“nf£gj‰nf Rthu°akhf (interesting) ïU¡»wJ” v‹wh® mªj¡ fhty®. “ïu©L rªâ¥òfS¡F ïilÆš ïJ Ú©l fhy 

ïilbtË v‹nw vd¡F¤ njh‹W»wJ. ï§»UªJ br‹w ãwF, c§fŸ e©giu¥ g‰¿ Ú§fŸ vJî« nfŸÉ¥glÉšiyah?”

“bfhŠr fhy¤J¡F eh§fŸ foj¥ ngh¡Ftu¤J¡ bfh©oUªnjh«. Mdhš, XÇU M©LfS¡F¥ ãwF, mJ bjhluhkš 

nghŒÉ£lJ. nk‰F¥ gFâ v‹gJ xU bgÇa mik¥ò (proposition). XŒnt ïšyhkš gugu¥ghf (hustling) v¥nghJ« 

brašg£L¡ bfh©nl ïU¡f nt©L«. Í«Ä k£L« cÆnuhoUªjhš, Ã¢rakhf ï§F tªJ v‹id¢ rªâ¥gh‹. VbdÅš, 

mt‹ v¥nghJnk ïªj cy»nyna c©ikahd (truest), cWâahd, e«ã¡if Ãiwªj (staunchest) e©g‹. mt‹ xU nghJ« 

kw¡f kh£lh‹. MÆu« ikšfis¤ jh©o tªJ ïªj ïuÉš ïªj¡ fjî¡F mU»š Ã‰»nw‹. v‹ e©g‹ tªjhš mJ 

gaDŸsjhf ïU¡F«,” v‹wh‹ mt‹.

fh¤âUªj kÅj‹, xU fofhu¤ij btËna vL¤J, neu¤ij¥ gh®¤jh‹. fofhu¤â‹ nkš _oÆš á¿a itu f‰fŸ 

gâ¡f¥g£oUªjd.

“10 kÂahtj‰F ï‹D« 3 ÃÄl§fŸ cŸsd” v‹wh‹ mt‹. “Äf¢ rÇahf 10 kÂ¡F¤jh‹ ïªj cztf fjÉÈUªJ 

eh§fŸ m‹W btËna¿ndh«.”

“nk‰F¥ gFâ c§fS¡F trâahf ïUªjjh?”. v‹W nf£lh® mªj¡ fhty®.

“M«. Ã¢rakhf (you bet). Í«Äí« fodkhfî«, Óuhfî« ciH¡f¡ Toat‹ (plodder). mt‹ xU ešy kÅj‹  

(good fellow). eh‹ m§nf bghUŸ <£Ltj‰F, áy m¿th®ªj k¡fSl‹ (wits) ngh£o nghl nt©oÆUªjJ. Mdhš, ï§nf, 

Ãôah®¡»š xU kÅj‹ v‹Wnk khwhj, kªjkhd tH¡f§fËš (groove) ïUªJ ÉL»wh‹. nk‰F¥ gFânah xUtid 

T®ikahd Éntf¤âš (razor-edge) Mœ¤âÉL»wJ”, v‹wh‹ mt‹.

fhty®, jdJ ifÆÈUªj joia RH‰¿agona, XÇU mofŸ elªjh®.

“eh‹ vdJ gÂia¤ bjhlu nt©L«. c§fŸ e©g® tUth® vd e«ò»nw‹. rÇahf mªj neu¤â‰F mt® 

tuÉšiybaÅš, Ú§fŸ br‹WÉLå®fsh?”

“ïšiy. ï‹D« X® miu kÂ neu« TLjyhf ï§F fh¤âU¥ng‹. Í«Ä cÆnuhoUªjhš mt‹ rÇahd neu¤â‰F 

tªJÉLth‹. nghŒ thU§fŸ (so long), MÕ[®!”, v‹W fhtyU¡F Éil bfhL¤jh‹ mt‹.

fhtyU« mtD¡F ïuî tz¡f« T¿ É£L, j‹ gÂia¤ bjhlu¢ br‹W É£lh®.
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235

PART - I (MCQ Type Questions)

Q. No. 1 to 20 1 Mark Questions 20 × 1 = 20

Part I : 20 MCQ type questions.
 1 to 3 : Synonyms 3 × 1 = 3

 4 to 6 : Antonyms 3 × 1 = 3

 7 to 20 : Vocabulary & Grammar 14 × 1 = 14

All the 20 questions are to be answered. 

7. Clipped Words
8. Unclipped Words
9. Right Definition of a term
10. Idioms 
11. Foreign Words
12. Compound Words
13. Prefix
14. Suffix
15. Expanded form of Abbreviations / Acronym
16. Syllabification
17. Phrasal Verb
18. Appropriate Phrases
19. Question Tag
20. Modal / Semi-Modal Verbs

Additional Topics :
i. Blended Words
ii. American English - British English Word
iii. Prepositions
iv. Link Words / Conjunctions
v. Relative Pronouns
vi. Substitute Words / Phrases with Polite Alternatives
vii. Singular and Plural Form
viii. Sentence Pattern
ix. Homophones / Confusables
x. Tenses
xi. Determiners

Q. No. 1 to 3 : Synonyms
(Textbook Page No. : 4, 5, 38, 70, 108, 142, 170, 171)

 A word or phrase that means exactly or nearly the same as another word or phrase is called synonym.
 bfhL¡f¥g£LŸs xU th¡»a¤âš mo¡nfhL ïl¥g£LŸs th®¤ij¡F ïizahd mnj m®¤jKŸs 

th®¤ijia, ÑnH cŸs Options-fËÈUªJ nj®ªbjL¤J vGjnt©L«.

 ekJ ïnj Guide-ïš Prose gFâÆš, x›bthU ghl¤â‰Fkhd Synonyms m£ltizÆš ju¥g£LŸs 

th®¤ijfis Ú§fŸ go¤J¡ bfhŸS§fŸ. ït‰¿ÈUªJ nf£f¥gL« 3 Édh¡fS¡F ÉilaË¡f ïJ Rygkhf 

ïU¡F«.

 Éilia vGJ« nghJ, (d) v‹gJ rÇahd Éil v‹whš, (d) v‹W vGâ, F¿¥ã£l Éiliaí« nr®¤J 

vGj nt©L«. (v.fh.) (d) wrinkled.

GOVT. MODEL QUESTIONS - 2019
Choose the correct synonyms for the underlined words from the options given. 
1. Her silver locks were scattered untidily over her pale, puckered face……

(a) graceful (b) fresh (c) smoothed (d) wrinkled [ Ans  (d) wrinkled]

2. It is the efficiency rather than the inefficiency of human memory that compels my wonder.
(a) irritation (b) inability (c) inferiority (d) ability [ Ans  (d) ability]

3. …… we have to re-call the struggles of the past and realize the perils and possibilities……
(a) safeties (b) dangers (c) securities (d) certainty [ Ans  (b) dangers]

Question Paper Contents as per Govt. Model Paper
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236  Sura's  XI Std  Smart English  QUESTION PAPER CONTENTS

     GOVERNMENT EXAM QUESTIONSGEQ

1. She hobbled about the house in spotless white. UNIT - 1  (QY. 18)
(a) limped (b) creeped (c) walk unsteadily (d) strolling  [ Ans  (c) walk unsteadily]

2. The common link of friendship was snapped. UNIT - 1  (HY. 18, Sep. 21)
(a) cut  (b) formed (c) photographed (d) broken [ Ans  (a) cut]

3. She thumped the sagging skins of the dilapidated drum. UNIT - 1  (June 19)
(a) preserved (b) repaired (c) damaged (d) costly [ Ans  (c) damaged]

4. She sat by her wheel spinning and reciting prayers. UNIT - 1  (QY. 19)
(a) memorizing (b) murmuring (c) chanting (d) teaching [ Ans  (c) chanting]

5. .......... we treated it like the fables of the prophets she used to tell us. UNIT - 1  (March 20)
(a) tales  (b) theories (c) sayings (d) experiences [ Ans  (a) tales]

6. A peaceful pallor spread on her face. UNIT - 1  (Sep. 20)
(a) devotion  (b) appearance (c) results (d) stress [ Ans  (b) appearance]

7. The greatest disadvantage for me was my loss of appetite. UNIT - 2  (March 19)
(a) hope (b) memory (c) alertness (d) hunger [ Ans  (d) hunger]

8. I ate enough to sate my appetite. UNIT - 2  (QY. 19)
(a) suppress (b) quench (c) increase (d) satisfy [ Ans  (d) satisfy]

9. I am always reluctant to trust a departing visitor to post an important letter. UNIT - 3

(a) ready  (b) unwilling  (c) eager  (d) anxious      (HY. 18) [ Ans  (b) unwilling]
(a) insensitive  (b) interested  (c) unwilling (d) forgetful    (June 19) [ Ans  (c) unwilling]
(a) uninterested (b) unwilling (c) forced (d) persuaded    (Sep. 20) [ Ans  (b) unwilling]

10. I am no great delinquent in such matters. UNIT - 3  (QY. 19)
(a) creator  (b) offender (c) guardian (d) halfwit [ Ans  (b) offender]

11. ..... that we regard a man who does not possess it as eccentric. UNIT - 3  (March 19)
(a) modern (b) weary (c) normal (d) weird [ Ans  (d) weird]

12. Memories prevent them from remembering to do such small prosaic things… UNIT - 3  (QY. 19)
(a) mean (b) cheap (c) dull (d) stale [ Ans  (c) dull]

13. ........ either he has a memory like a sieve or is an audacious perverter of the truth. UNIT - 3  (March 20)
(a) great (b) bold (c) strong (d) perfect [ Ans  (b) bold]

14. I would have taken fifty farthings. UNIT - 4  (Sep. 21)
(a) Sticks (b) Paisa (c) Guineas (d) Lashes [ Ans  (b) Paisa]

15. …....... a continuous stream of men and women endowed with the spirit of service. UNIT - 5  (HY. 18)
(a) deprived (b) feeble (c) gifted (d) divested [ Ans (c) gifted]

16. ..... and I do claim to represent him in all his ruggedness. UNIT - 5  (March 19)
(a) toughness (b) weakness (c) brightness (d) seriousness [ Ans  (a) toughness]

17. The role of the University today is not cloistered ........ UNIT - 5  (June 19)
(a) flexible (b) restricted (c) determined (d) challenging [ Ans  (b) restricted]

18. Unless you replenish it richly, coming generations will find only an empty coffer. UNIT - 5  (HY. 19)
(a) refill (b) decorate (c) reshuffle (d) overhaul [ Ans  (a) refill]

19. I shall ............ only reiterate some of the cardinal principles. UNIT - 5  (March 20)
(a) accept (b) express (c) repeat (d) adopt [ Ans  (c) repeat]

20. We should also realize that a continuous stream of men and women endowed with the spirit of service. UNIT - 5  (Sep. 21)
(a) gifted (b) educated (c) trained (d) developed [ Ans  (a) gifted]

21. - not anger or exasperation, but just simple wonder. UNIT - 6  (Sep. 20)
(a) amusement (b) nervousness (c) irritation (d) surprise [ Ans  (c) irritation]
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